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outside perspective as a cure for
myopia. It presents non·technical
articles in the several fields of knowl·
edge-both the humanities and the
sciences-and encourages a sympa-
thetic understanding of differing
approaches to our world. \
The editorial doors remain op..ea/
to today's fiction and poetry, inviting
fresh, effective writing and new lit-
erary ~ent. Book reviews, while ~
cognizant of works about the South-
west or by its resident .authors, I
wiIl range widely among areas of
intelligent interest.
NEW MEXICO QUARTERLY with this
issue enters a new era and a fresh
point of view.
The Southwest's significant growth
in population since World War II
has brought a changed tempo, not
only in scientific activities, but in
\ every aspect of regional life. The
lively curiosity of the young man at
Los Alamos or Alamogordo expresses
itself not only in his laboratory, but
it leads him into New Mexico's.
..countryside, to catalog plants or ex·
plore archaeological ruins. It brings
him and his family to Santa Fe's
new opera, to art exhibits in Taos
and Albuquerque, into bookshops
and libraries all over th~ state. He,
like countless other newcomers, has
t many intelligent questions to ask
about the Southwest. The Quarterly
I offers him, and the oldtime West-.
{ emers who are his new friends, some
~of the answers.
Th'e magazine endeavors' to De
valuable to the large number of
people all over the world who, for FOR the Mimbres pottery designs
a variety of reasons, are interested which decorate the cover· and iIIus-
in New Mexico and the Southwest. . trate this issue, we are grateful to
NMQ examines and documents this MRS. HARRIET S. COSGROVE, of Al-
region's present and past, its achieve- buquerque, who very kindly made
ments and problems, its art and available her impressive coIlection of
literature, its economic and social hand.drawn reproductions. In work- .
structures, and its participation in ing with the material, the Editors
the several sciences: were struck by the singular appro-
But New Mexico Quarterly, in priateness of these thousand-year-old
being regional, strives to avoid being sketches in present.day sitUations.
provincial. It continues to remain l\1Rs. LUCIA EN~EL helped in the
aware of the main streams of con· project by permitting us to consult
temporary thought, and to offer her magnificent library of rare books.
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5Operation Santa Fe
HENRY SHULTZ
Wolfgang and Igor in Santa Fe
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICo'S ANCIENT SEAT OF GOVERNMENT, HAS BECOME
during the summer also the seat of 'an opera festival which - if it con-
tinues to develop along lines already very plain to see - bids fair to
become one of the biggest things the old capital has experienced in its
three-hundred-forty-odd years of history.
With the establishment of the Santa Fe:Opera Association by Mr.
John Crosby and his ass'ociates, and the pJ:1enomenally successful pres-
entation during its first season of top-quaHty opera three times a week
through July and August, little doubt remains in anyone's mind that
Santa Fe now has, in addition to its other well-known attractions,.
something on its hands that may outdraw them all.
There is no reason why Santa Fe should not become the South-
western Mecca of music lovers. It is certainly no mOre off the beaten
paths of tourism and musical pilgrimage than, say, Central City or
Aspen - nor, as far as that goes, than Tanglewood or Bayreuth or Edin-
/ .
burgh. Its superb summer climate, the picturesqueness of the historic
city. itself, its location in an area abounding in things interesting to
visitors, its complex and sophisticated cultural milieu, and its facilities
for and experience in entertaining tourists, make it a natural hea,dquar-
ters for a music festival. All. that was needed, apparently, was a man
with an operatic "green thumb" like John Crosby.
Crosby, a professional musician - he is a violinist and a conductor
and was, until recently, assistant director of the famed Columbia Uni-,
versity Opera Workshop - who also happens to be a man of means, had
spent a lot of time in Santa Fe off and on over the years. Full of ideas
about the ideal production of opera, it seemed to him that Santa Fe
might be just the place to try putting some o~ them into €ffect. To this
end, he secured the seventy-six acre San Juan Ranch, a.setting of great.
Henry Shultz teaches in the Albuquerque Indian School. His Oreste,
which appeared in the Summer, 1952, issue of the Quarterly, was
reprinted by Martha Foley as one of the Best Short Stories, 1953.
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natural beauty four miles north of the city, as the location for an amphi-
theatre. Near enough to a four-lane highway to make the drive from
town a matter of minutesN2ut far enough away to give a sense of abso-
lute isolation (and to be fr~f highway noises); it could call upon
th,e surrounding mountain ranges and the New Mexico evening sky to
serve as backdrops and could provide such acres of free parking space
as would make patrons of New York and Chicago opera houses imagine
they were in Parad~se.
The sizable nucleus of a reliable audience lay practically at hand.
Santa Fe has long been a center of artistic activity and contains a large
and stable population of people with the taste and means to support
opera. Taos, an artists' colony and resort from the early years of the
century, is little more than an hour away; while Los Alamos, almost
entirely a settlement of intellectuals - scientists are notorious music
lovers-is even closer. Albuquerque, the largest city in the area, the seat
of the state university and well known as a "musica,l town," is a major
transportation center for railway, bus, and air lines, and lies at the other
end of a broad highway on which it takes less time to reach the Santa
. Fe Opera than it takes a Scarsdale opera-lover to r~ch the Metropolitan.
~ese places could supply the hard core of a steady audience. But
.in New Mexico people think nothing of driving several hundred miles
to dinner, and once the opera season actually got under way it soon
became apparent that parties were coming regularly from such towns
as Carlsbad, Roswell, Silver City, and other places at opposite ends of
the state, for an evening or a weekend of op,era.
Nearly all performances have attracted their share of the famous and
the celebrated, especially from the world of music, who have called
on Crosby and the other artists back-stage to offer congratulations and
best wishes; and Crosby has been astonished by the number of ordinary
~ tourists who have taken the trouble to hunt him up after. performances
to tell him how they happened to be in Denver, or EI Paso, or some-
where, read of the opera in the local paper, or in Time magazine, or in
the New York Times, and altered their itinerary to include a night in
\ 'SantaFe.
All of this was one of the things Crosby had hoped for but was
genu.inely surprised about when it came true. His initial planning was
done without publicity and to the tune of a certain amount of scepti-
cism from Santa Fe. He planned slowly, meticulously, and with great
intelligence. (Patrons have even remarked on the efficiency with which
cars are parked before the performances and started on their way again
8
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XXVII: 1,2 Wolfgang &1 Igor in Santa Fe ' 7
afterwards.) He knew what he wanted and he spared nothing to get it..
All the preliminary architectural and acoustical planning he placed in
the hands of renowned designers, while to head his production staff he
engaged two of the brightest young luminaries of the lyric theatre.
Retaining t~e original ranch house as headquarters for himself and
his staff - and later as living quarters for the single artists of the com-
pany he was to engage - Crosby set about building his theatre. He
economized where economy was possible, but didn't hesitate to spend
lavishly when necessary. .
What took shape, ultimately, was an outdoor theatre without paral-
lel in America. Clearly the creation of a man of taste as well as a man
with immense operatic know-how, nothing to enhance the beauty or
the technical efficiency of the theatre was left to chance. A noted
acoustical engineer was engaged - Jack Purcell of the, f~med Boston
and Los Angeles firm of acoustical consultants, Bolt, Beranek, and
Newman (who were also responsible for the fabulously successful
Kresge Auditorium at M.LT., as well as for the great Philharmonic
Concert Hall at Tel Aviv, Israel, the Music Building at Florida State -
University, and other halls noted for their fine acoustics). AfW care-
fully going over Crosby's site, and even taking into consideration the
possible effects on the acoustics of the surrounding mountains and the
prevailing winds, Mr. Purcell drew up a set of acoustical specifications
\ so fantastically detailed as to stagger the imagination. Elaborate stud-
ding, for example, behind the" beautiful redwood plywood stage back
and sides (the part which the audience sees) is designed to create a
vast number of resonating panels at various frequencies. The great
outward-sloping canopy over the stage not only contains much of the
lighting system, but, thrusting out over the orchestra pit, it serves to
bounce sounds back onto the hard surface of a' semicircular pool of
clear blue water which separates pit from audience, with further acous-
tical advantage to everybody, including the orchestra itself and the
.singers on-stage. This pool~ besides being a nice touch in the. decorative
scheme of things, has the additional function of cr~ting a space be-
tween the front rows of seats and the orchestra, so that holders of these
seats do not find themselves peering into the bells of French horns or
having their teeth jarred loose by the tympani. Even the wash-room·
and box-office structures at the rear of the amphitheatre serve acous-
tical as weil as more obvious functions.
Once the acoustical specifications were drawn up, they were put
into the hands of the Santa.Fe architectural firm of McHugh and
..
.;.-
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Hooker, who did the actual designing of the theatre around them; but
even the architects' drawings were once more submitted to the acous-
tical engineers before any actual construction was undertaken.
The total result of all this careful planning is a theatre which is a
thing of beauty-indeed, of magic: a.perfect setting for the seeing and
hearing of opera, and, from a practical standpoint, a perfect theatre in
which every seat is a good seat, and in which, even if you look away
from the stage, whatever you see is good to look at.
~ (Seating capacity, incidentally, is 483 at present: but the initial plan-
ining was such that the amphitheatre can be expanded by several
hundred more seats without sacrificing any of the intimate charm of
the place, interfering with lines of vision, or impairing acoustics.)
. One of Crosby's articles of faith is that opera be good theatre, and
in the technical equipping of his theatre he spared no expense. Of the
approximately $125,000 which it cost to build the theatre (and which
does not include the initial cost of the ranch and ranch-house), very
nearly $15,000 was spent on stage lighting alone, plus an additional
approximate $5000 supplied by the Santa Fe Opera Association for
the purchase of. spotlights, lekos, lenses, and subsidiary equipment.
Heart of the electrical design is a Century-Izenauer electronic control
system, ordinarily found only in the most elaborately equipped theatres.
With this system, the main power supply is brought to a huge dimmer-
bank, located in the stage basement, where it is converted to low-voltage
.power and then sent to an operating console at the rear of the amphi-
theatre, where sixty miniature dimmers with master coupling devices
regulate the low-voltage current. This current is once more sent back
( to the dimmer-bank, where it is again boosted to proper line voltage (
to supply the 5oo-watt and 75o-watt lamps in the lighting instruments.
The reasons for such a complicated treatment of electricity are many,
but among its several advantages are these: a tremendous saving in
space and weight, great facility in operation (there is a master p:re-set
system by which up to thirty lighting instruments may be made to
cross-fade from one pre-set setting to another by moving a single lever),
and the unique benefit of having the electrician in a position, to watch
the stage from the same point of view as the 'audience. The operating
electrician/is, it should be said further, in constant telephonic com-
munication with backstage technicians as well as with the production
manager or one of his assistants seated in the audience.
On the other hand, there were areas in which economies were pos-
" sible; a.nd one of the most successful of these has been in the matter of
10
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scenery: For most of the operas mounted so far, no attempt has been
made at realistic scenery of the traditional Belasco·solid-oak-door type.
Preference, instead, has been given to sets designed - with the greatest
originality and imagination, it must be mentioned - to create a suffi·
cient atmosphere, to establish a necessary emotional tone, to fix an
adequate impression of time and place. These sets are built onto heavily-
weighted, castered bases which may be wheeled quickly on and off
stage, or in many cases simply turned around to reveal a completely
new setting. Planned with{: the utmost cleverness and ingenuity, they
have fitted with such infaifi.ble appropriateness into the over·all stage
conceptions of their respective operas that they have proved enormously
successful with the audience; and their relative inexpensiveness has
made heavier expenditures possible ip other departments.
Costuming, for example. Production designer Patton Campbell was
apparently given a free hand, and he took it. Of extraordinary beauty
and elegance, each appearance of a new costume produced such an
effect on the audience that the casts had to become accustomed. to .
occasional involuntary gasps of astonishment from some of the cus-
'tomers out front; yet, as with all other aspects of the Santa Fe produc-
tions, costume-designing was done not for costume-designing's sake,
but as a part of a whole stage-conception and with the personal physical
and motor characteristics of individual artists always in mind.
During the winter precedingthe early-July opening of the first sum-
mer season,. Crosby spent the greater part of his time selecting and
recruiting his staff and his artists. As his production manager he secured
the services of Robert Ackart, a young man-and most of the Santa Fe
.compal!y is young-who despite his youth had already been assistant
11
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stage manager for the San Francisco Opera, assistant stage director at
the Salzburg Festival, assistant to the resident producer at Covent
Garden, production manager at the Chicago Lyric Opera, and stage
manager at Central City. Production designer Patton Campbell had
been associatea with several notable Broadway productions, including
Twenty-seven Wagonloads of Cotton, which eventually became Baby
Doll of the movies, and was assistant to Donald Oenslager in last year's
Central City premier of The Ballad of Baby Doe. Ackart and Campbell
\ became, with Crosby, the guiding triu~virate of the Santa Fe Opera,
and it is to them that the repertory owes its high standards of beauty
and real originality.
Crosby himself auditioned the orchestra players, traveling back and
forth across the country innumerable times until he was able to get
what he wanted from a cross-section of major American orchestras. But
the most exacting chore in getting together the kind of operatic reper-
tory company he envisaged' was the selection of the singing artists: for
in accordance with his principle that opera must always be a good show
as well as a mere traversal of good music, it was highly important that
. his singers be able to act as well as to sing-and to sing, moreover, in
perfectly understandable English. That they also had to be versatile
goes without saying, for the Santa Fe Opera is a repertory company
(though the repertory will change from season to season) and it is no
part of Crosby's plan to engage this or that prima donna especially for·
this or that ~rench or Italian opera and let the rest of the company
take care of itself, after the manner of many great opera houses. His
singers would have to be perfectly at qome in Mozart one night and
equally at home in Stravinsky the next.
The company which he and Robert Ackart finally assembled, after
weeks of auditions and re-auditions, has impressed everyone with its
all-around versatility and attractiveness: with its youth, its enthusiasm,
and a style of easy, spontaneous, and always stylish acting - undoubt-
edly the Ackart touch here. There were, during the first season, no great
~ voices, though there were several outstandingly good ones. On the
~ other hand, there were none as bad - give or take some weaknesses in
the tenor department - as some of the really bad voices one has become
accustomed to hearing in routine productions at our great metropolitan
opera houses. It was apparent that the. audiences at Santa Fe were
readily inclined to overlook the absence of great singing in favor of
beautiful productions in which the acting was always excellent and the
singing usually adequate, never really bad, and often extremely good~
12
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The emphasis, in any event, was on the pro.uction of opera as opera,
and not on the production of opera as the vehicle for virtuosi. One
went to see and hear a first-class production of, say, a wonderful opera
of Mozart, and never as an opportunity to hear, say, a wonderful p~a
donna use Mozart as a means to show off her voice. The star system
will never get its foot in the door as long as Crosby has an~ing to say
about it.
During the first season, the repertory consisted of seven operas:
Puccini's Madame Butterfly, Mozart's Cosi fan tutti, Rossini's The
Barber of Seville, Pergolesi's La Serva Padrona on a double bill with a
new opera ,by Marvin Levy, The Tower, Richard Strauss' Ariadne auf
Naxos, and - in honor of the composer's seventy-fifth birthday, being
celebrated this year throughout the musical world - Stravinsky's The
Rake's Progress. ,
It will be noted that, with the exception of Butterfly, none of these
operas calls for an orchestra of symphonic, or nineteenth-century, pro-
portions. The nucleus of the Santa Fe instrumental force is, in fact,
the "Mozart orchestra" (woodwinds, bras,S, and tympani in pairs; strings
in four parts), which,.with the addition of extra instruments now and
again ~ as for example two harps, celesta, and extra percussion in Ari-
adne - is all that is ever called for by an immense repertory of operas in
many styles from all periods.
Composers writing for this eighteenth-century kind of orchestra
ordinarily write the double-bass part to double with the celli, and in
the thirty-two piece orchestra of the ~anta Fe Opera, one instrument
on the double-bass line is perfectly adequate - though they will have
two next year. But in The Rake's Progress, in which Stravinsky deliber-
ately adopts the instrumental and stylistic lay-out of the eighteenth-
century opera, there occur a few measures in which the double-bass
is divided and which a single instrument could of course not negotiate;
so Stravinsky, always a practical composer (as was Mozart before him),
obligingly re-wrote these measures for a better distribution of parts for
this orchestra. In the case of ButterBy, a reduced instrumentation had
to be employed, but probably only the most knowledgeable of opera
buffs even noticed it. :
Such adjustments, if absolutely necessary, will always be easy enough
to manage without doing violence to the composer's intentions. But
operas calling for an immense orchestral or choral' apparatus can of
course not be done at Santa Fe - at least under the present set-up; and
Crosby thetefore can only toss aside with a sigh the many letters he
13
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gets from patrons urging him to do such of their favorite operas as
Elektra, Gotterdammerung, Aida, .or Boris Godounov, but forgetting
./'how many staves per page a big Strauss score actually contains, or how
many Wagner-tubas it takes to accomplish the downfall of a pantheon,
or the amount of Egyptians, Boyars, Peasants, and Muscovites neces-
sary to make an acceptable brew of the doings on the banks of the
Moskva or the Nile. He w~uld like well enough to mount such operas,
but they call for physical and financial resources beyond those of the
Santa Fe Opera. I,
Crosby doesn't anticipate running out of suitabl~ operas, however,
for many years to.come. Repertory for the 1958 season is still a closely
guarded secret - for several perfectly good reasons. His standards are
high, his tastes catholic, and for the future he will say only that every
opera he puts on will be worth putting on for both dramatic and
musical reasons, and every opera will be a good show; that he is com-
mitted to no particular periods, composers, styles; and that all he is
interested in is excellence. He will always attempt a well-balanced
repertory in anylseason, and he will always have at least one modem
work ,and one Alnerican work every summer - though the latter two
may, in the event, tum out to be the same piece. It is not outside the
realm of possibility that the Santa Fe Opera Association will commis-
sion operas from American eomposers if necessary to get suitable Amer-
ican operas to perform.
All operas will be presented in English. The old argument about
opera-in-English versus opera-in-its-original-Ianguage is rapidly becom-
ing a dead issue in America in any case. No other country in the world
dreams of performing operas in'languages that the native. opera-going
population doesn't understand, and most opera singers, especially
American opera singers, have long ago begun taking it for granted that
if they were to sing anywhere but in the English-speaking countries,
they must learn their roles in more than one language. And since it
always helps if an audience does .not have to pen,etrate through several
layers of a~cent to get to the words, the Santa Fe aUdiences have\ been
fortunate in Crosby's selection of American-bred and -trained singers
for his company, whose words are generally comprehensible even In the
last row.
As more and more American lyric theatres, university and conserva-
tory opera workshops, and even the Metropolitan itself, have taken to .
doing opera in English, a surprisingly large number of good modern
translations of standard operas have sprung into being. Many exist in
14
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published or mimeographed form, though some remain in manuscript
or are otherwise hard to come by. Crosby tells of several cross-country
plane trips he made before the production of Ariadne on Naxos, his lap
covered with voice parts, inking in the English words so there would
be enough English .parts to go around among the cast once rehearsals
began. But.the lack of a good English translation will not prevent him
from doing any opera he wants very much to do: he will simply com-
mission the necessary translation from some qualified translator-
though Usimply" may not be quite the word if it be considered what is .
involved in making a good tra·nslation of an opera libretto.
The American work in this first summer's repertory was The Tower,
. by Marvin Levy. A short work, it nevertheless revealed a young com-
poser with a real talent for the operatic stage, and Levy could hardly
have asked for a better production or a more appreciative au~ience.
But the most startling success of the season was the elegant produc-
tiongiven Stravinsky's The Rake's Progress. Only one - but one of the
greatest-of the great contemporary's long catalogue of authentic
masterpieces, the opera was not much of a success (it has even been
called a flop) at the box office when the Metropolitan mounted it for
the first time in 1953. The reasons for the failure of such an enchanting
opera at the Met are not hard to find. One would certainly be the char-
acter of the typical Metropolitan audience, which these days does not
like to trouble itself with anything new'or unfamiliar and which, taken
altogether, is probably not very mnch interested in opera as opera in
any event, much prefering opera as the arena for the rivalries of color-
aturas. But a more important cause for the failure of The Rake in such
a house as the Iyfetropolitan - which, incidentally, did give it an all-ortt
production - lies in the nature of the work itself, fully revealed in the
Santa Fe production. The piece is a chaQIber opera, a real masterwork
in its genre, and it needs an intimate theatre of the Santa Fe kind in
order for the marvelous organiZfltion of its musical detail, especially
in the orchestra, and the subtlebes of the Auden-Kallman libretto to
get across to an audience.
Stravinsky himself journeyed to Santa Fe to supervise the production
and was present in the audience for all performances, while his protege '
and pupil, yQung Robert Craft, Who has been making an enviable career .
for himself as a leading conductor and literary exponent of Stravinsky's
- as well as of much other significant contemporary - music, was in
charge 'in the pit. The production was staged by Bliss Hebert, who was
also ~esponsible for the musical preparation of the cast in New York
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before stage rehearsals began in Santa Fe, and it was designed by Pat-
ton Campbell. The program bore a note to the effect that the produc-
tion was made possible through the generosity of Andre Senutovitch,
a well-known Santa Fe patron of the arts. And what the audience saw,
in the end, was a production notable for wit, beauty, originality, and
the power to move.
Of course, it is a ravishing opera to begin with. Laid 0lut on Mozart-
ean lines, with recitative introducing scenas and other set pieces-arias,
duets, and the like -, it is like Mozart also in its smooth interplay of
continuously fascinating musical and stage action. The orchestra is
always busy, something is always happening on stage; and Stravinsky,
unlike some modern composers, can write a truly musical recitativo
secco, so that it really does what it is supposed to do: in the dramatic
sphere to advance the plot while functioning harmonically to bind or
contrast the set-pieces. (The magnificent card scene is only one of the
mostteIIing examples in the opera of Stravinsky's fabulous skill and
origimility in the manipulation of recitative.)
The opera is an endless succession of the most ravishing melodic
inventions and the most masterly orchestral wri,ting, until the listener,
with greater and greater astonishment as scene follows scene, begins
·to ask himself--.,;.as he has no doubt often asked himself about Mozart
when Mozart was at his most fertile, his most inventive - how can a
composer, even a Mozart, even a Stravinsky, keep it up like this with-
out nodding, without flagging, without padding, without resorting to
mechanical or automatic writing? Inspiration is not a bad word for it.
The Rake's Progress was an immense success with the Santa Fe audi-
ences; every performance was sold out; and the record shops of Santa
Fe, Los Alamos, and Albuquerque were swamped with calls for the
_Columbia record album of the Metropolitan's 195'3 performance.
For that matter, nearly all performances of nearly all the operas in
the repertory have been sell-outs; and even on nights on which the
storm clouds gathered ominously around the peaks of the Jemez and the
Sangre de Cristo, t:he audience turned up in force ~nyway, armed with
raincoats. At one performance of Ariadne, it began to rain within a few
minutes after the opening. While a part of the audience took shelter in
the roofed foyer and the tYmpanist shifted his drunis to cover, the rest
of the audience, the orchestra, and the cast carried on under increasing
difficulty, until, in the end, one young member of the cast, with great
presence and lots of style, interpolated a line into her part asking Mr.
Ackart, that eyening playing the speaking-part of the Major-Domo, if
16
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he wouldn't please come back on-stage and make some kind of ap-
propriate announcement. The audience laughed, the orchestra stopped
playing, it was announced that the Weather Bureau would be called
immediately, and the rain-eoated die-hards took the opportunity for
another cigai·et. \.n fifteen minutes it had stopp~d raining, the perform-
ance was resumed - from the beginning again - and, so far as it is pos-
sible to determine, no one demanded his money b.ack and no one went
home.
Weather, however, is not likely to be much of a handicap to a sum-
mer opera festival in Santa Fe. Very few performances have had to be
cancelled altogether on account of .rain, and in those few cases 'extra
performances were immediately scheduled for disappointed ticket-
holders. On nights that threaten rain, the management operates
by analogy with baseball games: if they g~t through an entire first act
withqut being rained out, no rain checks are given. Santa Fe Inights
being what they are, many women wore what the society pages called
"summer furs," and were probably comfortable in them; and the odor.'
of mothballs was sometimes detectable around the tweedy types. Ex-
cept for the opening night, very little formal dressing seemed to be
done.
For the future, much depends 'upon the kind of financial backing
the opera gets from the town of Santa Fe. Substantial support· of this
kind was a part of Crosby's thinking from the beginning. To get the
thing started and to show what could be accomplished with intelligent
planning, and management, Crosby put up a considerable sum of his_
own money-educated guesses make this close to $205,000. Additional
funds were placed at Crosby's disposal by friends and associates from
Santa Fe and elsewhere. His hope was that Santa Feans would recog-
nize a good thing when they saw it and would be willing to carry the
ball from that point on.
To this end, the Santa Fe Opera Association has been formed, with
Walter R. Barker, a former Chicago industrialist now resident in Santa
Fe, as president. A non-profit corporation, of which Crosby is neither
a director nor a member but merely a contracted employee, the Associa-
tion will undertake the financing of the season: the payment of salaries,
utilities, supplies, and other expenses; the maintenance of the theatre;
the purchase of costumes; and general operations. Funds for these
obligations will come from ticket sales and private donations received
from the public. Crosby and his associates are emplo~ed by the Associa-
tion to exercise complete artistic control.
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All indications are that Santa Fe put aside in very short order its
scepticism about the practical success of the venture and has taken
the Opera firmly to its heart. The personal expenditures of a well-paid
opera company of almost ninety (including wives and children), living
for nine or ten weeks in Santa Fe, run into the thousands of dollars
alone: for these people are in a sense tourists themselves, coming as
they do mostly from the East, and their purchases, beyond rent and
food, are the kinds of things that strangers buy in Santa Fe, ranging
all the way from camera film~o fiesta dresses and expensive jewelry.
The opera company itself spends heavily in Santa Fe for such diverse
items as labor, services, transl?0rtation and storage, dry-cleaning of cos-
tumes, materials, and so forth. Even their purchases of electric light
bulbs are significantly large. .
And none of these expenditures, of course, takes into consideration
the outlay by the hundreds of people who are attracted to Santa Fe
directly by the ~pera - "a better class of spenders," as one Santa Fe
businessman, reportedly rubbing his hands together with satisfaction,
is said to have characterized them: people who need good hotel and
motel rooms, meals in restaurants, taxis to the theatre, and who are
. more likely than not to decide to stiek ~round for a few days of ~ight-
seeing and buying. J
The amount of money changing hands in Santa Fe as the result of
the establishment of the opera festival is, of course, impressive. But
much more impressive in the minds of Santa Feans and New Mexicans
is the artistic achievement of John Crosby aI1d those who have worked
with him to realize an ideal from which all will benefit in ways not to
be measured by dollar signs. .
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a story of
women in Spain
RAM6N J. SENDER
The Clotl:ds Did Not Pass
BOUND FOR THE RIVER, LuciA LEFT HOME ONE MORNING WITH A BASKET
of clothes on her head. A moment later she was passing by tIle little
adobe two-story house where her sister Joaquina, a widow since "they
killed her husband," lived. When she Saw .the closed door, Lucia
thought with a certain complacency:
"Neither she nor her mother-in-law are up yet, evidently."
The morning had high clouds and an intermittent sun that seemed
to go out and rekindle with the wind. This was so strong that the birds
dared not fly. They walked around on the ground in the lee of the gar-
den walls. The hermitage bell rang out in the distance. Lucia was think-
ing: eel ought to take another road down to the river because I can run
into my sister on this one. Or my sister's mother-in-law." Last year she
had met them on this very day. The anniversary day. And she would
never forget the conversation they had had.'
Ram6n lose Sender has achieved an enviable international
reputation through the translation of his works into several1anguages.
Among his many books known in the United States are "The King and
Queen," "The Sphere," "Dark Wedding," and "Seven Red Sundays." His
three-part autobiographical novel, "Before Noon," .is being published
by University of.New Mexico Press. An American citizen\since 1946, he
i! a Professor of Modern Languages atVNM. The Clouds Did Not Pass
appeared brst in "The Pen in Exile," an anthology pUblimed in London
by the International PEN. Club Centre for Writers in Exile.
.•
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Rapidly Lucia went on her way toward the river, recalling the very
words:
uTwo years ago today," the old woman was saying. "I can still see that
poor son of mine, just as he was then, with arms raised in surrender."
And she added:
eel would give all the life I have left to know who told the policb
about his hiding place."
Lucia was thinking: uI know very well who told them. Shouldn't I
know, since I did it myself?"
UWhat I wonder about," the mother insisted, uis how the one who
told them, found out."
Lucia was rememberin : ult was. very easy. My sister came· to sleep in
my room one night and as he undressed I saw the violet coloured marks
..,. that her husband had left 0 her neck, on her breasts. Those marks be-
longed to me, not to her. She Ii stolen them from me, and then came
to my room so I would see them. Ah4 she slept, muttering in her sleep:
In the oven. He's in the oven."
The old woman used to rack her brain wondering who in the village
could have had such a grudge against her son, and Lucia replied in her
mind: ult isn't necessary to have a grudge against a person to denounce
him and make him lose his life. It isn't necessary." She had been in love
. with him since childhood, but no one knew, except her grandfather, an
old man in his nineties who spent his days sitting by the fire, gazing
into the flames. Sometimes he moved his lips silently and Lucia sup-
posed that he was praying. The old man already seemed to belong to
the world of the dead. And he kept the secret to himself. When he
died, he took it to his grave with him.
Lucia was thinking all this and walking swiftly toward the river. Go-
... ing down to the river was a dangerous adventure for her. Sometimes the
river talked, to her, sometimes it said nothing. On the way Lucia re-
called that evening when she was returning from the "pardinas"-a
small property with an old house in ruins, belonging to her father-and
passed by a field where the lad was cutting alfalfa. But she always re-
membered him With his arms high in the air, as he was, when he came
out of the oven, surrounded by the Civil Guards.
At the river Lucia unloaded her basket and sat down on it. With her
hands around her knees she leaned back and, narrowing her eyes, said
to herself:
"How could I have done such a thing? For three years I haven't taken
a deep breath."
20
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At night the dead man ,haunte~ he"r dreams. 'A time came when she
was afraid of sleep. And after these nightmares she would say to herself:
"If I only had the courage to confess everything tQ my sister . . ." She
did not weep. She had never shed a tear since denouncing her sister's
husband. And she washed, kneeling beside the water.. If she had the
courage to tell her sister everything, perqaps life could again be as it
was before. "I
Luda's back was turned toward the orchards and the town. It was
already past mid-morning. She could not bear to have the ,distant hill
with the cemetery behind her; so she got up, picked up her basket"and
crossed to the other side of the river on the flat steppingstones. She set-
tled herself on the opposite bank and watched the bubbles forming
around the stones. In the water she saw the clouds and sky. A moment"
came when she felt that the bank was moving like the deck of a ship,
and then she sat down on her heels and too~ a deep breath.
Another woman was coming over tl;1e same road she had taken, and
she soon saw that it was her sister Joaquina. She called out her name,
but her sister could not have heard because the wind was blowing in
the opposite direction. , '
Joaquina left her basket on the' bank opposite Luda. The river was
about twenty or thirty yards wide her({. Joaquina took her kerchief off
her head to fold it again, facing the wi~d so that it would sweep back
her hair. She tied the kerchief on again, and before starting to worle,
said:
"It's just three years today."
A hunter's shot rang out in the distance and Lucia jumped, startled.
Her sister went on talking. The wind was warm, she said, an overheated
wind that was pushing the clouds back towards the mountains. Lucia
had heard her grandfather say that in winter, when the storm clouds
did not pass the mountain range and turned back over the village, it
was sure to snow.
Lucia's back was turned to a road leading to the village on the other
side of the river, and a muleteer driving a pair of mules passed along that
road. He was singing an obscene song and raised his voice so that his '
. words would reach Lucfa's ears distinctly. "He knows I come from the
neighbouring town," she said to berself, "and wants to annoy me. Not
being from his place, I deserve no respect. He believestliat only women
of-his town are deCent."
. .
Looking at her own reflection in the quiet water, and then closing
her eyes as if this way she gave'more impetus to her decision, she said:
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"I have to talk to my sister, and today, without fail. I must tell her
. everything." She felt the blood rushing to her head and contemplated
her own face in the water. It was white and hard like a statue's. Still
looking at herself in the water, she shouted shrilly:
"Joaquina, I am the most wretched woman in the world."
Joaq"tita laughed:
"Why?"
Luda raised her voice still more and said:
"Because I was the one who denounced your husband to the Civil
Guard."
Then she got down on all fours to go on with her laundry. "She is
looking at me," Luda thougnt, "she is looking at me now and doesn't
know what to say." She felt tired, as if the last of her blood were being
drawn from her veins. She wind was moist and seemed as luminous as
the water itself. Above the murmur of the water the small and distant
sounds of the couFide were heard. "Now I've confessed," she re-
peated to herself, jhnd everything seems different." She was grateful
to herself for haVIng spoken. She leaned back and straightened up.
Joaquina looked at her silently, still smiling. Haw could she smile after
having heard those words?
"Wait," Joaquina finall~aid, wringing out a white garment. "Wait
until this gust of wind blows over, because I can't hear."
Lucia realized that she would be incapable of saYing it again. And
"inside" she wept. Her face contracted as if she were crying. She
moaned with every breath, but her eyes were dry. She was afraid that
some peasant might fie at her back and slowly she turned her head.
No one. Her sister asked:
I •
"What were you saYIng?"
"Nothing." ~
She would live as many years as her grandfather without anyone sus-
pecting that she had been in love with her sister's husband. Only the
grandfather knew. The grandfather always sat by the fire. H~ wore a
~goatskin cap, and when she was a child he would hold her on his knees
and imitate the trot of a horse as he sang:
The mayor of Manilla,
lamperolina, lamperolana,
had a daughter 'moscarda,'
hoo, hoo.
22
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That "rnoscarda daughter" had intrigued Lucia ever since she was a
child. To her it suggested a "horsefly" woman with feet like a fly's and
an elastic mouth that contracted and stretched to suck the nectar of
flowers. When sh~ asked"her grandfather what a "moscarda daughter"
was he became angry, and Lucia thought that he didn't know either.
It was, as a matter of fact, a meaningless expression. Lucia heard her
sister talking on the other side of the river. The air was still and her
voice carried over the water easily. "Why don't I say ,it again?" she \
asked herself. Lucia had heard informers called soplones-puffs of wind
-and avispones-hornets. This second word stuck in her imagination,
linked to her grandfather's song. That "fly daughter" with hairy feet
and sucking snout could be a wasp, a hornet. The lock of hair blowing
against her cheek rose at times like an insect's antenna. And her arms,
reflected in the water as she knelt to do her washing, seemed to take
on the bent and quivering shape of flies' legs. Joaquina shouted from
the other side:
"It's past time fo~ ..."
The wind carried off the rest of ~e sentence, but some syllables
toward the end were audible "... ime ... for ...ner." Lucia saw
a bunch of green reeds, fine and flexible. Their roots were in the river.
The spaces between the reeds formed a green labyrinth in which a gray
horsefly was struggling to escape. When Lucia saw her sister "take bread,
cheese and eggs out of her basket, she realized that she had said "din-
ner." The sun had passed the zenith; it was after noon. The horsefly
, was still trapped in the reeds. Beating its wings in an effort to escape, it
made a sharp buzzing sound. Joaquina invited her to eat with her, but J
Lucia said no. She felt a lump in the pit of her stomach. But when she
• saw Joaquina eating, she suddenly felt hungry. She looked at the soap
as if it were a tasty morsel. She got up to cross the ford and eat with her
sffier, but as she steppe-d on a lichen-covered stone she slipped. To keep
flom falling she had to put one foot in the water, which came up to
her knee. The feeling of the cold water and the strength of the current
pushing her leg downstream gave her a terrible scare. Slowly she went
back to her basket. She intended to tell her sister again that she was
not hungry, but as she made 'herself comfortable beside the water to go
on working, and looked again at the horsefly trapped among the reeds,
she forgot about it. "What a desire to live," she said to herself, "in such
a little animal." Then she began to hang out her washing on the n~rby
bushes. ~
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The water flowed by in blue and green, glassy masses. Having listened .
. to the river's clamour all day long, by mid-afternoon she had discovered,
as' always, a meaning to it. The water, lapping against a heap of rocks
jutting out of the middle 9f the river, said: c"Mosca. . . mosca. . .."
and listening closely she thought she heard cCmoscarda." The insect was
no longer in the reeds. Perhaps the current had swept it away. Lucia
listened to the water on the rocks and finally heard complete sentences,
distinctly articulated: ccyou will talk . . . you will talk and you will
say the things you never tell... you will talk ..." The water re~
peated this sentence over and over again. Lucia looked across the river.
- The clouds were beginning to take on the rose colour of evening. Far
away the little cross on the cemetery gate reflected the light, sometimes
looking like a flash of flame. And Lucia remembered her sister's hus~
band. She, too, always remembered him with his arms upraised in front
of the Civil Guards; and he seemed much taller. Lucia stared at the
clouds underneath the water: celt looks," she said, ceas if a burning
hrazier has been overturned in the river and the embers are going down,
down, without going out." It was cold, but she wished to finish her
work, so she went on washing. She could not keep from listening to
the water: ceyou will talk . . . you will talk and you will say the things
you never tell. . . You will talk . . ." The water added a phrase: ccyou
will talk . . . but will not tell. ~ . You will talk, but will not tell."
Joaquina shouted, and half her words were carried away by the wind:
cc••• barta ... lagarento ... quida."
Having understood nothing, Lucia answered:
CCAb."
She glanced at the little shadows east by things, wishing to find out
the time of day, but wi~ the fire under the water she could not tell if
it was dusk or dawn. Joaquina's words came mingled with the murmur
of the water, but Lucia was paying attention only to the water-sounds.
,
.
,
.
\
\t ..
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To hear better, she sometimes remained motionless with a wet garment
in her hands, not daring to t4row it into the water. The river said mean-
ingless'things: "Arrarasar ... arrara~aras ..." LuciaJwas thinking:
"Now the sky will close over us_ahd the birds will go away to sleep."
Indeed, over the village a long luminous streak was closing. A dog
barked and LucIa said: "He is afraid. That dog is afraid, just like me."
And she listened and said to herself: "At dawn the cocks crow and at
dusk the dogs bark." Then LucIa heard an owl. She did not know if
it was on the left or on the right. Owls lived in the cemeteries and spent
the night gazing at the white crosses. They did not sleep, eith·er.
She finished washing. The water said: "You will talk . . . but never
tell. . . never . . ." She looked at the sky, which was almqst entirely
overcast. The countryside was a leaden gray except for the water which
shone as if it had light underneath. The clouds that had been unable
to pass the sierra returned and finally covered the sky. Lucia crawled
toward the reeds on all fours. Beneath the water the horsefly still seemed
to be moving. With a little stick she prodded it to the surface. When
it felt itself out of the water the insect took off, brushing against
LucIa's forehead and leaving a cO,ld wet print upon it. LucIa started
gathering up her washing in ~e darkness. Her sister was doing the same.
Downstream the mist that occasionally floated along the water, dragged
by the wind, was rising. LucIa told herself that this was the moment
to try to say it again. In the dark it would be much easier. But at that
moment her sister's voice called out:
"Did you hear the owl hooting?"
AN. HONEST WOMAN SHOULD NOT BE OUTSIDE HER HOME WHEN THE OWL
hoots. Night had fallen. LucIa was ready to pick up her basket when
behind a bush she saw a man in shirtsleeves, with raised arms, rise up
from the very earth. He went toward her, waving his arms above his
head. Lucia dropped the basket and crossed her arms in front of her
face to defend herself. She screamed·for her sister. The man floated in
the air and rushed upon her. Lucia dashed into the river. Sne felt the
water's coldness on her legs and thighs. She reached the other side, fall-
ing and picking herself up, but without crying out. Around her the
water repeated: "You will talk ... you will talk ... but you will
never tell ... never..." The phantom now seemed to descend
slowly upon the water. LucIa dug her nails into her sister's shoulder,
.'
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though her voice sounded calm enough:
"Don't you see him?"
"Who?"
"Your husband."
Joaquina told her that what she had seen in the air was a white shirt,·
inflated and blown about by the wind. Lucia trembled. Her sister
pushed her along toward the road to the village but Lucia resisted be-
cause she needed to hear what the water was saying.
"I want to go to the bridge," ~he suddenly said...
"What for?" .
She was so obstinate that her sister finally lied to her, saying that they
were going to the bridge. Lucia let herself be led, trembling.
"Don't push me," she suddenly cried. "Kill me, but don't push. Do
you see these hands?"
, She held them before Joaquina's face and told her they were to blame
for everything. Joaquina felt such pity for her sister that she could not
say a word. She put her own kerchief over Lucia's shoulders to protect
her, for she Was very wet, and putting her arm around her waist, she
said:
"Let's hurry. It's very late."
The lights of the village looked like festival lights to Lucia. To avoid
going through the center of the village where their parents lived,
Joaquina took her home with her. She undressed her, but when
Joaquina went to put dry clothing on her, Lucia refused. The widow
and her mother-in-law watched her sitting there nude and looked at
each other with compassion. Lucia stared into the fire and then at the
window:
"Is it closed?" she asked.
For a long while she sat there stark naked, beside the hearth. When
she noticed her sister she slowly turned her head toward the wall and
I
remarked:
"Now you know, Joaquina. These hands are to blame ,for everything."
Still feeling the cold touch of the horsefly on her forehead, she stub-
bornly rubbed it while her sister muttered: "Poor Lucia. The madness
is working on her from the inside." When Joaquina decided that her
sister should go to bed she did not have to suggest it twice. Lucia had
suddenly become submissive and obedient. But once in the bedroom;
instead of going to bed, she sat in a chair staring at the ceiling. Near
dawn she seemed a little better. She dressed, sat on the edge of the bed, .
and began to ask herself questions:
26
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"Did I tell\everything yesterday?" .
She realized that the previous day she had l'been mad." And she won-
dered if during her madness she had confessed or not? When Joaquina
came in she looked at her with misgiving and said:
elSister, I don't want to do you or your mother-in-law any harm."
And she was thinking: "I told everything, but they think I was mad
and pay no attention." She looked at the corners of the room without
speaking, and avoiding her sister's eyes. She went on talking to herself:
elYes, I told everything yesterday, so why don't both of thllem cry? Why
don't they attack me?"
"Tell me the truth, Joaquina. What happened yesterday? I only
recall that your husband appeared to me."
"It was a shirt flying in the wind."
"It was your husband. He had his arms raised just like he did that
day. And I talked about many things on our way home. What did I
say?" .
elNothing. Why?"
Joaquina offered her a cup of coffee and Lucia drank it. Although it
was no later than 'two in the afternoon, only a weak milky light came
through the window. Far away the hermitage bell could still ge h~rd
swinging in the wind. The sky was covered with low heavy clouds. The
\ J
clouds that had not been able to cross the sierra.
HI want to go home," Lucia said.
"You must calm down first."
When the si~ter or mother-in-law came. into the room they did so
with a tranquil expression, but their eyes were red from weeping. Lucia
did not speak again except to repeat that she wished to go home. In
vain J?aquina tried to dissuade her. In view of Lucia's stubbornness,
h9wever, they decided to take her, but waited until dusk so as not to
attract' attention in the street.
Along the way Lucia looked suspiciously at the corners and spoke of
the apparition of the day before. When they reached her parents' door
she resisted entering, saying that her mother wanted to kill her.
Lucia looked at the patio, the kitchen, the lamp-hanging from the
chimney flue ove~ the hearth, as if they were new. She went to the cor-
ner of the kitchen where her grandfather used to sit and dropped down
on the same old lambskins. On the.front wall a scythe was hanging on
two wooden pegs. Lucia stared at the curved and shining blade of steel.
When she saw four or five persons in the kitchen, she raised her voice:
HI say I killed him. I, with these hands!"
, c
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LATER THEY TOOK HER TO HER ROOM. Au... NIGHT LONG SHE MOANED.
Joaquina stayed up. Near dawn Lucia fell asleep and when Joaquina saw
her sleeping she also went to bed. Lucia dreamed that she was still be-
side the river but it had dried up, revealing its rocky bed. Beside one of
the steppingstones LucIa saw a hole no bigger than a mouse-hole, but
she stared at it uneasily. The hole was sucking in the air with such force
that it attracted small stones and swallowed them up. Dry plants, too.
To enter such a small opening they had to shrink. When Lucia looked
more closely she saw that something was moving along the earth some
distance away. It was a dead dog, being dragged along the grQund. The
dog was as dry as the plants and stones and although still far from the
opening, it seemed to be obeying the suction force of the hole. LucIa
felt that her own knee, elbow, were making involuntary movements
toward that hole. She felt that one of her breasts was stretching out like.
one of those gas balloons children play with. .'
She woke up, and in the early dawn she saw the town covered with
snow. Under the sky the white eartb looked dead. The smoke rose from
the chimneys slowly in the still air. She left her bed, stark naked, and
walked around the room. She opened the door and went down to the
kitchen. Insensitive to the chill, she sat down beside the cold hearth.
Again she saw the scythe on the wall, and got up, took it down and
stared at the blade. Then with the scythe on her shoulder she went out
into the little street treading the snow. Once in the middle of the plaza
she looked around. No one was about. Amidst the sJ;iowher nudity
had the whiteness of Warm wax under the gloomy sky.
"The clouds couldn't cross the sierra," she murmured~
She advanced, measuring her movements to the rhythm of the
scythe, with which she "mowed the snow." In the windows of the
houses around the plaza peasant faces clustered. She went on "mowing
the snow" beneath a sky that could almost be touched with the hands.
There were twisted gargoyles on the eaves of the houses, and coats of
arms of heraldic stone crowned with cotton. Grave and serene, Lucia
continued gradually mowing the snow. As the steel blade touched it the
snow rose like a swan's wing. Behind their windows the peasants crossed
themselves, not daring to intervene.
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the dualism of
re1igionin
the Pueblos
EDWARD P. DOZIER
.. Rio Grande Pueblo Ceremonial Patterns
RIO GRANDE PuEBLO CULTURAL PATTERNS ARE ARRANGED INTO A DUAL
system. This duality is particularly evident in those cultural elements
which are religious and ceremonial in nature. Thus, customs of rela-
tively recent introduction, especially of Spanish-Catholic derivation, are
separated and fonn a distinct set from the native, indigenous ones. The
distinction ~ppears to be made in ritual practices as well as in other
overt features of their culture. The purposes and objectives of both
systems are intended to serve the same fundamental ends. They are
perfonned for favorable weather, rainfall, snowfall, stilling wind, abun-
dance of crops, animals, children, cure of disease, and longevity. In
short, they are perfonned for the atttinment of all good things in life
for themselves as well as for all of humanity.
Within what is the native system are· four categories of ceremonial
practices. These are in a continuum from sacred to profane. First are the
rites that are perfonned in connection with the masked katcina cult
Edward P. Dozier teaches in the Anthropology Dept. of Northwestern
University. He has been invited to the Ford Foundation Center
for-Advanced Study in the Behavioral Sciences at Stanf01;d for 1958,
following which he plans research in the Philippines. His work
in gathering original materials used in this article was furthered by
the aid of the Social Science Research Council's Project
on Psycho-linguistics and the Graduate School of Northwestern.
Until now, his work has appeared primarily in professional journals.
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and the secret societies. In this group, those rituals that deal with initia-
tion as well as the preparations preceding a presentation of a public or
semi-public ceremony are guarded carefully and restricted to members
and novitiates. Ritualistic practices involve the observance of fasts,
abstention from certain kinds of. foods and restriction to aboriginal
foods: The masked dance, itself, may be witnessed by townspeople and
admittance might also be extended to visiting Pueblo Indians whose
pueblos have katcina ceremonies. These dances are held almost always
within the kiva, although formerly, hill or mountain retreats, or even
the pueblo plaza if properly safeguarded from observation by outsiders
was used. Masked performances are the most secret of Rio Grande
Pueblo Indian ceremonials, and the most careful precautions are taken
so that they ire not seen by whites. For curing ceremonies the house of
the society leader is used, except for exorcising or purificatory village
ceremonies which are, of course, held outdoors, but strictly guarded \'
from possible observation by outsiders. Other society ceremonies are
held in the plaza, but spectators are limited strictly to townspeople.
A second set of ceremonies in the native ceremonial system is con-
ceJ;Iled with those rituals in which the whole pueblo h.as a part and
which are under the supervision of the caciques or moiety priests. All
able-bodied individuals are required to take part in the dance which is
held in theplaza. 'Members of the village who have a legitimate excuse
for not participating in the public dance are required to help in such
roles as guards, kiva attendants and the like. Costuming and prepara-
tions for these ceremonies take place in the kiva and therefore whites
and other outsiders are excluded. The dance itself is given in the pl~
and may be viewed by India\1s from the outside as well as by white
visitors. The most popularly known of these dances among whites are
the'so-called tablita or com dances, performed in all of the Rio Grande
pueblos and which have become the standard saint's day dances in vir-
tually all of them. Among the Keresan pueblos the two kiva groups
alternate in the performance of these dances, but among the Tewa both
moieties unite in presenting the dance. Besides the tablita dances there
are many other dances which belong in this group. Fopnerly 'some of
-these dances may have been given in conjunction with masked katcina ~
performances; that is, the katcina dances may have been performed at
night followed by a daytime performance of the dances just described.
The reason for this conjecture is that these dances and songs are similar
to those in katcina performances, except that masks are not worn. One
may surmise that masks were removed in order to appease Spanish civil
30
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and church officials who were especially'offended by the masked dances
of Pueblo Indians.
Another order of dances associated with the native ceremonial system
is the small group dances open to the public, but, in the past at least,
under the supervision of secret societies. These dances consist primarily
of animal and war dances. Preparations and costuming take place in
society houses or in the home of the society leader. The dances and the
songs that go with them frequently have Plains Indian aspects. Both
Pueblo and Plains Indians have animal and war dances and the two
peoples have maintained constant contact through the centuries. Over
long periods relationships between certain Plains tribes and the Pueblo
Indians have been friendly, and borrowing of customs surely must have
.gone both ways. . .
..The ceremonies mentioned above are the core of Rio Grande Pueblo
reli~on an4 they express in dance, song, and costuming the desires of
the peopl~. They are th~ outward manifestations of the activities that
go on in the periodic retreats of the secret societies, moiety chiefs and
katcina leaders. They are examples of imitative magic on a grand scale
designed to induce the environment to favor all people with the good
things of life: These ceremonies appear, to be wholly free of Spanish
or EurOt-American characteristics. Indeed; language, paraphernalia, and
other materials used in connection with such ceremonies are constantly
purged of elements judged to be non-Indian.
A fourth set of ceremonies may also be linked with the native system.
These ceremonies differ from the former in that they are essentially
secular and are performed primarily for entertainment. They also differ
i!l that novel forms are permitted and improvisations are constantly
being introduced,-factors which are strongly discouraged and con-
trolled in the ceremonies already discussed. Frequently these dances
burlesque the whites, especially tourists, and their purpose is obviously
one of entertainment rather than to serve religious ends. They' are
typically performed during the winter, especially in the Christmas
season. Troupts of dancers make a round of the pueblo, going from
house to house and giving brief performances in each house. An inter-
esting dance of this type is the so-called Tewa "Prisoner's Dance." In
this dance, men select women partners and the dance is performed to
the beat of a double-headed drum and a chorus of singers. The pattern
of dancing, especially of men and women together as in our modem
dances, suggests white' origin or influence, although the Indians claim
that the dance is old a~d original with them.
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Another typical dance of this group is the "Round Dance'" of wide
distribution among Plains Indians. Participation in these dances is open
to Indian friends and visitors from other tribes and a number of the
Kiowa, and other visiting Plains Indians may often be detected among
the participants. In recent years, some of the pueblos have permitted
visitors to photograph these dances, indeed, in a few pueblos the pro·
hibition on photograpl1s is being lifted even from the animal and war
dances. Permission to white visitors for photographing these dances is
given only with payment of a fee, however. Most Pueblo ~I?-dians have
discovered that this is a convenient manner of bringing revenue into
the pueblo, p.articularly since these d;ces are already open to public
view. This final group of dances in he native system has numerous
innovations, thus details in traditional ueblo dress and costuming are
1
often violated by the use of mirrors, sleigh bells, and the like, although 'I'
,
dance patterns and songs reveal essentially Pueblo <?r Pan·Indian ele:,
ments rather than Spanish or Euro·American features. ~.
Life crises rites, in the main, fall within the native system. Details~;
and overall patterns of the observances at birth, puberty and death 1/
appear indigenous. It is interesting too, that information ab~ut these \ ~ .
practices is carefully guarded, which indicates that they belong to the ~l
sacred core of Pueblo ceremonialism. Certain practices in relation to:
the life cycle are of course Spanish and Catholic; these deal with. bap- 11
tism, confirmation and the velorio, or wake, at the 'death of an in- ,
dividual. All Rio Grande Pueblo Indians have Christian names given
them in a Catholic baptism rite. These names are freely revealed to,
outsiders, quite in contrast to names acquired in society initiations
which are carefully guarded so that even the careful ethnographer may
have difficulty learning about them. Practices associated with puberty
and death have similar open and secret aspects and the secret features
are always those of native or indigenous provenience.
The next group of ceremonial practices are those of the co-existing
system and are clearly of Spanish derivation. This system is fitted in
with Catholic observances and practices such as the Mass, the saint's
day celebration, the velorio, the saint's day procession and the erection
~f the bower in the pueblo plaza to contain the saint images or santos.
Other important features associated with the ~tholic religious calen-
dar are All Souls' Day on November second, and the Christmas and
Lenten seasons. The officers who are responsible for this system of
ceremonies are from the Spanish-imposed civil government organiza-
tion and comprise primarily the fiscales and sacristans, although the
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governor and the war captains have important roles, usually disciplinary
in nature. The ceremonies involve the "horse" or Sandaro dances and
the.Matachina pageant and are performed on important saint's days,
usually alternating with the tablita type dances described above. These
ceremonies are believed to "belong" or to have been "brought" by a
mythological god from the south, an Indian god who wore European
cloth~, foretold the coming of whites, suggested cooperation with
them, but also advised the pueblos to retain their customs and cere~
monies. The god is often identified with" Montezuma and the Indian
names Payatemu, (Keresan) Poseyemu (Tewa)., may represellt phonetic
distortions of the Aztec form of Montezuma. These dances ltave,many
Indian elements, but the whole pattern of songs, dances and costaming
is obviously non-Pueblo, while relationships to Mexican and Spanish
patterns are clear.
The velorio, a Catholic ceremony for the dead, is clearly of Spanish
derivation. The body of the deceased is dressed in his best clothes by
relatives and l~id on top of a table in a room reserved for the purpose.
Lighted candles are placed around the body on the table and a'small
bowl for coin contributions to aid in meeting the expenses of the
funeral is placed at the end of the table. The relatives begin the
"watch" by remaining in the room with the corpse. In the evening
both Spanish and Indian come, and when enough of them have as-
sembled Spanish chants for the dead are sung until early morning when
the body is taken to the graveyard to be buried. Among the Tewa, there
. is usually only one night of the velorio, but among Spanish-Americans
burial may sometimes be delayed for two nights of velorio. At mid-
night or shortly afterwards a feast is set for the visitors in an adjOIning
room.
The term velorio is also applied to a night or two of respect and
petition for blessing made to a saint. In this case, a table is placed in a
room with the image or "santo". on top of it. Townspeople and espe-
cially neighboring Spanish-Americans are invited to recite prayers and
sing hymns throughout the night. The purpose of this ceremony is to
obtain the blessing of the saint upon the household of the host. This
velorio is similarly broken at midnight with a feast and the prayers and
singing resumed until early morning.
Within the Spanish system of ceremonies, Spanish-American neigh-
bors are not only permitted to participate, but the persistence and con-
tinuance of this complex may be due largely to their· participation.
Thus Spanish-Americans come tq Mass, take part in the procession that .
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takes the santo to the bower in the morning and that returns it to the
church in the evening. They sit in the bower along with Indians and
chant Spanish hymns together "honoring" the saint. In the Matachina
dances the violinist and guitarist a,re often Spanish-Americans. These
musicians sometimes volunteer their services free, but they are more
often paid for their part in the pageant.
The Rio Grande Pueblos have been so successful in concealing the
important parts of the native system from their Spanish-American
neighbors that the latter know virtually nothing about-the system.
They have seen the public aspects of some of these ceremonies, but
remain ignor~nt of the vigorous and complex set of beliefs and rituals
which are in back of them.
How ARE WE to explain this- separation of a Spanish-Catholic cere-
monial system from a native one? First of all we know that historically,
in the initial ~ontact period, Spanish colonial officials, both secular and
missionary had a determined policy of exterminating pagan practices
and su~stituting Spanish-Catholic patterns. Seventeenth century rec-
ords are full of the attempt to eradicate native ceremonies by the use
of force. Kivas were raided periodically and masks and ceremonial
paraphernalia of all kinds were burned and destroye!l. Those Indian
leaders who persisted in conducting ceremonies were executed or pun-
ished in a variety of ways. The encomienda system in New Mexico was
~ntended to civilIZe the Indians and to make them Catholics by placing
them in domestic service and by forcing them to labor in the fields
managed by colonial officials. The missionary program competed with
the enc6mienda system in forcing the Indians to ~bandon their native
practices and was equally coercive and brutal. To supplant native cere-
monial patterns and beliefs, missionaries baptized Indians, forced
attendance at Mass, and made instruction in Catholic doctrine com-
pulsory in missionary establishments. A Spanish decree in 1620 per-
mitted the creation of native officers among the pueblos. These officers
were expected to cooperate witp Spanish civil and church officials in
compelling their members to comply with the civilizing and Christian-
izing efforts of the Spaniards. But, unknown to the Spaniards, these
positions were filled by Indians chosen by native priests and were in-
dividuals who owed primary allegiance to native ceremonial life. In-
deed, in some instances the native priests themselves assumed these
positions as additional duties. Thus the Spanish-imposed government
34
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system was converted by the Indians into a tool that facilitated the
preservation of native beliefs and rites.
Less coercive and even aCGeptable were a series of pageants intro-
duced by the early Franciscans to teach the Indians about Catholicism
and its concepts. These have survived today as the ceremonies of the
Spanish-Catholic ceremonial system already described. We know, for
example, that as early as 1598, on completing the church at San Ga-
briel, across the river from present San Juan Pueblo, Los Moros was
danced by the followers of Juan de Onate, colonizer of New Mexico.
There is little doubt that Los Moros is the present Matachina which is
today performed in virtually all of the pueblos and in a number of
Spanish-American villages as well. These pageants were undoubtedly
intended to substitute and replace native ceremonies, but instead they
became an added series, grafted on to the Spanish-Catholic ceremonial
system;·
Under constant coercion to give up their ceremonies, Pueblo Indians
concealed those practices which were disapproved or prohibited by the
Spaniards. Generation after generation learned to hide these rites, for
their very lives depended on how well they concealed them. No wonder
that Pueblo Indians have become experts at this form of deception.
Spanish policy relaxed after the Pueblo Revolt of 1680 and with a
rapidly increasing Spanish population in the succeeding cenhiry, at-
tention began to be div.erted from the Pueblos. Stepped-up raids of
Apaches, Navahos and Comanches on Spanish and Pueblo settlements
alike also distracted Spanish attention from concern over the religious
welfare of the Pueblos. These events permitted the Pueblo Indians to
revive and reorganize their ceremonial patterns. They had learned from
bitter experience, however, that their own.aboriginal practices must be
kept secret and that only those practices which did not offend the
Spaniards could be practicedexternaHy. Yet the efforts to maintain the
secrecy of some of the sacred customs were being gradually relaxed. It
is very probable that during the height of Spanish oppression even tile
maskless dances in the native ceremonial system were condemned and
~ere either not perform~d or were conducted under precautionary
measures of the utmost secrecy. In subsequent periods, how~ver, these
dances were permitted, or at least the Spaniards did not mpve to stop
them. Indeed, some Pueblos became so bold as to hold masked dances
in pueblo plazas ag~in during the nineteenth century. The coming of
Anglo-Americans resulted in a return to earlier conditions. American
mi~ionaries and U.S. Indian Service officials were openly critical of
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. the "obscene" and "immoral" practices of the Indians and they took
steps to stop them. The forced recruitment of Indian children to be
enrolled in boarding schools at considerable distances from reservations
was designed to break Indian youngsters away from their traditional
culture. In these schools the use of the Indian language and all other
"Indian" ways were prohibited. Infractions were dealt with brutally by
the use of a variety of physical punishments. During the early 1900S
investigators were sent to the Pueblos to study reported immoral and
anti-Christian practices of the Indians. These investigators brought
back reports of customs which violated Anglo-American standards of
decency and morality. Under the Indian Bureau's Religious Crimes
Code, Indian Service officials were instructed to s~op ceremonial prac-
tices of the Indians which might be contrary to accepted Christian
standards. These acts of church and U.S. Indian Service officials forced
the Pueblos to reintrench their native ceremonial system and the
pattern of compartmentalization was reinforced.
The more enlightened government policy toward the Pueblos, and
Indians generally, which was ushered in in the 1930S has not been in
existence long enough to indicate changed reactions among the
Pueblos. The unsuccessful attempts of recent ethnologists to break the
Pueblo iron curtain appear to demonstrate that these Indians still be-
lieve that the release of ceremonial knowledge will be used against
them. They, therefore, guard tenaciously their native ceremonial sys-
tem from all outsiders, offering only the Spanish system and other less
sacred aspects of the native system to public scrutiny.
This article has emphasized Spanish and American programs of
forced directed change as an explanation of the Rio Grande Pueblo
acculturative situation. In a short paper it has ,not qeen possible to
examine in detail other contributing factors. It is important to note,
for instance, that the a~tonomy of Pueblo societies was respected by
both Spaniards and Americans. The "reduction" or resettlement pro-
grams ~mposed on the native populations of Mexico by Spanish civil
authorities were not employed in New Mexico. Further, the more cen-
tralized charact~r of Rio Grande Pueblo societies undoubtedly facili-
tated the preservation of a native system of ceremonies, despite strong
white pressures to abolish indigenous customs.
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OBITUARY
Here's a photo of Uncle Steve in mid career,
And here beside it, my wife's late father, Fred.
They meet only on this page, or by their clinched
Success, or by the simple matter of death.
I
\
There's a gift of money in the well-toned cheek;
Teutonic will lounges by the deep-grooved mouth;
Temper heels to a master in the genial eyes;
And a lost youth goes hungry on each city breath.
They're about to speak, as if they'd chaff me
For this vaporous thought. But I knew their dark
Accountant when they played him fast and loose,
With the audit in each cell going down in red.
If capital went too, fast, they drove bargains
On time and zest which mere prudence scar-€ely
Conjured with. By just this, by justice we knew
Like gravity and chess, the swift debit went ahead.
I envy what they had to spare and spent on lesser
Men long before the end. Having less to leave
We smiled at their need of friends. We had peace
Instead. Now they leave us lonely as they leave.
35
..
Behind deep brows, heat of bone and spirit burned
Up brightly in a draft we mostly shudder at, burned
To an ash we keep poking at. ... I say well met now,
Incognito here, my sire and my uncle Steve! .
-,.HORACE HAMILTON'
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DESIGNS FROM
ANCIENT MIMBRES POTTERY
Presented on the following pages and
throughout this issue of the Quarterly
are designs from pottery made
about athousand years ago
by Pueblo Indians in the Mimbres area
ofSouthwestern New Mexico.
I The Mimbres Civilization flourished during
the tenth, eleventh, 6 twelfth centuries, A.,D.,
and provided, esthetically and historically,
one of the most brilliant episodes
in American Indian ceramics.
I : These d~signs are reproduced through
I the kindness of Mrs. C. B. Cosgrove,
who painstakingly made drawings
from original pottery 6 photographs
during the many years she and her husband
devoted to excavation and research
in Mimbres culture.
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an introduction
to some ancient
American artists
ROLAND DICKEY
The Potters of the Mimbres Valley
ONLY THEIR PONES AND THE WORK OF THEIR HANDS ARE LEFT TO TELL US
HOW THE ANCIENT INDIANS OF THE MIMBRES VALLEY LIVED. WE DO NOT
. .
KNOW WHAT TIlESE PEOPLE CALLED THEMSELVES - NOT EVEN THE NAME
OF THEIR LANGUAGE. WHAT BECAME OF THEM OR THEIR DESCENDANTS,
AND INDEED IF ANY OF THEIR BLOOD SURVIVED THE EIGHT HUNDRED YEARS
THAT HAVE PASSED SINCE THE MIMBRES CIVll.IZATION DECLINED, WE CAN
ONLY GUESS.
The potters of the Mimbres Valley in Southwestern New Mexico
watched life around them attentively and recorded it with shrewdness
and humor. From sketches on their pottery we know that the Mim-
brenos admired flowers, were plagued by insects, hunted deer and
antelope with bow and arrow, fought bearsand mountain lions, caught
fish in traps, and snared the birds ~ho stol.e their corn. We surmise
that they were a religious people with a rich community life. They
danced, wore headdresses and fringed sashes, ornamented their hair
and ears, painted their faces like masks, and carried hooked ceremonial
wands which perhaps were symbols of the ancient throwing stick.
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The drawings stimulate us to believe that they had myths and
stories and dreams, and that besides depicting realities, they speculated
on the life around them. Two bowls have been -found, for instance,
depicting sacrificial decapitation, and we can only guess whether this
act was really practiced or was merely mythological. The Hopi artist,
Fred Kabotie, in his Designs from the· Ancient Mimbreiios, observes
that "The painted design over the eyes shows the slayer and the slain
to be of the same tribe. The headdress of the slayer and his seat position
show the occasion to be a formal one." He notes at Zuni and Hopi 4~a
certain class of Kachinas who by their potent power to make rain
required a human sacrifice." _
Many 44composite" forms were drawn on Mimbres pots - blends of
men and animals, a rabbit with a snake's body, a turkey With crane's
neck, deer's head, fish's tail. These, Kabotie offers, are symbols of
clanship insignias. But the Hopi artist finds the whimsical treatment of
priests and chiefs'of more serious significance:
Some of the caricatures show clearly the confused feelings of the masses
toward some sort of chaotic change in tribal thought. Illustrations of
priests or the elder leaders apparently performing ceremonial functions
reveal real disturbance. There is strong evidence that these illustrations
were deliberately meant to criticize and humiliate these priests or
leaders in their official positions.
From the designs themselves, then, we learn much of 'the Mimbres
artist's world and his attitude toward it. We share his excitement over
the white blaze of the leaping antelope, the streamlin~delightof fish
and lizard, the cuteness of bugs, the pattern of the rurtle's shell, the
comical neck of the crane, and the charming domesticity of badgers.
,,'" -These, in animated cartoon and. child's toy are part of twentieth cen-
'\ tury life, too - except that the Mimbreno enjoyed his animals firsthand.
We admire his progress as an artist - h}s struggle for skillful line, diffi-
cult geometric balance in space, his simple but efficacious solutions of
perspective, his efforts at realism without chiaroscuro. We sympathize
with his comic difficulties in drawing human legs, and join in his
triumph when he captures the spirit ,of a bird or an animal in a
sophisticated abstraction.
From the archaeologists' reports come other facts about the Mimbres
people that their pottery designs do not reveal Their culture area is the
southwestern comer of New Mexico. To visualize the area of Mimbres
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influence, draw a lopsided circle some sixty miles in diameter, with
Lordsburg, New Mexico, as its center, extending south to just below
the Mexican border, west nearly to Stafford, Arizona, north of Silver
City into the Pinos Altos Range, and east beyond Deming to the
Mimbres Mountains. But the heart of the culture is in the valley of
the Mimbres River, at the northeastern periphery of this circle. The
Mimbres River, often dry, and except at spring runoff scarcely large
enough to be called a creek, rises about thirty-five miles north and west
of Silver City, flows southward and then bends east, disappearing into
sandy mesas north of Deming.
In little villages along the lVIimbres Valley, during two hundred years
which.roughly span from 950 tp 1150 A. D., there came into flower a
Pueblo civilization with the claim to,distinction that, with very little
borrowing or lending, it created some of tlie most beautiful and skilled
of American Indian pottery, its artists producing some of the most
provocative decorations in the history of cerami~. .
From their skeletons we learn that Mimbres men were about 5 (eet,
6 inches tall, and the women, 3 or 4 inches shorter. They built simple
houses, at first modified pit-houses, and later crude one-story above-
ground pueblo structures of stone and mud, roofed with timbers and
brush. They seem to have been a peaceful people, for there is little
evidence of death by viole9ce, and few warlike weapons were found
among their effects. They made stone hoes, hammers, and axes, chipped
points and drills, and carved needles and awls of bone. They cultivated
com, and used stone metates and mortars for grinding. The dog was
doniesticated by them, and they picture it with hunters. Charred bones
show that the Mimbrenos ate the flesh of rabbi4 deer and antelope.
Although drawings of fish and turkey are among the most frequent in
'Mimbres pottery, we do not have proof that they ate either, and it is
quite possible that these were taboo as food.
They traded for shells from the Pacific Coast, mined,turquoise lo-
cally; and made bracelets, beads, rings, and pendants. They carved
fetishes and ornaments from various materials. ,
To sum up, the Mimbrenos were characteristically a Pueblo people,
\ and their culture appears to have heen generally similar to that of other
Pueblo peoples who inhabited the Southwest a thousand years ago.
The basic techniques of pottery, and some of the common design'
motifs""': black' paint on white ground, stripes and crosshatchings,
checkerboards, whirling forms, and the so-called Greek key - were a
part of their Pueblo heritage.
. ,
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But the Mimbres artists brought to the art of decorating pottery a
grace, skill, imagination, and variety which makes their work coveted
by museums and collectors throughout the world.
The very large number of Mimbres bowls which have been found
intact, or virtually intact, is a fortunate factor in studying these ce-
ramics. The Mimbres custom of burying pottery with the dead accounts
to a considerable extent for the preservation of their pottery. In a large
percentage of cases the bowls were sacrificed, that is, ceremonially
"killed" by being pierced with a ho'e at the bottom of the pot. Usually
a bowl was inverted over the head of the corpse, and a hole an inch or
so in diameter made by striking the bowl sharply with a stone, although
occasionally a drill was used. The fact that the ware was coiled aided
in making a neat aperture without smashing the pot. Pieces often are
found with skulls, proving that the ceremony was performed in situ.
In addition, a large number of complete bowls have been recovered
from graves and the floors of the ruins. Burials were made both under
the floors of the dwelling rooms and outside of the houses.
In descriptive literature, the Mimbres potter generally is referred to
as "she" in conformity with the Pueblo custom that women make pot-
tery. However, it is not uncommon today for men to decorate pottery,
and to serve as graphic artists, especially in ceremonial connections.
We do not know, therefore, whether Mimbres pots were decorated by
men or women, or by both, although it seems very probable that it was
done primarily by women. ,
The Mimbres potters used clays readily avl:lilable in the area, tem-
pered them properly, and kneaded the clay painstakingly before shaping
_a bowl. The potter's wheel and the kiln were unknown - and are not
used by Pueblo potters eyen today. Most pots were constructed by
coiling flc:lt ropes of moist clay into the shape desired, pressing and
smoothing these together until the coils became almost imperceptible.
Like modem Pueblo potters, their skill in producing symmetrically
rounded shapes by hand modeling was very great. The underclay
(which fired grey) was .smoothed and polished, and covered with a
heavy clay slip which gave the artist an'ggshell white ground on which
to paint in black. Designs were brushed on with a liquid which ordi-
narily fired black, but at a higher temperature turned to red. The most
famous Mimbres pots are black or red on white, but a polychrome
ware, with solid areas of buff or yellowish tone, also was made.
The ':food bowl" was the shape most frequently decorated and rpost .
often found as a funeral offering. This was a round shallow vessel with
I
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a smooth rim, generally about one-fourth or one-third of a perfect
sphere. The average diameter was around 9 or 10 inches, the depth 3
inches or more. There was no endeavor to standardize sizes: and some <
bowls were as large as IS inches. The thickness ranged from 3/16 to
about half an inch, and the pottery was characteristically thin 1md hard.
Lacking the techniques of high firing and true glazes, Mimbres pottery,
like all Pueblo pottery, is somewhat porous. Food bowls were almost
always decorated on the inside, although occasionally the outside also
was painted. .
Besides the famous painted food bowls, Mimbres potters manufac-
tured several other shapes and types of ware, including a sturdy black
cooking pot in which the clay coils often were left showing on tIw
exterior and worked into various handsome textural patterns.
The skill of the brushwork and the accuracy in placing complex
forms were highly developed. Bands of parallel lines frequently were
drawn to frame pot rims. Nesbitt mentions a bowl with twenty-seven
encircling lines in a band less than two inches wide, and Mrs. Cosgrove
records a bowl in which "IS accurately spaced parallel hair lines were
used to make up a ribbon 11 / 16 of an inch wide." One of the most
sophisticated developments is the use of "negative" drawing in which
the design appears to be made in white on a black ground. Aside from
difficult and effective uses in geometric designs, negative drawing was
employed to suggest the transparent wings of Insects, and even to
create optical illusions.
The variations in design, though falling within reasonable limita-
tions, is remarkable. At the Swarts Ruin, the Cosgroves nqted "In the
741 pieces illustrated . . . no repetitions in decoration were found,"
although in three instances bowls were markedly similar. Despite the
repetition of certain themes, such as the "whirlwind," common divi-
sions of bowls into even or odd numbers of equal or repetitive motifs,
the dozens of versions of the·same animal, bird, or fish, any Mimbres
bowl is instantly recognizable by its indiVIduality. The Mimbres artist
seemed to abhor the creative vacuum.
Every archaeologist who .had an opportunity to examine Mimbres
pottery in quantity seems to have been impressed.
In the judgment of J. Walter Fewkes, the first professional worker
to appreciate it and bring it to the attention of the sci~ntific world,
"no Southwestern pottery, ancient or modern, surpasses that of the
Mimbres, and its naturalistic figures are unexcelled in any pottery from
prehistoric North America."
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Paul H. Nesbitt, who excavated the Mattocks Ruin for Logan Mu-
seum, wrote: "Considering all aspects of the Mimbres culture the
realistic pottery forms the most outstanding characteristic. The houses
and stone implements of the Mimbrenos were the simplest, yet for
keenness of observation in observing animal and bird life and in the
ingenuity of producing these by means of paint on pottery, the Mim-
brenos were the most unique of all Southwest potters. As for the d~igns
on geometric .bowls, one almost becomes lost in admiration of their
variety and beauty."
In his introduction to the Cosgroves' report on the Swarts Ruin,
Alfred Vincent Kidder declarid: "No ware in the Southwest"-can ap-
proach that of the Mimbres eiilier in technical perfection of brushwork,
or in the variety, freedom, and sheer boldness of its decorative concep-
tion. It is amazing stuff. By all theoretical rights it should have been
the culmination of a long growth; it should have been produced in one
of the great centres of Pueblo development. . . . But here in the
Mimbres it springs, apparently, from nothing; its makers achieved little
else of consequence, either practical or artistic."
And Dr. Kidder speculates on this phenomenon:
All in all, it seems to me that we must attribute this extraordinary
efHorescence to the inBuence of a single potter, whose work was s~ out-
standing that during her lifetime she was able to overcome the con-
servatism of her contemporaries and to fo~nd a school of brilliant
decorators. I can account for the observed phenomena in no other way.
Mimbres has to me an the eannarks of an abrupt and profound artistic
mutation. And how otherwise than by the creative effort of an indi-
vidual can any artistic mutation be brought about?
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A PASSING SNOWBIRD ASKED
"Do you want
a shape like snowBakes,
weightless symmetry,
each Every One uncommon
commonplace,
yet undriven,
uncompounded
into the wet compact
of the massy
cold and solid lump?"
"Wedo,oh
yes we dol"
purred all
unstartled pigeons,
peckingat their popcorn.
- EDWIN HONIG
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an appreciation of
the pioneer explorers
oHMimbres culture
A. V.KIDDER
Harriet and Burton Cosgrove
HARRIET AND BURTON COSGROVE SHOULD REALLY BE CALLED MR. AND
. MRS. MIMBRES, for no two people ever did anything like as much as
they, both by their own efforts and by stimulating and aiding o~ers, to
advance knowledge of the ancient Mimbrefios.
Hattie and Burt, as they always were known to their host.of friends,
were of pioneer stock and old-time residents of Silver City. She was a
Kansan, he a New Mexican, one of the few Anglos of his generation
to be a native of Santa Fe, where he was born in 1875. His father held
a contract, in the early 70's, to carry the mail from Santa Fe to Tucson.
The Apache were a terrible danger in those days, and Burt remembered
hearing Mr. Cosgrove telling of times when he had to do his travel at
night and hole' his buckboard up in an arroyo during the day.
J
J
Dr. Alfred V. Kidder, the dean of American archaeology, was, until
his retirement in 1950, a member of the faculty at Harvard and Curator
of American Archaeologyat the Peabody Museum. He began work in
the Southwest in the first decade of thiscentury, and is the author
of many books and reports on the archaeology of this region. In 1934
he was given an Honorary L.L.D. by the University of New Mexico, and
for some years he was Chairman of the Board of the Laboratory of
Anthropology in Santa Fe.
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In 1909 Burt and Hattie settled in Silver City, where he went into
the hardware business. They soon became interested in local antiquities
and in those to the east in the Mimbres Valley. At about that time it
was discovered that burials, accompanied by the beautifully. decorated
pottery characteristic of the area, were to be found under the room
floors of Mimbres ruins. The bowls brought large prices from collectors
and an orgy of pot-hunting set ~n. The Cosgroves, realizing the loss to .
science that such careless and always unrecorded digging was causing,
set~about doing everything they could ~o protect the ruins. They per-
suaded many ranchers to post their properties. And in 1919 theybought
a piece of land on which were the mounds of a typical Mimbres village.
With the purchase of Treasure Hill, for so they christened the place,
the Cosgroves were definitely launched upon their career as archaeolo-
gists. I use the term advisedly, for even in those first days of their in-
terest in the Mimbres, long before they had the slightest idea of going
into the work professionally, they acted as archaeologists rather than
pot-hunters. Their digging was of necessity intermittent, for it could be
done only on Sundays and holidays. But they kept notes, made plans,
took photographs, saved every sherd and bone and broken tool. Treas-
ure Hill proved to be a rich site. Its investigation raised many technical
problems. So, in the summer of 1920, they spent their vacation studying
field methods at the excavations of F. W. Hodge at Hawikuh, of N. M.
Judd at Pueblo Bonito, and of the writer at Pecos.
That was when my wife and J first met Hattie and Burt. They
camped at Pecos for several days, and in 1922 I visited them at Silver
City: There I saw the fine and well-labelled collection they had already
made, not only from the Mimbres, but from ~any other parts of New
Mexico and Arizona. This they later presented to the Museum of
Northern Arizona at Flagstaff. Although they were fully occupied with
their own studies, they found time to work for the further promotion
of Mimbres archaeology..At their invitation Messrs. Chapman, Brad-
field, and Bloom of the Museum of New Mexico made a reconnaissance
of the district in 1922. During the same year the Cosgroves aroused
the interest and enlisted the help of Mr. John M. Sully and Mr. D. C.
Jackling of the Chino Copper Company, and brought them into touch
with the Museum, thus making possible the inauguration, in 1923, of
the excavation of the Cameron Creek village, a project recommended
by them and carried out by the late Wesley Bradfield, whose splendid
report is one of the classics of New Mexican archaeological literature.
The Cosgroves' efforts also led to work on the immensely important ...
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site 1?y the Southwest Museum, their son, Burton, being in
char: . Later this worl< was continued by the Royal Ontario Museum.
They helped E. H. Morris to secure excavation rights for the University
of Colorado at several ruins; they assisted Paul H. Nesbitt, then of
Beloit College, in making arrangements for digging in the Mimbres
country.
In 1924 Burt retired from business .and with Hattie joined the staff
of Harvard's Peabody Museum. After a survey of the whole Mimbres
Valley, they selected the Swarts Ruin, which they excavated com-
pletely, a four-year undertaking that continued through the field season
of 1927. Their joint report, another classic, includes Hattie Cosgrove's
meticulously accurate drawings of the complete designs of the scores
of beautiful Mimbres bowls recovered at Swarts.
During the work there, Burt investigated some nearby caves. The
specimens he found, having always been protected from moisture, were
not only in remarkably perfect preservation, but represented an impor-
tant sequence of prehistoric cultures, including that of the Classic
Mimbres, then known only from sites not sheltered from rain. This
made it seem desirable that the Peabody should shift its activities to
the dry caves of southern New Mexico and southwest Texas, an area
then practically unknown archaeologically. There they worked inten-
sively in 1928 and 1929.
As at Swarts, the Cosgroves' finds were so many and so important
that they were busy until well into the 30's working over them in Cam-
bridge, where they had been living since 1925. Their magnificent re-
port, Caves of the Upper Gila and Hueco Areas in New Mexico and
Texas, was published as by C. B. Cosgrove, for it was delayed in going
.to press until after his death, and Hattie, who had shared equally in
fieldwork and in its preparation, insisted that it stand as a memorial
to him. Their last project in southern New Mexico was iii Hidalgo
... County, where my wife and I had the rare privilege of working with
them, on the Pendleton site at Cloverdale, close to the Mexican border.
In 1938, I was allowed by Donald Scott, then Director of the Peabody,
to bring Hattie to Guatemala to mend beautiful, but horribly crushed,
vessels from Maya tombs. She did her usual fine job on them; one big
jar was in over two hundred pieces. They are now among the most
prized exhibits of the Museo Nacional.
When J. O. Brew, the present Director of the Pelbody Museum,
undertook the excavation of the great pueblo ruin of Awatovi in the
Hopi country of Arizona, there was naturally no question that the
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Cosgroves should be among his principal assistants. So it was granted
to Burt to be happily engaged in the work to which he had dedicated
himself, and to which he had made such great contributions, until al-
most the day of his sudden death, which took place in the Indian Service
"Hospital at Keams Canyon, near Awatovi, on October 25, 1936.
Dr. Brew has told me how wonderfully Hattie took this crushing
bereavement; how, after the funeral in Atchison, Kansas, she returned
to camp and continued her work on the pottery, of which she had
entire charge during the four years of the Awatovi expedition. That
pottery also occupied her at the Museum, where she saw to the restora-
tion of the quantities ~of vessels and the sorting and cataloguing of the
many thousands of sherds. Her keen interest in ceramic decoration and
her noteworthy ability with pen and brush resulted in a series of draw-
ings that are proving of the greatest value to Watson Smith, who is
now preparing a monograph on the wares of Awatovi and earlier sites
that were investigated by Dr. Brew. I
Hattie Cosgrove reached retiring age in 1942, but because of the
War and the consequent shortage of personnel at the Museum, she
'continued on the active roll for another two years. However, being
perennially youthful and indomitably energetic, she served four years
more as a volunteer. She once wrote me: "I just worked on till I had
finished up with many things I wanted to see finished." -
Being a digger myself, I've concentrated on what Southwestern
archaeology owes to the Cosgroves and their doings in our common
profession. I only hope that, between the lines, the readers of the
Quarterly can sense something of this rare couple's quality as human
beings. I haven't the pen to do them justice, nor, I know, would Hattie
approve of superlatives. But it was fun to be in camp, as my wife and
I often were, with them on the Mimbres. (And what enchiladas Hattie
could makel) As.I wrote of Burt in the foreword to his posthumously
published book: "To camp with a man week in and week out, day
after day to be with him on an excavation, is to know him in a way not
otherwise possible. I had the privilege of being much in the field and
of digging with Burton Cosgrove. His cheerfulness and his utter un-
selfishness under all sorts of difficulties made that association an un-
alloyed pleasure. And I had the opportunity to observe, in the trenches,
around the campfire, and in the laboratory, his indefatigable energy,
his fiercely conscientious thoroughness, and the honesty and clarity of
his thinking." Every.word of that is equally true of Hattie..
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a story
of a reptile scorned
DON DuMoND
Eater of Dust
IT WAS CHEERING TO SNAKE TO FIND OUT THAT GIRL, TOO, WAS UNHAPPY.
11 But he knew even then that there was an uncrossable gulf of difference
between them, because she 'was respected by all the animals - if she
had a noble soul, somebody would know it.
But Snake was scorned.
"coh," said Deer from the top of his long ridiculous legs. "You
grovel in the dustl" And Deer ran off.
"Ugh," said Pig. "How abominable and dirty."
"How laughable," said Hyena.
Even the lizards laughed. And the birds didn't deign to notice him,
but then the birds were a snobbish lot at best. (As if they were respon-
~ sible for being able to fly.)
v' And so the nobility of his own sOlil went unseen, and he was lonely.
And while the days w~re uniformly balmy and all the animals ran and
played and were happy, Snake slithered hither and thither in search of
compan~pnship.
He learned to climb in trees, hoping that somebody would 'notice
him that way. But Monkey said "Poofl I can climb trees much better
than you. You look silly way up in the trees. Get back in the dust where
you belong."
And he learned to swim. But Fish sneered. "You'll never be able to
swim like I can," and he flipped a tailful of moss at Snake. "Get back in
the dirt, you imposter."
For a long time it had seemed to Snake that he was the only thing in
the whole wide world that was unhappy. But then he found out about
Girl.
He was squirming along the bank of a creek when he came on Girl
and her friend the boy sitting ,together. The boy was leaning against a
Don Duinond holds a B.A. degree from UNM and an
M.A. from Mexico City College. This is his mst appearance in print.
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tree, eating persimmons and half asleep. Girl sat IUp straight, hugging
her knees.
"You know," said Girl, "I'm beginning to get a little tired of this
place."
And that was how Snake knew Girl wasn't happy.
"Uh," said the boy. He was lazy and liked to lie around in the sun.
Snake could see that the boy was happy. ..
"It was all right when we had animals to name," said Girl. "And
while we had new things to eat. But now there's nothing to do. We
can't go across the hedge to see what's outside." And she gestured with
her head at the high thorny hedge that surrounded the place.
"And we can't eat those big pretty apples," she said, looking upwards
at the two big trees that grew at the top of the hill. .
"Uh," said the boy.
"Sometimes I think there are just too many restrictions around
here," said Girl.
But the boy was asleep.
Now Snake was overjoyed to find that someone else was not happy,
and so he hurried into the open to begin a true friendship with Girl.
But when Girl saw him she screamed. And the boy quickly came awake
and made at Snake with a stick, as though to protect Girl.
FROM THEN ON, SNAKE WAS EVEN MORE UNHAPPY. BUT HE TOOK TO
following Girl, always hoping that he could talk to her and make
friends with her. Because he could see they had so much in common,
both of them being unhappy. And If he had as important a person as
Girl for his friend (actually Girl seemed to run the whole place) he
might become beloved by all the animals. And as he followed, he saw
Girl was turning mote and more dissatisfied. In his interest and enthu-
siasm for the project, Snake even began to forget his an~gonism for
Father, who had made him what he was.
Finally Snake's chance came.
It was another balmy day (all of them were, then) and Girl and the
boy had gone together toward the top of the hill, to a spot near where
the Big Apple Trees stood.
Wh~n the boy went to sleep in the sun - which was almost imme-
diately --Girl got up and ran toward the Big Apple Trees. Snake
followed her just as fast as he could, 'and though he couldn't qlove
nearly so fast as Girl, he stayed within sight of her all the time. So he
could see that when she got to the first of the ~ees she reached up and
:
.
i
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plucked an apple without any hesitation at all, as though it were
something she had decided to do a long time ago.
Without hesitation she put the apple to her mouth and bit a big
chunk out of it. Snake was pleased by this, because Father had told
both her and the boy to stay completely away from those Apple Trees,
a:nd Snake was glad to see Father scorned, as it were. (He had secretly
even thought that Father was asking for it, just to leave those two big
trees right out in the open like that - at least Father showed a basic
ignorance of human nature.)
Girl swallowed the bite of apple, then took another, and another,
until nothing was left but the core, which she tossed away in the most
offhand manner imaginable.
And then she stood still, face expectant, as though she were waiting
for something to happen. After a little while she shrugged her
shoulders.
"It was certainly a tasty apple," she said aloud.
And then she plucked another apple and headed toward where
the boy lay asleep. Snake managed to stay close enough to hear the
, conversation.
"Look what I've brought you," said Girl, shaking the b~y awake.
"Uh," he said. "What is it?"
"It's an apple, silly," said Girl.
\- And then the boy's face showed sudden suspicion.
"Where did this apple come from?" Snake knew then that the boy
wasn't as stupid as he usually seemed.
"Why do you ask?" said Girl innocently.
"Did you take that apple off the Big Apple Tree?" the boy asked
sharply.
"What if I did?" said Girl defiantly.
"You know we're not to eat any apples off the Big Apple Trees."
"Rules were made to be broken," said Girl.
"What will Father say?"
"Who caresl Don't you have any curiosity?"
"I don't want to get in any trouble."
"Do you want to be a namby-pamby rule follower all your life?
Don't you want to make something of yourself? Don't you have any
a,mbition?"
Snake saw that the boy was stung by this. But the boy didn't give in
altogether.
"Father will raise cainI"
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"I've already eaten one of the stupid apples, and nothing has
happened yet. It's all a big fraud."
"You've already eaten one?" The boy was incredulous. "What was
it like?"
"Just an apple."
HNo," he said with determination. HI won't do it. We'll get in
trouble with Father.'" .
HOhl" said Girl. HWe'l1 get in trouble. I don't suppose you care if 1
get in trouble. You only think about yourself."
"That's not what I meant."
HOh,\I know you, Adam," said Girl disdainfully. HI thought maybe
you would want to be in on~it. But you don't have the guts. I can get in
trouble and you don't care. I suppose you'll even tel1 Father I ate his
dumb applel"
Suddenly Girl began to cry.
"I thought maybe you might protect me," she said softly.
The boy's face became lined with determination. He seized the
apple and ate it with big bites.
The boy, also, waited expectantly after he had eaten the apple. Again
nothing happened. In some surprise, finally, the boy turned toward
Girl.
At that moment Snake noticed something in the eyes of the two as
they looked at each other that he had never seen there before.
"Well it's about time," murmured Snake. He withdrew from the
glen and climbed into the lower branches of the first Big Apple Tree
to wait.
IT WAS QUITE SOME TIME BEFORE THE THUNDER BEGAN TO PEAL. SNAKE
WAS ALMOST ASLEEP.
"Well," said Snake to himself. "Here comes Father." And he
chuckled to himself when he thought of Father's having been done in
the eye.
With a rush of winds Father himself appeared at the very base of
the first Big Apple Tree. He looked into the tree and branches rustled,
and the limb from which the two apples had been plucked wobbled
violently. Snake almost lost his perch.
Then with sudden hurry Father shifted, his gaze to the second ofthe
Big Apple Trees, and its leaves shivered and its limbs waved.
HAdaml" yelled Father. "Eve!" His voice was the imperious thunder.
"Have you eaten two of my apples?"
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He is certainly pompous, thought Snake, and he smiled when he
considered the apples. .
Neither. the boy nor Girl spoke. But they lowared their heads and
Snake saw for the first time that they were both scared to death.
Now Snake had thought that they might stand up and tell Father
just where he could get off (and it was about time somebody did). But
he saw he was mistaken. And he was suddenly full of pity for Girl, and
even for the boy.
"Did you eat two of my apples?"
There was a long pause, broken by a sharp clap of thunder.
"Yes," said the boy without raising his h~d.
With the answer Snake saw Father quiver and saw the lightning in
his eyes - and for all the fire there was also fear in them. And Snake
. understood then, that if they had only eaten an apple from the other
tree, the tree of life, they too would be gods.
There was a very great silence with no thunder, as though Father had
\tforgotten to peal.
"Was it your idea, Adam?" The voice was a gentle, ominous breeze.
"No," said the boy after a moment: And on his words the lightning
flashed.
"Was it your idea, Eve?" demanded Father, and the two Big Apple
Trees themselves shook with the thunder of Father's voice.
~
Eve raised her tear-stained face and looked about in terror. Nowhere
did she find strength or support. And then her eye fell upon Snake, in
the lower branches of the tree.
"It was him!" she shrieked. "It was Snake! He gave me the idea!"
And Father turned on Snake a countenance that was terrible indeed.
"Snake!" bellowed Father. "Is this true?"
Snake found himself afraid.
, "I . . . ," said Snake weakly.
"Answer me!" roared Father.
But as fear grew inside of Snake, so too grew ire at Father for having
made of him a thing scorned. He glimpsed Girl's terror-stricken face.
. In a firm strong voice that penetrated even the biting wind, Snake
spoke the word which brought him infamy for all eternity.
"Yes," said Snake.
EVEN IN THE NEW WORLD SNAKE FOUND ALL THE ANIMALS MUCH
happier than he was. They all sneered as much. Snake was himself a
little happier than before, however, because when the animals sneered,
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at least the sneers held a trace of awe. But in the long run he found
himself to be still the most unhappy of all living things. At times he
thought of Girl, whom he had lost sight of in the turmoil of the Evic-
tion. He remembered that Girl had not been completely happy, in the
old life.
And finally he found her again.
It was night. Girl was still with her friend the boy, and they were
warming themselves before a fire at the entrance of a small cave. It was
colder now - not always balmy, as before.
Snake crawled up close, until he was just outside the circle of firelight.
"It was certainly n.ever cold like this before," the boy was saying as
he stared dreamily into the fire. Snake saw that both· of them wore
clothing made of animal skins, a thing they had never done before.
"That's true," said Girl, as she bounced a baby on her lap.
"Life was sure easier, then," said the boy.
"But not nearly so interesting," said Girl. "And there were too many
restrictions."
"I guess we really shouldn't have eaten those apples, though," said
the boy with a sidelong glance at Girl which might have held just a ~
touch of resentment.
"Pooh," said Girl. "That was inevitable. It was just a stupid rule to
begin with. You can't obey rules that haven't any reason to them.
They're like taxation without representation, and you know what that
leads to. No, there was nothing wrong with eating those apples. Father
shouldn't have left them out there if he didn't want them eaten. We
just should have eaten some from the othet tree too."
"Well," said the boy. "I still feel like we did something wrong."
Girl's face became thoughtful.
"The thing we did wrong," she said, "was to blame it all on poor
Snake. Snake stood up and took it like a man. He wasn't lily-livered
like us. We owe him a debt. We should be thankful to him for helping
us, and we ought to apologise to him. He should never have been
blamed."
When he heard that, Snake was smitten with a strong surge of happi-
ness, and he gleefully slithered into the firelight to meet his long lost
friends.
Girl screamed.
The boy scrambled for a stick.
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Verse ...
THREE SEASCAPES
I
Of water over stone I sing,
Of water over stone disfiguring
The face of tall night palisades
Made holy by the moon, by wind and rain
Made dust below the flowing ocean's curve.
Where rock endures and wind relents,
The windy grass unfolds from seed
Between the water and the bursting rock.
Where pulse of rain falls passionless,
Between the thighs of earth and night
Dawn light illuminates the sea.
II
So homeward from Phaeacian land,
The well carved prow set sliding proudly
On the st~ong tide-riding sea,
The sky wide, wind-burned, wild
With the cry and white-winged
Flash of seabirds,
Sun-streaked the tall sail,
Straining full to the fiery west,
The far edge of the wine-bright sea,
And homeward once again.
III
Still as stone
And all alone
Nausicaa stood.
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Nausicaa stood
Upon the shore
Alone before
The sounding sea, .
And saw
The sunlight Bee
The shadow .-
High upon the sail,
And saw
The sunlight fail.
The lonely years,
The thought alone
Of lonely years,
Brought tears,
Like water
Over stone.
-JOE M. FERGUSON, JR.
VILLANELLE
Because time makes a mortal of the human race
And martyrs everyone who would be otherwise
'There is no beauty painful as your human face.
And poets sing of snows the years erase,
And fairy tales imagine faIlen skies,
Because time makes a mortal of the human race.y
\,..J
Because you dream of paths your feet wiII not retrace
And as a child death blossomed in your thoughtful eyes
There is no beauty painfulas your human face.
And nothing but unkindn,ess is disgrace,
And no man's beating heart cantruthfuIly despise,
Because time makes a mortal of the human race.
Because this single Bame of our embrace
Burns in the shadow of a dark surmise
There is no beauty painful as your human face.
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And nothing but the stony bone remains in place;
The heart and clinging Besh divide their ties.
Because time makes a mortal of the human race
There is no beauty painful as your human face.
-JOE M. FERGUSON, JR.
THE, SAND-PILE
bound in a worn-out tractor tire
proves continental
presence in the yard: an air
of experimental
desert whose mirages know
a parallel in no Levantine scroll,
whose clothespin camels must endure
whatever myths the six-year-olds conjure.
Nomadic neighbor
boys wink and scuff until the girls'
delicate labor
toward pastry crumbles to sugar swirls.
Then, with a whoop and a pail of water, like drakes
they splay the sand. The eldest makes
his order to gather the stones; the word's a sign:
. let it be tanks and a battle-line.
A fable later the caravan's
deserted the mound
to the baby's crab-fast, intrusive hands
and the nosing hound
that annihilate a castle's eminence.
No matter; no drama there has permanence:
the shifting dunes of a sand-pile plot
bury kings next to camels well as not.
-CLIFFORD WOOD,
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'"
VALENTINE FOR A WIFE
be soft light threads of summer coming show,
In roots and veins who've learned a wintered trust,
That fear at least's a season lovers know.
Children of april sleep in autumn, go
Thin through pain to wake the next green thrust
The soft light threats of summer coming show,
And lind in sunlit beds the force-to grow;· .
To seek a withering strength forget, as they must,
That fear's at least a season lovers know.
Elders turn from april, shiver at the glow,
And pack a tinseled dream against the crust
The soft light hearths of summer coming show,
Unless it break and let the green lire flow
Out a thick stain, fusing them in its lust:
At least that fear's a season lovers know.
But why run, you and I, whose pulses slow
Their live green rains to warm a tendriled rust?
The soft light hearts of summer coming show
That fear's the least of seasons lovers know.
-CLIFFORD W QOD
MUSEUM PIECE
. Ships in bottles, embryos in sol!ltion,
Mummies wound - could a tourist's stare
Resist such unity, such involution?
Once a tooth unhatched from the weathered care
Of its sandstone pillow (the skull's parenthesis)
A bandaged Folsom squats in his tidy lair,
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Scaled to affect the cave - a synthesis
In wax to paraphrase the patron bone.
Yet a manikin's eye can't read what sentences
Of charts and pins define: his hide may disown
The itch of parable in each indicant thread,
His yellow sleep recall the ancestral stone
Whose science assures both tooth and arrowhead
Its art's no incubation for the dead.
-CLIFFORD WOOD
FLUOROSCOPE OF A LADY DYING
A lady lonely in her bones
(Summoned late one afternoon
By Principalities and Thrones)
Begs Hippocratic shamen stare
On revelations of the screen.
They see her ribs and buckles there;
See only ribs and beads and pins.
Her self and her wild-winged surmise
Show nowhere in their bulletins.
And tender courtesies of death
Are much too tenuous to mark,
Claiming that last astonished breath.
Wary lest they introduce
Irrelevance of the unseen,
They note: her bones have scattered loose.
-GEMMA n'AURIA
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THE WORD FOR LOVE IN DANISH
IS HARD
~ heword for love in Danish is hard.
I heard it once and then forgot
All of its syllables. How did it go?
Try to reJillember.
There is the snow on the beach:
December. A wind Baying our cheeks
Where we'd stood before in a spring wind.
Odd, tramping the snow on the sand now.
Sea-weed and sea-shell crinkle with ice; .
Waves, surging and slatey,
Powdered with light snow.
Now is it clearer? Now do you know?
Plash, plash, boot at the sea's brim,
Hand under hand over hand
Fingers plaited like winding vines.
Now you are nearer.
The word for love in Danish is hard:
The philologist found it in N"orse
And Irish, and said:
"This is a strong word, crpssing
The oceans, crossing
Linguistic borders."
Her head lifted to look at aboat
Out past the hatbor.
Ploshing, plosh, over the wet sand,
Arm over arm, hand under hand.
Her lips, parted and saying,
Dulling the sea's vast churn,
Her lips, saying the word
Lightly,
Making a world, making the sea tum
To Bame.
67
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Many a long day since,
I have sat down,
Studied the dictionary,
Read till my eyes were weary,
Hunting the Danish word for love.
Every search is barred,
Every star crossed,
The ~rd for love in Danish lost.
-FREDERIC
OPERATION
~e boy leaving the Child Guidance Clinic
Assisted, against his will, at that long
And sensational piece of surgery
Performed, in twelve analytic hours,
Upon his ambivalence.
Just how "mother"
Became suddenly a less cluttered word
Is by no means clear; but nothing in his life,
Except possibly dreams, and those hunches
That poked occasionally at his mind
Or gesticulated behind his back -
Nothing could have prepared him for the way
He now thought, "mother", and saw, astonished
And for the first time, his own personal,
Dramatic, craniopagus twins, Love and Hate,
Squawling; one-per crib; incredibly separate.
-KEN EISLER
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"He sat
in the middle of
his own consciousness . . ."
GEORGE GREENE
Death Comes for the Archbishop
OF THE WORKS OF WILLA CATHER PERHAPS THE MOST FAMILIAR TO THE
general public, Death Comes for the Archbishop has, nevertheless,
aroused conflicting response as to its merit. E. K. Brown, for example,
has interpreted the text in terms of a "frieze." "The composition of
this frieze," he writes, "in the .grouping of its figures and their por-,
trayal against a living background, is the most beautiful achievement of
Willa Cather's imagination." David Daiches, on the other hand, while
admitting the popularity of the book, has found himself less impressed,
"perhaps because its qualities, though considerable, are rather ob-
vious." Mr. Daiches pursues his suspicion of a "soft" quality, summa·
rizing it as "a novel both sophisticated and elemental, both meditative
and full of action, an epic success story with a brightly colored surface
- such a novel could hardly fail to be acclaimed as her most effective
work to date."
The temperate calm of the prose has impressed another critic as "a
frank and even romantic submission to the past, to the Catholic order
and doctrine, and the deserts of California and New Mexico in which
the two priests ... "lived with such quiet and radiant perfection."
Alfred Kazin, from whom this is taken, further characterizes Miss
Cather's "secession": "Her characters," he e~plains, "no longer had to
submit to failure; they lived in a charming and almost antediluvian
world of their own."
It is my view, in contrast, that Death Comes for the Archbishop
carries forwaI:d exploratory impulses notable as far back as a Pioneers!
My conclusion is that it powerfully verifies the search for the moral
self which energizes Miss Cather's finest achievements, its basic opera·
tive mode being one of discovery rather than recollection. It is a fitting
George Greene is currently engaged in a full-length critical study on
Willa Cather. from which this essay is taken. He lives in New York.
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precursor to Shadows on the Rock, which chronicles the local victories
of anjlchieved order, however embattled. "The longer I stayed in the
Soutlfwest," Willa Cather has said, "the more I felt that the story of the
Catholic Church in that country was the most interesting of all its
stories." Formal elements in her book are anticipated by her response
to native churches, some of them centuries old. "They were all fresh,
individual; first-hand." Local craftsmanship, roughhewn and unself-
conscious, connotes individual effort rather than organizational skills.
Frontier settings provide dramatic contrast to Archbishop Lamy,
prototype of her hero. "In his pictures," Miss Cather has explained,
"one felt the same thing, something fearless and fine and very, very
well-bred - something that spoke of race." She then sketches what was
in all probability her initial creative impulse: "What I felt curious
about was the daily life of such a man in a crude frontier society."
General outlines thus emerge: tribute to pioneer robustness and
aesthetic sensibility, qualities which found partial expression in the
modest loyalty, the unlettered courage of Alexandra Bergson and
Antonia Shimerda... By 1927, however, individual stamina- does not
suffice, and our story, spanning approximately thirty years, .develops
the strenuous process by which a frontier area is cultivated by two
men of God.
"I had all my life wanted to do something in the style of legend,
which is absolutely the reverse of dramatic treatment." Thus Miss
Cather explains her formal p~ogram. In the prologue, when the p~el­
ates discuss the new appointment, a French cardinal insists: "'He
must be a man to whom order is necessary - as dear as life.' " 11 is in
this area, dissemination of order based upon religious values, that
Bishop Latour transcends the impasse torturing Godfrey St. Peter.
Early in his residence in Santa Fe, the young man consecrated Vicar
Apostolic of New Mexico awakens to the sound of a bell. "Before the
nine strokes were done," he moves backward in time, "Rome faded,
and behind it he sensed something Eastern, with palm trees - Jern-
salem, perhaps, though he had never been there." Later, choosing stone
for his cathedral, Bishop Latour is vividly conscious of history. " 'When
I look up at this rock,' " he says, " 'I can almost feel the Rhone behind
me.'" And he returns in memory to the pale brown color of the Palace
of the Popes at Avignon.
Associated with this sense of the past and of a living culture emerging
from that past, one finds stories, most of them dealing with Fathers
Latour and Vaillant, which convey the legendary imprint Willa Cather
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sought. Tensions in the lives of these missionaries, the dangers which
they confront and overcome, reveal themselves with characteristic in-
direction. A typical instance occurs early. Bishop Latour returns to
Santa Fe after traveling south for more documentation of his authority.
Thirsty and hungry, he rests his eyes from the glaring sun and conical
hills, which elbow one another in the stifling heat. His glance falls on
one juniper different from the others. "It was not a thick.growing
oo~ •
but a naked, twisted trunk, perhaps ten feet high, and at the top it
parted into two lateral, flat-lying branches, with a little crest of green in
the centre, just above the cleavage. Living vegetation could not present
more faithfully the form of the Cross.
More than some critics have -been willing to admit, this narrative
takes into account modes of error and self--deceit, as in the case of Padre
Gallegos, who, though he "was ten years older than the Bishop . . .
would still dance the fandango five nights running. . . ." "The Legend
of Fray Baltazar," relating how an avaricious priest of the early 18th
century is killed by Indians, finds a parallel in Padre Martinez, whose
mouth "was the very assertion of violent, uncurbed passions and tyran·
nical self-will...." He rejects unqualifiedly the ruling of the Church
on celibacy. "'You are among barbarous people, my Frenchman,'''
Padre Martinez insists, " 'between two savage races. The dark things
forbidden by your Church are a part of Indian religion. You cannot
introduce French fashions here.'" ,
Yet this same man, with all his grossness and self.esteem, sings the
Mass in a manner unsurpassed. "Nothing in the service was slighted,
every phrase and gesture had its full value. At the moment· of the
Elevation the dark priest seemed t6 give his whole force, his swarthy
body and all its blood, to that lifting up." One never forgets his lecher·
ous luminosity, just as one returns in memory to Padre Lucero, who
joins his fellow priest to form a mutinous church. On his deathbed
Padre Lucero confesses that he has stolen money left by his colleague
for Masses.
Far from imposing any "soft" quality, any childish, monolithic world,
this narrative of the mid·19th century conveys a varied series of char-
acterizations. Rich Dona Isabella is tricked into revelation of her true
age, while old Sada, a servant woman, suffers at the hands of bigoted
employers. '~Kneeling beside the much enduring bond·woman," Bishop
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Latour verifies the holiness of simple things, "he experienced those
holy mysteries as he had done in his young manhood." In this place of
harsh tasks add sullen mysteries, the study of Pascal co-exists with the
unbridled sexuality of Padre Martinez, just as the brutality of Buck
Scales recedes to proper level before the idealism of Kit Carson, in
whom one felt "a quick and discriminating inteIIige~e." .
Middle sections of the text are largely committed to this diversity of
human exchange. Book VII, on the other !land, is entitled "The Great
Diocese," and here the resolution focuses more closely upon the two
principals. "It was just this solitariness of love in which a priest's life
could be like his Master's," the Bishop encourages himself. "It was not
a solitude of atrophy, of negation, but of perpetual flowering." One
recurs frequently to this note of discovery, of liberation beneath the
permanent forces of nature. When Father Vaillant leaves to minister
to new settlers in Colorado, we enter the final phase of the narrative,
and comparisons make us conscious of the special hardships under
which the two exiles have worked. The Bishop's final serenity is power-
fully affirmed by his sensitivity to shape, color, sound, as when he ac-
knowledges the spell of his cathedral. "Nothing sensational, simply
honest building and good stone-cutting - good Midi Romanesque of
the plainest. And even now, in winter, when the locust trees before the
door were bare, how it was of the South, that church, how it sounded
the note of the South!"
.. Phrasing here is symptomatic. The oldman remembers his original
intention of returning to France; then he fixes his attention on this
new place, and rhythm communicates his conviction of ineffable pre-
siding powers. "Something soft and wild and free, something that
whispered to the ear on the pillow, lightened the heart, softly, softly
picked the lock, slid the bolts, and released the prisoned spirit of man
into the wind, into the blue and gold, into the morning, into the
morning!"
Nothing better illustrates the author's concern for depth of char-
acterization, for recognizable human beings reacting to one another,
than her development of the two protagonists. Father Vaillant emerges
most vividly in the middle chapters, which are dedicated largely to
mundane chores. "Blanchet," with his hair the color of "dry hay," best
handles average, tiresome details. This skinny, bowlegged human being
possesses no refined tastes - in theology or art, that is to say: the
stomach, rather, is his special province. " 'Are we to eat dried beans and
roots for the rest of our lives?' "he protests. Indefatigable courage glad-
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dens his weathered face, "the lips thick and succulent but never loose,
never relaxed, always stiffened by effort or working with excitement."
During their early days in New Mexico Joseph refers to his wish,
never accomplished, of ending his career in monastic seclusion. " 'One
day you will release me,' " he declares jokingly, " 'and I will return to
some religious house in France and end my days in devotion to the
Holy Mother.' " No one better appreciates the fierce energy concealed
by Father Vaillant's near-sighted eyes than Bishop Latour. "There was
certainly nothing in his outer case to sugges't the fierceness and forti-
tude and fire of the man, and yet even the thick-blooded Mexican
half-breeds knew his quality at once." I '
Bishop Latour embodies a more subtle form of spirituality. At our
first encounter three words display his characteristic note: "brave, sen-
sitive, courteous." It is just, one feels, to speak of this man as Willa
Cather's most finely matured hero. One notes immediately his regard
for viable formalities. "He had a kind of courtesy toward himself,
toward his beasts, toward the juniper tree before which he knelt, and
the God whom he was addressing." Jean Marie Latour does not come
easily by this selflessness. His bearing, even when alone in the desert,
was "distinguished." Yet this very aristocratic reserve, significantly,
guarantees his position. The Bishop makes no effort to translate all his
personal tr~itions. "There was no way in which he could transfer his
own memories of European civilization into. the Indian mind, ,and he
was quite willing to believe that behind Jacinto there was a long
tradition ... which no language could translate to him."
Refinement of spirit, communicating itself both to Indians and to
outstanding whites like Kit Carson, derives its central impulse from an
innate reserve. Miss Cather has be~n accused, as her hero accuses him-
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self, of being un pedant. As the book nears its close, however, we learn
that it was Jean, the pedant, who sustained his friend when the latter
was' faltering. "In a moment they were off, and before long Joseph had
fallen asleep in his seat from sheer exhaustion. But he always said that
if Jean Latour had not supported him in that hour of torment, he would
have been a parish priest in the Puy-de-D6me for the rest of his life."
And it is Jean who verifies the goal most indispensable to Willa Cather.
" 'To fulfill the dreams of one's youth: " he reminds Joseph, " 'that is
the best that can happen to a man. No worldly success can take the
place of that: " We sense the yea of vigorous souls, beginning with
Alexandra and continuing with men like old Captain Forrester.
"Character," R. P. Blackmur has observed, "requires the sense of
continuous action to show continuously." This is what I have in mind
when I speak of the dramatic effect of Death Comes for the Arch-'
bishop, notwithstanding the non-dramatic mode Miss Cather has
selected. At the very start individual sentences project this urgency.
"On his arrival at Santa Fe, this was what had happened," and we
move directly to the Bishop's forced march back into Old Mexico. In
the course of this trek the most significant scenes focus on the hidden
village of Agua Secreta. We advance into this isolated place, with its
saint's statue in the costume of a ranchero, "velvet trousers richly em-
broidered and wide at the ankle, velvet jacket and silk shirt, and a
high-crqwned, broad-brimmed l\1exican sombrero."
One recalls Padre Herrera, nearly seventy, so timidly anxious to con-
vey the apparition of the Virgin, whose mind "was still full of the
sweetness of his late experience:' In more humble vein Padre Jesus de
Baca keeps birds with one wing clipped because "parrot feathers were
much prized by his Indians as ornaments for their ceremonial
robes" ..." This old man, "poor, and too soft-hearted to press the
pueblo people for pesos," reports an Indian tribe atop their solitary
plateau. " 'At Acoma: "he assures his Bishop, " 'you can see something
very holy. They have there a portrait of Saint Joseph,sent to them by
one of the Kings of Spain, long ago. . . :"
This reference expands when, pages later, we begin the account of
Fray Baltazar, who was "of a tyrannical and overbearing disposition and
bore a hard hand on the natives:' Not a carnal man, Baltazar spares no
extravagance to make his existence more comfortable. "The difficulty
of obtaining an interesting and varied diet on a naked rock seemed only
to whet his appetite...." During a party, in a fit of temper, Baltazar
.kills a servant. The guests escape, the remaining servant runs away, and
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that night the Irniians bind their torrn.entor, carrying him to the edge
of the vast rock. "The four executioners took him up again from the
brink where they had laid him, and, after a few feints, droppecl him in
midair." Thus two stories, separated by a century in tipte, work together
to dramatize the good and evil, the childish faith and savage retaliation,
observable in an apparently limited locale. The contrast between the
ingenuous benignity of Jesus de Baca and ~he fatal gluttony of
Fray Baltazar owes a major debt to their intensified, beautifully
foreshortened .presentation. .
Bishop Latour at length gains access to levels 'free from time. "He
was soon to have done with calendared time," he reminds himself,
"and it had already ceased to count for him." One then confronts what
may well be the most decisive lines of the text: "He sat in the middle
of his own consciousness; none of his former states of mind were lost or
outgrown. They were all within reach of his hand, and all comprehen-
sible." We begin to recognize the value of the heterogeneous experi-
ences which enter into this story. They contribute, however obliquely,
to the conquest of self, the aspiration to higher levels of consciousness,
which colors the writing. .
If we agree that this book studies the development of the esprit fort
of Christian humanism under adverse conditions, then we see how, in
this case, style is dexterous in a most satisfying way. Early in the pro-
logue one is made conscious of the gap between frontier exigencies and
cloistered routine. The missionary stands apart from the European
prelates; he is "an Odysseus of the Church," bound to look "mucl~
older than any.of them, old and rough...." We sense the breadth
of his diocese within the "icy arms" of the Great Lakes, his "long
lonely horseback rides among his missions. . . ." In this Old World
milieu, nature is associated wit;h urban prestige, suggesting formal dis-
play, letter rather than spirit. Rome itself, the eternal city, falls into
this category: ". . . the low profile of the city barely fretted the skyline
- indistinct except for the dome of Saint Peter's, bluish-grey like the
flattened top of a great balloon, just a flash of copper light on its soft
metallic surface."
NOTHING IS MORE PERSUASIVE than Miss Cather's treatment of back-
grounds against which her characters live and move - backgrounds
which, in lesser hands, might have provided fatal opportunity for the
"voluptuous unconcern" of which Wordsworth complained. The best
manner in which to define such elements, of course, is to state simply
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that they establish Miss Cather's mature objectivity, her ability, that is~
to lose herself in the requirements of theme. At the outset, the dreary
regularity of landscape slackens the pace, no effort being made to
heighten interest, no intimation given of events to come. "As far as he
could see, on every side, the landscape was heaped up into monotonous
red sand-hills, not much larger than haycocks, and very much the shape
of haycocks." The repetition, weary, depleted, of haycocks ~mplies the
physical and mental fatigue of lonely journeys. Similar command is
visible later, when Miss Cather wishes to expose the emotional bond
between her hero and his surroundings. Gazing at the rock of Acoma,
Bishop Latour takes in all its oppressive vastness, and we recognize a
movement incompatible with the characteristic upward surge of men
like himself and Father Vaillant.
This mesa plain had an appearance of great antiquity, and of incom-
pleteness; as if, with all the materials for world-making assembled, the
Creator had desisted, gone away and left everything on the point of
being brought together, on the eve of being arranged into mountain,
plain, plateau. The country was stillwaiting to be made into a landscape.
A moment later the rock of Acoma is made subject to a more per-
sonalized influence. "Christ Himself had used that comparison for
the disciple to whom He gave the keys of His Church. And the Hebrews
of the Old Testament, always being carried captive into foreign lands
- their rock was an idea of God, the only thing their conquerors could
not take from them." But we retreat from such intimations to the
perdurable cycle of sand and dust and lonely watchfulness. For the
most part Miss Cather relies upon visual details which lend themselves
to ready assimilation. "The sandy soil of the plain had a light sprinkling
of junipers, and was splotched with masses of blooming rabbit-bush -
that olive-eoloured plant that grows in high waves like a tossing sea, at
this season covered with a thatch of bloom, yellow as gorse, or orange
like marigolds." Yet she shows herself profitably fascinated by revela-
ti9ns in the midst of wonted things: the peach orchard and grape cut-
tings of Fray Baltazar, the bean salad, with its touch of onion and salt
pork, with which Father Joseph crowns his meal, the glistening stone
of the Bishop's cathedral.
There is no need to insist upon incalculable possibilities - these
things are fundamental to the Bishop's reading of human experience.
Rather the necessity arises to provide adequate foundation for this
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world of miracles, which makes a man give "UP European ret~ement for
a place which "sounded the note of the Southl" .
A welcome visitor to the dying Archbishop is the Navajo chief,
Eusabio: "... one of the strong people of the olddeep days of life
did appear, not in memory but in the flesh, in the shallow light of the
present." Only by relinquishing oneself, freely, to time-encircled cycles
does one emerge, as Bishop Latour succeeds in doing, at the summit of
awareness. There is a passage in Meister Eckhart which sheds light on
thematic elements here. In a sermon the Dominican refutes the notion
of God as found only under special conditions. A man may go into a
field and pray, or he may turn into a nearby church; what Eckhart warns
against is equating formula with penetration: "... if he is more aware
of Him because he is in a quiet place, that is his own deficiency and not
due to God, Who is alike present in all things and places and willing
to give Himself everywhere so far as lies in Him. He knows God rightly
who knows Him everywhere."
Willa Cather had been involved beforewith this problem of spiritual
intelligence and intact sensibility: in the solitary homeliness of Alex-
andra Bergson, in the pliant enthusiasms of Antonia, in the torturous
escap~ of Claude Wheeler, in the youthful miscues of Niel Herbert,
in the psychic discordance of Professor St. Peter. But now,. clearly, we
have attained to something higher. It is wise to examine tI<e text itself
on this score. The rock is "the utmost expression of human need; even
mere feeling yearned for it; it was the highest comparison of loyalty in
love and friendship." But for those trapped on the mesa of Acoma,
isolation meant destruction. "He felt as if he were celebrating Mass at
the bottom of the sea," the Bishop recoils before these pathetic stran-
gers, "for antediluvian creatures; for types of life so old, so hardened,
so shut within their shells, that the sacrifice of Calvary could hardly
reach back so far." Considering the fate of another vanishing tribe, the
churchman unqualifiedly rejects any program based upon ritualistic
deification. "Pecos had more than its share of dark legends - perhaps
that was because it had been too tempting to white men, and had had
more than its share of history:' (Italics added) This is the fate of tradi-
tions atrophied by carelessness or excess, by separation from the basic
humanity which must purify lasting experience. Father Joseph pleads
for a difficult assignment. " 'Anyone of our good French priests from
Montferrand can serve you here. It is work that can be done by intelli-
gence. But down there it is work for the heart, for a particular
th ' "sympa y....
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Throughout, Miss Cather has been interested not in physical details
themselves7but.in details as signposts to moralresponse: the gentle
manner of Jean Marie7the prize mules of Father Joseph7the tangled
ball of woman7s hair in the bedroom of Padre Martinez' house7 the
agonized face of Padre Lucero in candlelight7the tacit eloquence of
Kit Carson. As the churchman draws near his final joumeY7 the passage
of time fades7together with other dreary concomitants of earthly en-
- deavor. "The mistakes of his life seemed unimportant7accidents that
had occurred en route7like the shipwreck in Galveston Harbour7or the
runaway in which he was hurt when he was first on his way to New
M · "r eXlCO••••
Itceases to be crucial that there was no longer "any perspective in
his memories/' for the Bishop has earned the sense of timelessness
which is a handmaiden of spirit. In this vividly moral world even minor
details become potentially emblematic. It is writing (here too one
locates a valuable guide to method) in which the whole is more~
portant than independent segments. Yet one feels it erroneous to con-
ceive of this book as allegory. Miss Cather would concur wholeheartedly
with the following view from Santayana. "It is those of us who are too
feeble to conceive and master the real world7or too cowardly to face it7
that run away to those cheap fictions that alone seem to us fine enough
for poetry or for religion."
I have said enough to indicate how Death Comes for the Archbishop
pursues Willa Cather's major theme: the quest for personal equilib-
rium, an equilibrium with social and artistic tamifications7 but one
which was7for her7primarily an issue of moral awareness. In Bishop
Latour, her most thoroughly realized protagonist7 we observe the
subtlety with which this moral awareness, in a human being of intelli-
gence and sensitivity7 aligns itself with religious discipline. It should be
obvious that emphasis is never given to specific details of "dogma.'7
"One friendly reviewer/7Miss Cather remarked, "says that to write the
book I soaked myself in Catholic lore; perhaps it would have been
better if I had. But too much information often makes one pompous,
and irs rather deadening.'7
In contemporary religious literature7T. S. Eliot7Graham Greene7
Fran~ois Mauriac, among' others, have established the prevailing view
of our era, a period characterized by secularism, materialism, individual-
ism, superficial Christianity. Their primary goal depends largely upon
variations of that honored prayer beginning: "0 Lord7I am nothing,
I have nothing, I can do nothing but sin, being a child of wrath by
80
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nature...." Everywhere one hears cries of emptiness and mediocrity..
Both our poets and fictionists echo the opinion voiced by Romano
Guardini when he warns that we ought not yet to call ourselves
Christians, but only those who are trying to become Christian.
Granting that these chroniclers are correct in terms of present actuali-
ties, it is necessary to recaIl that WiIIa Cather is not involved with the
tactical defense of any specific area of belief, no more than with realistic
exploration of religious mores. Her impulse emphasizes those pervasive
attributes of courage and generosity independent of time which express
themselves in a vari~ty of contexts, in an Indian pueblo fuIl as weIl as
at the Vatican. Jean Marie Latour is not intended to proffer qualities
intrinsicaIly superior to earlier exemplars of pioneer heroism; his native
powers, on the other hand, find more complete, formalized expression
through the conventions, one feels tempted to write, of his vocation.
Miss Cather resolutely avoids larger issues of church discipline, the
formalities of doctrine or modes of action within the hierarchy, for
example.
Attention continuaIly fixes itself on her characters as individuals.
Yet it is not without significance that her hero fulfiIls himself in a
religious vocation. " 'I shaIl die of having lived,' " insists the old Bishop,
and we review the heartache and physical separation which have puri-
fied his ideal. Watching his friend in the coffin, "scarcely larger than a
monkey," he forces himself to imagine his companion of the past. He
sees Joseph, yes, "but always as he was when they first came to New
Mexico." "It was not sentiment," we are cautioned; "that was the
picture of Father Joseph his memory produced for him, and it did not
produce any other." On his bed of death, the old man returns to earlier
experiences, to that moment when his impulse to heJp others exercised
itself most fatefuIly. Those nearby think he wishes to askfor something.
"But in reality the Bishop was not there at alI," we understand;
.he was standing in a tip-tilted green field among his native mountains,
and he was trying to give consolation to a young man who was being
tom in two before his eyes by the desire to go and the necessity to stay.
He was trying to forge a new Will in that devout and exhausted priest;
and the time was short, for the diligence for Paris was already rumbling
down the mountain gorge.
A new wiIl - our destination, aIIaIong - rises to fuII stature with
the noise of the Paris coach; this. capacity, shared by such various ~uman
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beings as Bishop Latour, Kit Carson and old Eusabio, to forge some-
thing of permanence out of the clay of their mortal selves. It is pre-
cisely this power which makes it possible for the Bishop, not to
vanquish, but to control distress and loneliness: "... when he entered
his study, he seemed to come back to reality, to the sense of a Presence
awaiting him. The curtain of the arched doorway had scarcely fallen
behind him when that feeling of personal loneliness was gone, and a
sense of loss was replaced by a sense of restoration." Adequately
schooled, this will makes possible exile from things ordinarily necessary
for men of sensibility. UBeautiful surroundings, the society of learned
men~ the charm of noble women, the graces of art, could not make up
to him for the loss of those light-hearted mornings of the desert, for
that wind that made one a boy again."
Expatriation has grown into one of the most confused literary ques-
tions of our era, especially when the investigator makes no allowance
for legitimate distinctions. Most readers, when they approach this issue,
form in their minds the notion of a dependency ascribed to certain of
our writers who hanker after institutions of the Old World. Henry
James's desire to ure-ascend the stream of time" is one expression of the
voluntary expatriate. Another attitude, exemplified by men like Harry
Crosby and the Black Sun. Press, suggests the task of the expatriate as
one of conscious mockery of the relinquished fatherland. One revives,
perhaps too readily, the anti-American views of young people who went
to Europe to assist at the Revolution of the Word announced by
magazines like transition.
There is another side to this matter, one both deeply American and
intimately associated with the lot of the creative artist in our age. I
refer to psychological expatriation, the malaise one notes in Hawthorne
as well as in artists more commonly assigned to the cult of uEurope,"
Henry James and T. S. Eliot. In such cases it is not so much a problem
of physical location as one of spiritual dissatisfaction. Indeed, the major
stumbling block for modem artists, irrespective of country or personal
situation, has been to assert values in the face of the separation in the
world around them of the centers of cultural power from the centers of
political and economic power. Hawthorne remained at home for the
most part, painfully exploring for material with which to clothe his
creative urges, whereas Henry James and Mr. Eliot used this quest to
dramatize the major theme of their careers. We need not remind our-
selveS that this problem of psychological (or, perhaps better, spiritual)
expatriation remains chronic in twentieth century letters. James Joyce,82
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Thomas Mann, Marcel Proust, Andre Cide, each in a way adjusted to
individual reSponse, have all of them reacted to what will probably be
recalled as the major heresy of the late nineteenth century:· the credo
which held that art can be divorced from the power and resources of
~ocietywithout danger to both.
It would be ridiculous to pretend that Willa Cather was untouched
by this unsettling tendency. What I am trying to suggest is that,
making allowance for varying modes of perceiving reality, she devoted
.herself to what she considered the best line of attack against a debili-
tating divorce. What has confused issues has been the wholesale readi-
ness to accuse her, often with minimum reference to text, of flagran.tly
avoiding the crises of human life.
Willa Cather sought to depict the good life, a life characterized by
intellectual awareness, imaginative sympathy, moral discipline - quali- -
ties in her pioneers of the land as well as of the soul. Descartes, that
most influential of moderns, has taught us that the essence of the soul
is consciousness. Paradoxically, Willa Cather has best stated her pro-
gram through the rendering of exactly this quality. "He sat in the
middle of his own consciousness...." Those who reject this as a
religious novel in the parochial, inflexible sense are wide of the mark.
What is amply present, as it must everywhere be present iV mature
imaginative prose, is a revelation of the complexities of experience as
they operate in situations geographically distant, perhaps, but humanly
as intimate as one's next breath.
This is the lesson of Death Comes for the Archbishop,'if one may in-
sert a currently devaluated term. It salutes the preciousness of ~veryday
existence, the craving of human beings to form logical patterns, pro-
vided that one possesses some guiding principle, some valid norm. It
..suggests the breadth of the real world, the world of inevitable partings,
of failures and misunderstandings. It reflects a world where everything.
has its due place; where nothing is observed in isolation, but rather as
an integral part of a steadfast complex - one not facilely allegorical but
endowed with the natural symbolism available to a theocentric world.
We speak, fairly but loosely, of Jean Marie Latour's opportunities
for dedication, and some of his admirers would feel that parallel choices
no longer exist. Yet an equally plausible and not more strenuous corol-
lary of his life supervenes upon its defense of a minority view of humil-
ity,\ one which grasps it as a power of eliciting reverence for beauty,
her~ and now, full well as in the New Mexico of a century ago. Miss
Cather repeatedly insists (and is not this her ultimate claim upon our
.
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loyalty?) that such reverence need never descend to standardized enthu·
siasms, genteel avoidance of fact. She makes generous provision for
individual discrimination, counterbalancing the introspective Bishop
J1imself with the brusque and weathered Father Joseph. What she
rl:commends is not vacuous yea-saying, but reasoned sympathy and
intelligent tolerance. Most valuable of all, Jean Marie Latour expresses
the truth that, no matter how distinct one's mode of guiding response,
surrender through discipline does not cheapen the prestige of individu-
ality, but builds, in time, a more genuine plentituc:ie of consciousness
itself.
On his election to the French Academy Louis Pasteur address.ed his
new colleagues. "Happy is the man," he reminded them, "who bears
within him a divinity, an ideal of beauty and obeys it, an ideal of art,
an ideal of science, an ideal of country, an ideal of"the virtues of the
Gospe!." The pervasive ideality reiterated in these words lives at the
heart of the Bishop's journey: an ideality channeled and controlled by
means of the superb distribution of Willa Cather's narrative, with its
freely acknowledged debt to history as well as imagination.
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L. V.JACKS
Willa Cather and the Southwest
RUNNING THROUGH MUCH OF WILLA CATHER'S WRITING LIKE A BRIGHT
thread catching the light is a note of affection, sometimes tender, some-
times nostalgic and brooding, for our southwestern states. This feeling
appears in her earlier writings,. it lingers on into her later work. It is
not one of the attitudes possessed by facile prc;>fessional writers, but
gives every indication of being an emotion deep in her heart.
1£ we except The Mair at Grover Station, a Wyoming railroa4 story
published in June, 1900, the first time that a remark about the old West
appears is in i\lexander's Bridge (1912) when a character, perhaps re-
ferring loosely to southern Colorado, says, "I keep remembering locoed
horses I used t6 see on the range when I was a boy ..." Personal ex-
perience with the Southwest followed soon. I~ an essay entitled "My
First Novels," contained in the book Willa Cather on Writing, the
a~thor states, "soon after the book (Alexander's Bridge) -was published,
.I went for six months to Arizona and New Mexico." That was in April,
1912.
There is reason to believe that this trip had far-reaching consequences
and laid the foundation for her lifelong affection for this part of the
country. Study of her published certified work shows this exceptional
interest, in the case of Tom Outland's story in The Professor's House, .
in the entire Archbishop novel, and in the many instances in The Song
of the La,k. Then, there are minor references scattered through the rest
of her output. For example, in Coming, Aphrodite,· a painter has a
collection of pastels brought from New Mexico. He values them very
highly and perhaps with sound reason for the author adds that Rem-
ington, "then at the height of his popularity," had seen them and tried
to push them on the market. In One of Ours a character goes to the
Museum at the University to study the Cliff Dweller remains. In April
Twilights one of the best poems is addressed to Spanish Johnny.
L. V. Tacks is director of the Dept. of Greek and Latin at Creighton
University. He is the author of Service Record of an Artillery Man, La
Salle and Claude Dubuis, among other works of fiction and biography.
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From the days when Miss Cather first \Vent to Lincoln to attend the
University of Nebraska in 1890 and rode around town on a bicycle,
affecting short stubby hair cuts and severely tailored garb, to the last
days when as a novelist of distinction she drew to the close of her career,
straightforward directness was one of her most essential traits. Serious-
ness, truth, readiness for hard work, high sense of honor, interior
spiritual resources were outstanding qualities in her personality. A
psychologist and a thinker, she enjoyed probing into recesses of char-
acter and looking for hidden meanings behind open and obvious
facades. It is logical to believe that her affection for the Southwest may
have developed out of emotions and ideas that the country aroused
in her.
Of course she responded to physical beauty, and no where in the
world could she see more tense and thrilling combinations of color and
outline than she would see in that land. Outline is beauty, color spells
life, depth indicates endurance. She sawall of this in the lan?scape of
New Mexico, and even more clearly she saw it in the landscapes of the
human soul as she observed descendants of the people who had made
the territory what it was. After she had published One of Ours she grew
more and more inclined to retrospection in her novels. Dates, for
example, dovetail with this theory: the Archbish,op story opens in 1848,
Shadows on the Rock in 1697, Sapphira and the Slave Girl in 1857. In
Not Under Forty she stated her position explicitly. "It is for the back-
, ward, and by one of their number, that these sketches were written."
She loved permanence: she preferred the old and well tried to the new
and glamorous.
Reflecting upon these thoughts, let us examine three major works,
The Song of the Lark, The Professor's House, and Death Comes for
the Archibishop.
In the first novel the Moonstone people are poor. Ottenburg does
not enter the story till it is well advanced and Thea has made friends
in Chicago, but his entry does not swerve her from her career. Doctor
Archie is not comfortably well off till later in life. So hard work was
the daily lot of citizens where Thea grew up. The imaginary town was
probably not so far from the state line that it might not be included
in a consideration of New Mexico. And yet among the Moonstone
people who had sim:gle virtues-thrift, kindness, industry, charity-we
find also accomplishI!1ent, satisfaction in living, generosity, even genius.
Thea might never have had a chance at higher musical education but
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for the act of a dying man whose life insurance paid her way into that
covet~dworld.
Some of the happiest pages in the story are those in which the author
describes Tellamantez, talks of the guitar and the songs, watches the
dancers at the Saturday night fiesta, and feels their life throb in her
veins also. These people were direct in their reasoning; so was the
novelist. They loved beauty; so did she. They had a deep feeling for
the pleasure of life and an awareness of the imminence 'of death. So
did she. .
"Mexican dances were very much family affairs. 1J1e fathers always
danced again and again with their little daughters, as well as with their
wi\:,es'.,One of the girls came up to greet Thea, her dark cheeks glowing
with pleasure and cordiality ... there was no calling, the conversation
Was very low, the rhythm of the music was gentle and engaging, the
men were graceful and courteous' ... there were three little girls under
twelve in their first communion dresses, and one of them had an orange
marigold in her black hair just over her ear. They danced with the men,
with each other. There was an atmosphere of ease and friendly pleasure
in the low, dimly lit room...."
In the latter part of this curiously constructed novel, when Thea
went back to' the Southwest for a vacation on the Ottenburg ranch,
fifty-eight pages were devoted to that episode among mountains,
deserts, pine forests. It was so large an interlude that it constitutes a
clean break with the general arrangement. Only a powerful emotional
pull could cause so accomplished a technician as Willa Cather to inter-
rupt the smooth flow of a novel for an issue so large as to endanger
unity. What could it be? Miss Cather did not do love scenes well. She
sheered away from them. In My First Novels she quotes Heinemann as
saying about The Song of the Lark that she used a full-blooded method
which told everything about everybody. But there is precisely the diffi-
culty: she does not tell everything about everybody. The love affair of
Fred Ottenburg and Thea is tepid, meaningless. Perhaps as she ap-
proached this passage in Thea's life she strove to compensate, to
strengthen a faltering scene by putting it on the finest stage she could
conceive, in a locale she admired, so that the setting would release that
rush of hot emotion which the characters never generate. If so the
effort was a failure.
In The Professor's House the tone was subtly altered, but the basic
ingredients were there as before. Professor St. Peter was represented as
-\."
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working on a book about the Spanish adventurers in the Southwest.
, They were great and brilliant and powerful, and with a shrewdness
lacking in other historians of his time St. Peter recognized their goon
qualities and indeed felt a certain remote spiritual kinship with some
of the men. And it is not hard to see in the sketches of the institution
called Haniilton some aspects of Willa Cathees own University of
Nebraska.
Then into this academic web came a young adventurer, a boy called
Tom Outland who was truthful, direct, clear thinking, who loved New
Mexico. He was to learn by bitter experience that one cannot put faith
in bureaucrats, that Washington is full of delusions, but in the face
of all the disappointment and even ironic enlightenment his essential
o goodness never altered.
Miss Cather was not given to the technique of going backward and
forward in time in alternate chapters, and a reader feels astonishment
as he sees her narration slanting off into another long tangent. Thus,
Tom Outland's story is not woven into the web of St. Peter's world, it
is an island in the main stream. Finely written, as a passage will show:
"The bluish rock and the sun tanned grass, under the unusual purple-
grey of the sky, gave the whole valley a very soft cQlor, lavender and
pale gold, so that the occasional cedars growing beside the boulders
looked black that morning. It may have been the hint of snow in the
air, but it seemed to me that I had never breathed in. anything that
tasted so pure as the air in that valley...."
Last of all, the Archbishop. The story has to do with a churchman
devoted to a dangerous and arduous task. Yet Bishop Latour was in
many respects an epitome of southwestern qualities. If he were not,
he would never have won over that region. Self-denial, hard work, per-
sistence, a power of judging character, a generosity that was uncommon,
distinguished Jean Latour's personality and these are traits that appear
in the writer who celebrated him.
But it was not only Bishop Latour, it was the very country, the land-
scape that was drawn with such accuracy. Only the eye of love would
see so exactly, dwelling upon good points with affectionate care, mini-
mizing faults and weaknesses, and leaving the reader with that breath
taking impression of austere beauty that has come upon nearly every-
one who has ever taken up the Archbishop's story.
Hardly any incident in the book was more expressive than the build-
ing of the cathedral. Like the Romans who gave laws and customs to
the lands they ruled, Spanish adventurers in tum brought arts with
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them, and none was more stable or more realistic than their architec-
ture, and the need they felt to improve their towns with good churches.
So Miss Cather recognized the advantage in having her hero build,.a
fine church.
Anxious to improve upon conditions, Bishop Latour and Father
VailIant in an important scene found the waIl of rock: "- not green like
the surrounding hiIIs, but yeIIow, a strong golden ochre, very much like
the gold of the sunlight that was now beating upon it ... after a moment
of silence hy looked up at the rugged waIl gleaming gold above them.
'That hilI, Blanchet, is my Cathedral.' " .
Even in his last years the Archbishop, like his chronicler, was cool
and strong. "In New Mexico he always awoke a young man: not until
he rose and began to shave did he realize that he was growing older.
His first consciousness was a sense of the light, dry Wind blowing in
through the windows, with the fragrance of hot sun and sage-brush
and sweet clover; a wind that made one's body feel light and one's heart
say, 'Today, today,' like a child's."
Once a success has appeared, many are ready to claim a share in its
genesis. But the waII that WilIa Cather built around herself from early
days, and the severity with which she restricted careless approach, make
it certain that not many persons had access to her real thinking. One
of these persons though was Dr. Julius Tyndale of Lincoln who knew
her in University days and with whom she discussed her stories freely.
Dr. Tyndale told me that he had suggested writing the story about .
the Archbishop. PriOJ; to that he had unsuccessfuIIy urged her to write
a story around the career of Charles CamilIus de Rudio, one time lieu-
tenant in the 7th U. S. Cavalry. Tyndale, himself once a soldier, then
an army doctor, and long time practicing physician in Lincqln, probed
considerably into the history of western and southwestemstates. Hence
his interest in the Archbish~p.Dr. Tyndale was eighty-four when he
described these events to me in Lincoln in 1927. Miss Cather may have
felt under some obligation to him for she gave him a pension in his
latter days when he was not weIl off and was living alone in a smaIl
Lincoln hotel. - .
To sum up: Miss Cather wrote beautifuIly about New MeXico, in
part because she loved the country, in part because it inspired her, in
part because she and the land with its people had many spiritual char-.
acteristics in common. She felt ~eeply and wonderfuIly at home in
surroundings that mirrored her own finest qualities and that inspired
some of her finest efforts.
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a higher education
EDSEL FORD
The Eight-Story Tree House
WHEN I WAS FOURTEEN I SKIPPED ALL MY SOPHOMORE CLASSES AND SAT
under the Santa Fe trestle bridge which crossed Sunday Creek below
my folks' farm and wrote my first novel. It was all about life and death,
war and peace, crime and punishment, and gone and the wind. I took
the whole year to write it, while the other kids were learning what the
hypotenuse of a right triangle equals.
In May, when I showed up at school to take the final exams, I found
that all my teachers had dropped me from the rolls as a deserter. In
fact, they didn't even remember me. I showed them my manuscript of .
678 scrawled tablet pages and gave them a quick peek at my vivid title,
and all five of them promoted me to the junior class when I promised
them each ten percent of the proceeds when the book was published.
They never doubted its appearance. It got published, all right, but it
cost me the other fifty percent of my potential revenue to have a ghost
writer clean up my grammar and get the manuscript typed. It was
bought by the first publisher that saw it, but somehow we all neglected
to mention the fact that I was fourteen years old so the book did not
sell very many copies. ,
I immediately set about to pay for my junior year out of school, know-
ing I must be more shrewd in my dealings. I finished my second novel
No relation to the Fords of Detroit, Edsel Ford is the author I
of several collections of poetry, including The Manchild from Sunday
Creek, 1956. He lives in Hobbs, New Mexico, and writes full time.
'"
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that summer - sitting in a tree house I had built over the catfish hole
a half-mile upstream from the Santa Fe trestle bridge.J\1y folks thought
I was a fine boy. They also thought I was with Grandmother in Ala-
bama. If they had looked out the front window they could have seen
my treehouse. I ate lunch with a couple of old folks over the hill, and
I never did tell them my name. At l]light I cooked me a catfish. I
weighed ninety-six pounds when I webt up in the tree house on the
second of June, and when I came doWn in September I weighed 104.
When it came time to register for school, I went straight to Mister ~
Petty the superintendent and asked him man-to-man what he would
take to graduate me with a diploma. He looked at my Sao-page manu-
script and blushed when he saw the title and said he would take eighty-
five percent of the royalties. I said okaY'and he wrote out a diploma for
me and I told him I would keep it quiet if he wouldn't tell my folks
I was writing books. He said okay and asked me what I was going to
call my next book and when I told him he blushed again. I went home
and told my folks I thought it was going to be an interesting school year.
They said that was fine, what was I taking? Literature and nature study
mostly, I said. They said that was fine and I went down to the creek and
built a second story onto my house. /
One day Mister Glock the truant officer came along and asked me
how old I was and what I was doing up in the tree. I said I was nearly
fifteen years old and I was writing my third novel and he said hu~phl
and why wasn't I in school? I said I had already graduated from $chool
and he said humphl again. I told him if he didn't believe it I would
show him my diploma and,he said he sure didn't believe it. So I pulled
my diploma out from among my contracts and things and showed it to
him. He said why hadn't anybody besides the 'superintendent signed
my diploma, it had to be signed by the whole school board. I hummed
and hawed a while because I sure hadn't noticed that before. He said
what would I give him to fill in all the blanks? I said it ought to be
worth about ten percent of my next book and he said look boy, I'm sav-
ing you two whole years of school, I think it's worth at least seventy-five
percent, and I said okay and he borrowed my pencil and Wlpte a bunch
of names in the blanks. I thanked him and said he woul« be hearing
from me in a few months and' he went away carrying my pencil with
him, so I didn't write any more that day.
I guess you know what my third novel was called, because that was
the one that hit the big time. Mister Glock the tJ;uant officer resigned
from his job and bU,ilt the biggest house you ever saw and started play-
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ing the stock market. After I paid my ghost writer for cleaning up my
grammar, I only had five percent left, but it was enough to build an-
other floor onto my tree house. ~ worked on the top floor and slept on
the middle floor and fished from the bottom floor·and every six weeks
I went into town to see Mister Petty the school superintendent and
he made up a report card for me to take to my folks. They thought it
was fine that I was doing so well in school.
I thought things were going along pretty well myself until that spring
when the novel came out and Mister Petty found out about the deal
I made with Mister Glock. I guess Mister Petty wanted a big house and
a finger in the market, too. So he said he would blow the whole thing
wide open, no matter if he lost his job over it, unless I cut him in on my
next novel. I said I would, but only for sixty percent because I was get-
ting smarter and my books were selling a lot better. He thought this 'was
fine and asked me what my next book was to be called and when I told
him he had to take a tranquilizer.
I bought up a bunch of tablets and pencils and went home and
showed my folks my straight-A report card. They said that was fine and
had I decided what I wanted to be when I grew up? I said I was still .
pretty young to think abQut it because I was only fifteen but I thought
I might like to manage a dairy or a hatchery or something and my father
'" was tickled pink. I went down to the creek and worked on my fourth
novel for a while but it was a short one for a change and so I started
building the fourth story onto my house. I moved my work room onto
the fourth floor and the bedroom onto the third, and turned the second
story into a kitchen so I wouldn't have to cook my catfish out on the
creekbank. Then I sat on the first floor and fished a while and medi-
tated. I sat on the threshold of the back door that didn't go anywhere
and the water came up to my toes. It had never done that before, and
I reckoned there must have been a rain up in the hills but I never
reckoned at that time that my tree house might be getting a little heavy
for the tree. I sat wiggling my toes in tpe water and tried to think of
a good title for my next novel. \ '
In the middle of the summer my fourth novel came out and it was
i" such a success that Mister Petty divorced his wife and went to live in
Paris. He sent me a card saying if I would promise him fifty percent
of my next two books he would buy the Folies Bergeres (whatever they
are) and tear out all the seats but two - one for him and one for me.
But I thought this sounded like a bad investment so I didn't write him
'back. Instead, 1 built a fifth floor onto my house so I could have the
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fourth floor for a library to hold the unsold copies of my first two novels.
Then I went back. to writing my fifth book, which was all about people
and things and I even put a little bit of Paris into it but I didn't men-
tion the Folies Bergeres because I only write about what I know about"
Anybody will tell you that is the proper way to write.
Well, it was getting on toward school time again and I was nearly
sixteen years old when all of a sudden the whole school board showed
up. They said Mister Petty's late wife had told them about my deal
with Mister Petty and would I kindly permit them to examine my
diploma? I said I didn't mind and I pulled it o~t from among a bun~h
of contracts and stuff. They all looked and everybody hollered at the
same time that that wasn't their signature! Well, I had just about given
up on making any money at writing anyway, so I said Mister Glock had
written their names on it and they all looked at each other like they had.
just realized something they had been wondering about for a long time,
and I said would five percent of my next book make everybody happy?
The chairman of the board said he thought ten percent would be ap-
propriate and that way they would just not mention Mister Glock at
all. Which was fine with me, because I didn't want him on my back.
I said they would be hearing from me in a few months and they went
away wishing me all the luck in the world. I sat down in the back door
and meditated. The creek ran nice and cool around my ankles and I
caught a nice catfish and wondered what it was going to feel like to
be sixteen years old, which I was going to be in another month or so.
My fifth novel came out on my sixteenth birthday and it was a good
thing I had fifteen percent of the proceeds left for myself because I
wanted to build another story onto my tree house for a bathroom be-
cause it was coining winter. This was a lot of work, moving all the
books from the fourth floor up to the fifth and tearing out all the
kitchen fixtures so I could put the kitchen over the bathroom. I still
had to go through the kitchen to get from the bedroom to the bath,
but I had not completely worn myself out yet so I didn't mind this little
inconvenience. I also thought about heating the creek but I didn't have
enough money left so I went up to the sixth floor and worked on my
sixth novel.
I could see the whole countryside from up there. I could look out my
window on the creek side and see my mother digging the potatoes and
turnips from the garden to hill for the winter. My father puttered
around the bam not doing much of anything. He always watched for
the school bus, so I had to quit work just after four o'clock and go out
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on the road till the bus came along. I waved hello or goodbye to the
kids, who didn't even know me, and went down the lane to the house.
My father always asked me how school was "and I said fine and he said
that's fine, and mother asked the same thing and I said the same thing
and she said the same thing. Then we had supper and 1 said 1 had to
go study and they said that's fine again. I went down to the creek and
worked on my sixth novel. 1 had electricity in my house which was a
good thing because 1 worked a lot at night. 1 wired it myself and had
strung a line from the old man's barn who lived over the hill so 1 didn't
have to pay the light bill which was also a good thing. He found out
about it in the middle of the winter and threatened to cut off my lights
and heat, which would have been a terrible blow to my career' so I
offered him five percent of my sixth book and he settled for it, not being
very bright. It felt just fine to be sixteen.
On the first nice spring day after 1 had sent my sixth novel off to my
ghost writer, 1 was sitting in the back door with the creek chuckl!ng
about the calves of my legs, thinking up what 1 could call my next book
when Mister Glock showed up. He had got himself all dissipated with
living so high off of my third novel and he was pretty nasty. He said he
had made some bad investments and lost everything he had, including
his big house, and if I didn't cut him in on my next book he would spill
the beans about signing all those names to my diploma. 1 laughed and
said the school board knew all about it. He said well then he would tell
the newspapers about the school board. 1 laughed again and said he
couldn't fight all those respectable people and they would put him in
jail for forgery. 1 thought he was going to cry. 1 felt so sorry for him 1
saitl he could have one percent of the book that was coming out pretty
soon to tide him over till he found a job. I reckoned I was being pretty
big about the whole thing, but Mister Glock went away a disappointed
man.
Well, 1 couldn't think of anything to write about right away, so 1
started building the seventh floor on my house. 1 decided 1 was getting
important enough to have an office separate from my working room,
so 1 turned the sixth floor into a room for files and stuff, and I put some
important looking letters in frames on the wall. When 1 finished the
seventh floor 1quit writing for a while and then in May I went to school
and graduated with the seniors. They all wondered who 1 was, but 1 got
a new diploma and graduated at the head of the class and my mother
and father were very proud of me. The school board came around after
the exercises and told my folks what an exemplary (I think they said)
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student I was and how they expected me to go far. They didn't say what
they expected me to go far in, but my folks were very happy and said
they were sure I would, too. Then we all went home and I gave my
mother my diploma to put in the trunk ana my father asked me what
I was going to do now. I said I would need a little time to think about
it. So I went down to the creek and sat in my back door and meditated.
I had to roll up my britches legs because the creek was nearly up to the
bend of my knees. I decided my seventh novel would be about a school-
boy because that was something I knew about. (
It got to be summer and I was right in the middle of Chapter 18
when this girl showed up. She knocked on the door and I looked out
the seventh-story window and saw her but she didn't see me and she
was really swell-looking. I thought it was time for a break anyway so I
left the workroom and went down through the office, down through
the library, the bedroom, the kitchen, the bathroom, and down to the
fishing room before I realized I had never built a living room because
I never had visitors I intended to entertain. But this was a different
type of visitor, and I couldn't very well entertainher in the fishing room
because the floor was getting soppy due to the creek being up. At least
I reckoned then that the creek 'must be up. So I went out the front
door and said hello and the girl said hello and asked me if I owned the
catfish hole. I said I sort of had squatters' rights on it, 1 reckoned, and
she looked up at my seven-story tree house and asked me if that was
where I squatted and I said yes. She said she was just passing and
wanted to take a swim and I said that would be all right. She shucked
off her dress and she had on this yellow bathing suit and that was the
first time I ever actually realized I was sixteen years old g6ing on
seventeen.
Well, all I can say is she really knocked me out. Her name was Bettie
with an i-e and she was spending the summer with the old couple over
the hill that I ate lunch with the summer before and got electricity
from because they were her grandfolks. She said she would like to come
and swim in the catfish hole every day if that was all right with me
and I said I would give her seventy percent of my next novei if she
would, and she thought it was just wonderful that I wrote books. So she
kept coming over and my writing went to pieces and I started b~ilding
the eighth story onto my house so I could move everything up one floor
and turn the second story into a living room. I moved the bathroom
into the kitchen and the kitchen into the bedroom and the bedroom
. into the library and all those books into the office and the files into the
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work room and the work room into the new eighth story because I
always had to work high up in the clear air.
Well, I got everything moved into place the last week of August and
I didn't even care if my seventh novel had gone to pot after a whole
summer's work because now I had a living room and I could entertain
Bettie. So she came over that day and shook hands with me and said
she couldn't take a swim because her grandfather had to drive her into
town to catch the bus because she had to get back home in time to
register for school. She was a senior now, she said, and she didn't want
to miss all the parties they had at the first of school.
I guess you can imagine how I felt. We were standing there outside
the front door of an eight-story house that seemed like it had been built
just for her all along, and she didn't even have time to be entertained.
But I tried to be big about it and said well I guessed she would be back
next summer and she said she was afraid they would pack her right off
to college but she would knock on wood, hoping they would change
_ their minds. So she knocked on the wall of the fishing room and the
whole blasted skyscraper I had Duilt for her screeched and leaned
toward the catfish hole and made the finest splash you ever heard in
your life and I stood there laughing like a dadbumed fool and my whole
career sunk like a rock.
The year I was sixteen was really something to tell about.
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a case record from
the Spanish Inquisition
JOHN E. LONGHURST
The Man Wha Read
ON 'FEBRUARY 11, 1528, A MAN NAMED RODRIGO DuRAN APPEARED
before the Holy Office of the Inquisition of Toledo, to volunteer a
statement. He had been, he said, on his way from Burgos to his home
in Santo Domingo in the New World, when he stopped overnight at
an inn in the town of Cerezo. There he had met a stranger whose
behavior struck Rodrigo Duran as highly suspicious.
It seems that before dining Rodrigo and the stranger sat down by
the fire to chat. The name of Martin Luther came up in the conversa-
tion. When Rodrigo condemned Luther as a heretic, the stranger re-
plied that not everything Luther said was bad. The stranger agreed with
Luther that there was no need for images in the Church, and that
images were for simple people only. In the matter of confession the
stranger also agreed with Luther that men should confess to God alone
and not to the priest. When Rodrigo told him about miracles that had
happened in the Church, the stranger laughed and said there were no
such miracles. Among those present during this conversation were the
landlady, her son, and a few servants. Rodrigo thought it possible that
since these persons kept going in and out of the kitchen, they did not
hear the entire conversation.
A search was immediately begun for the stranger. Meanwhile, the
Inquisitors at Toledo sent an agent to Cerezo to obtain further evi-
dence. The landlady of the inn was of little help. She did recall two
men quarreling about something, but she insisted she knew nothing
about their conversation because she kept entering and leaving the .t
kitchen and paid no attention to the discussion.
Dr. Longhurst, professor of history at UNM, is author of Erasmus
and the Spanish Inquisition: The Case of Juan de Valdes, published
as a monograph in the UNM Publication Series.
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The landlady's son was much more helpful. Although he had not
been present when the conversation began, he did arrive soon after,
and he remembered many of the details. He recalled, for example, that
the stranger agreed with some of the things Luther said, particularly
that images in the churches were needed only for simple people. He
could not recall hearing anything said about the proper mode of con-
fession, although he was certain that the stranger might well have
approved what Luther had said on that subject, too.
On Thursday morning, February 27, Diego de Uceda was appre-
hended at the home of relatives in C6rdoba and brought to the Inquisi-
tion chambers of that city. Rodrigo Duran, remaining in a separate
room, unseen by Diego de Uceda, duly swore that Diego was the
stranger in question. Diego identified himself as a servant in the house-
hold of the Treasurer of Calatrava, in the service of Emperor Charles V.
He had left the Emperor's court at Burgos a month before, on a journey
to C6rdoba for his employer. Diego was advised by the Inquisitors that
he stood accused of "having said, held, and affirmed a certain heretical
proposition or propositions held and affirmed by the heretic Martin
Luther. Therefore, for the love of Our Lord, he should manifest the
truth of his gui~t."
The Inquisition notary recorded Diego's reply:
He said that the only thing he had said about Luther is that he is
favorably impressed by the latter's statements to the effect that Church
officials should be poor. He does not recall having approved any of
Luther's other ideas. If he has erred in this, he submits himself to the
correction of the Holy Mother Church. Also, he well knows that many
wicked things are maintained by Luther, and if he has spoken at all on
such matters, it has been during discussions about Luther. However, he
does not remembef with what persons or in what places he has had
such discussions.
Under further questioning that afternoon, Diego stated that he had
discussed the subject of confession one evening two weeks before at an
inn at Guadarrama with the archpriest of Arjona and the canon of
Le6n, and he believed that someone must have overheard and mis-
understood what he had said and reported l;1is words incorrectly to the
Inquisition. In the matter of images also he must have been overheard
and misunderstood, because what he had said on these subjects was
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also found in the works of Erasmus, which hado been approved 1?y
Spain's Inquisitor General. As for Luther, Diego insisted he knew
nothing about him and did not wish to, either.
The next day was spent in questioning a number of character wit-
nesses, all natives of C6rdoba and old friends of the family, who had
known Diego from birth. They all agreed that Diego was an Old
Christi~n, that he had always lived a virtuous life,- and had never given
the slightest indication of heretical tendencies. One of the witnesses
noted that Diego was inclined to read a good deal. He recalled having
seen Diego read some of the works of Erasmus, but he was positive that
Diego was a very good Christian. Another witness was certain that
Diego was more inclined to the religiou~ life than to that of a married
man or a courtier. On the major point, that of Diego's orthodoxy and
good intentions, the witnesses agreed unanimously.
At noon on March 2, a messenger left C6rdoba with a letter ad-
dressed to the Inquisition Tribunal at Toledo: -
We received the letter of your graces and with it the accusation
against Diego de Uceda. We took action as you instructed, as you can
see from the examination made of the said Diego de Uceda.
He is being held prisoner here, but we have' not ordered that his
property be seized because his own testimony and 'the information we
have received about the high quality of his person have made us hesi-
, tate to take such a step.
This case is essentially~a problem in the interpretation of words. In
his testi~onythe accused says that it is customary with him in discus-
sions to say that true confession is the inner lament to God which the
\
sinner makes in his soul. He does not, however, deny the validity of
oral confession. It is possible that the witness who made the accusation
against him did not clearly understand the intent of the said Diego de
Uceda when he accused him of denying oral confession. I
For this reason, and also because we have received favorable accounts
of his life and habits, and because he is an Old Christian of honorable
family, we have suspended proceedings against him here. Having exam-
ined the witnesses and ratified their testimony, we are sending this
messenger to you to advise your graces of our decision and to determine
your wishes in regard to this matter. .-
Four weeks later, Diego de Uceda, still unaware of the identity of
his accuser, was transferred to the Inquisition jail at Toledo.
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THE TOLEDO INQUISITORS OBVIOUSLY DID NOT SHARE THE OPINION OF
their colleagues in C6rdoba that Diego's case warranted no further in-
vestigation. April 2, 1528, Diego was brought to the audience chamber
where he was directed to state truthfully the guilt he felt for having
done or said something against the Holy Faith. In this way, he could
clear his conscience and assure himself of mercy.
Diego insisted he had already told the truth to the Inquisitors in
C6rdoba about his conversation with the archpriest of Arjona and the
canon of Le6n. He was certain that someone listening had misunder-
stood his words. Perhaps he had been out of his head at the time, or
drunk, in which case he begged for mercy and asked that he be given
proper penance, because he never would consciously say anything
wrong.
Two days later, in a letter addressed to the Inquisitors, Diego elab-
orated on his conversation at Guadarrama with the archpriest of Arjona
and the canon of Le6n:
I asked the archpriest if he knew anything.about Erasmus. H~ said he
,/ did not, so I told him about the Colloquies and the Enchiridion, and
about another work called Imensa Misericordia Dei, and advised him to
try to get copies. He said he had heard that these books had been con-
demned, so I enlightened him on the matter.
At that moment two or three muleteers came in and sat down at a
nearby table. I continued talking to the archpriest, urging him to get
Erasmus' writings. . . . I told him about some of the clever things in
the Colloquies, especially about the colloquy of Erasmius [sic] and
Gaspar which discusses the proper attitude to take toward holy things.
I told him what Erasmius says in the same colloquy about confession
- how the most important thing is for the sinner to repent in his soul .
for having offended God, and how the boy [Gaspar] said that he
)
" searched his thoughts every night and if he found that during the day
he had offended Our Lord, he begged God's pardon, weeping and
rending his heartstrings, and promising to mend his ways in the future.
And after this, one must make oral confession to the priest. . . .
Then I turned to the persons sitting at the nearby table and, looking
at the one directly opposite me, who was wearing a colored coat, I said:
'Friends, if you wish to go to Heaven, listen to me. The most important
thing in confession is for the sinner to repent inwardly for his ~ins and
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to promise to mend his ways in the future. After that he should confess
to the priest: . . .
To all this the man opposite me and the other persons with him never
\ said a word. It seems to me that ignorance combined with an unwill-
ingness to learn is the basis of many evils, and it was the ignorance of
these low-spirited men of poor judgment that made them misunder-
stand my words. Did they not misunderstand my conversation with the
archpriest, and say that he reproved my words but that I still held to "
my opinion?
- Still under the delusion that he had been accused by some muleteers
who had overheard his conversation with'the archpriest of Arjona,
Diego assailed them for being poor Christians. If they had been men
of virtue and good faith, instead of rushing to denounce"him, they
would have availed themselves of the opportunity to be enlightened.
But no, they demonstrated their wickedness and inexcusable ignorance
by denouncing him for something they did not understand. They
should be made to specify in detail exactly what he said that was
heretical; only in this way could the truth be brought out. Diego's
honor might then be restored and his wretched accusers punished for
their ignorance. Furthermore, any numb~r of persons would testify to
Diego's orthodoxy: a licentiate in Valladolid, to whom he had con-
fessed in Burgos on All Saints' Day; a chaplain and an innkeeper with
whom he had discussed Erasmus when he stopped in Madrid on his
recent journey; the present chaplain of his employer Fernando de
C6rdoba, with whom he had also discussed Erasmus; all the members
of the household of Fernando de C6rdoba, as well as Fernando him-
self, all of whom would testify that Diego was a faithful son of the
Church. Indeed, Diego added, his intention had never been other than
to live and die in the Catholic Faith.
.For the next month Diego sat in his cell in solitary meditation.
Meantime, orders were sent to C6rdoba to question the archpriest of
Arjona ab~ut his conversation with Diego at Guadarrama. ·The arch-
priest insisted that he had heard Diego say nothing contrary to the
Catholic religion, and nothing about confession. In fact, the archpriest
never heard Diego say anything which sounded heretical to him. All
he could recall was that Diego had said that Erasmus had; written three
books which had been printed and approved in Spain, and that he
never went anywhere without them.
Ten days later Diego requested an audience, that he might make a
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statement. By this time, he was obviously trying desperately to extricate
himself from his difficulties. The notary recorded liis testimony:
Diego de Uceda stated that he recalled clearly that the two muleteers
at Guadarrama, who have denounced him, had overheard his talk with
the archpriest. They heard him say that Erasmus spoke well when he
said that the most important thing in confession was one's inner feel-
ing, and they confused this with the teachings of Luther....
The accused believes that God has permitted this adversity to befall
him in order that his sins might be purged. He praised God that such
is the reason for his misfortune, and to God's hands he entrusts the
expediting of this affair....
/
Diego de Uceda said that the witnesses who have informed against
him not only twisted· his words but that they added many more. Espe-
cially have the two muleteers twisted the words they heard him speak
with the archpriest at the inn at Guadarrama: and they have added
many other bad and stupid words which were not spoken between the
archpriest and the accused.
Two days later Diego made a shorter but somewhat more vigorous
statement:
j
THE NEXT SIX MONTHS WERE CONSUMED IN LOCATING WITNESSES FOR
questioning. On June 23, Cristobal Juarez, th.e canon of Le6n, was
questioned in his native city. Of Diego's conversation with the arch-
priest 9f Arjona at Guadarrama, Juarez said that he knew nothing,
because he had gone to bed early. The next morning he had accom-
panied Diego and the archpriest as far aHhe town of B,ailen, and during
_ the journey he had heard nothing to indicate that Diego was anything
but a faithful son of the Church.
Questioned a second time and somewhat more closely, the archpriest
of Arjona on July 27, 1528, added some details to his previous testi-
mony. He recalled, for example, that Diego de Uceda had praised the
works of Erasmus, saying that they were good and profitable books,
and that they had been approved by a congregation of learned men in
Valladolid the preceding year. The archpriest also recalled that Diego
de Uceda had much to say about Luther and his doctrines, but as Diego
spoke a great deal, and the archpriest was praying his hours part of the
time, he did not pay very close attention. The archpriest did reprove
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Diego for. speaking about Erasmus because he did not think it proper
to talk about such things among country people and farmers. Diego de
Uceda had replied that the works of Erasmus were Catholic and had
been approved and that he was not doing wrong in talking about them.
In fact, Diego had said that Erasmus was looked on with great favor at
the court of the Emperor.
The testimony of Diego's friends among the household of his em-
ployer, Fernando de C6rdoba, while apparently given with the b.est of
intentions, might well have given Diego some uneasy moments. They
all agreed that Diego was a God-fearing Catholic Christian of the
purest habits, and that they had never heard him praise the works of
Martin Luther. Several witnesses noticed, however, that Diego read a
great deal and liked to talk about subtleties. Among the books which '
Diego read were some of the writings of Erasmus, and, in discussing
these works, he would often say things about the Faith which did not
seem quite proper. However, none of the witnesses could recall the
precise nature of Diego's "not quite proper" remarks.
The questioning of witnesses was completed in October of 1528,
with depositions from three friars who testified that they had confessed
Diego de Uceda on a number of occasions ,during the previous year,
and he had done nothing to arouse their suspicions of his heresy.
WITH TESTIMONY FROM ALL AVAILABLE WITNESSES NOW IN THEm HANDS,
the Inquisitors of Toledo, on November 6, 1528, held a consultation;
and after examining the trial records of Diego de Uceda, they "unam-
mously stated their opinion and vote to be that Diego de Uceda be put
to torture to determine whether he said the words attributed to him,
and with what intent he said them."
The trial of Diego de Uceda had reached the point where Diego's
whole future hung in the balance, and Diego himself, alone in his cell,
sensed the critical nature of the situation. He had done everything
possible to clear himself. His friends and neighbors had testified in his
behalf. He had tried to recall and explain ev€rything which might have
led to his imprisonment. His life,.his fortune, and most important of
all, his honor - all these were at stake. What more could he do to
convince the Inquisitors of his piety and orthodoxy? .
He would make a last great effort. On November 10 he sent a long
letter to the Inquisitors, in which he discussed in great detail all the
articles of the Catholic Faith, with particular emphasis on oral confes-
sion, and begged the Inquisitors to recognize him as atrue believer.
•
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He concluded his letter with the foIlowing appeal:
I beg you sirs, to give me my freedom. . . . Being here is a living
death for me, being held here for so long, like an animal in a cage,
always locked in except when your jailer brings me to the audience
chamber and leads me before you like someone leading cattle to the
slaughter, or like those who observe the Law of l\foses. Since we are all
Old Christians, for love of Our Lord, make all possible haste....
Had his letter convinced the Inquisitors of his orthodoxy? Perhaps
they were stilI wondering about some inconsistency in his testimony.
Perhaps they did not appreciate the mitigating circumstances under
which he had been required to testify. The following day, Diego ad-
dressed another letter to the Inquisitors. He was, he said, greatly dis<: .
tressed and tormented over the delays in his case. He could not
understand why the Inquisitors refused to believe him. His present
predicament marked the first time he had ever been involved in a law-
suit. Never having had any experience with the law, he was naturally
very upset and fearful of what might happen to him. In such a state of
fear and confusion he naturally had contradicted himself, which was
probably why the Inquisitors doubted the validity'of his testimony. Of
one thing, however, he was absolutely certain: he had never said the
things of which he stood accused; he had always observed the sacra-
ments of the Church; he was a man of honor and an Old Christian;
and if he had unintentionally erred in anything at all, he begged their
~~~m~~' .
After reading this letter, the Inquisitors had Diego brought to the
audience chamber:
Their graces instructed the accused to tell the truth about what he
had done and said against our Holy Faith, and they warned him o,nce
more to tell the truth. The accused replied that he had nothing to add
to what he had already stated. Their graces then said that his case had
been studied and it was agreed he should be put to torture; therefore
they admonished him to tell the truth.
The accused replied that in that case he would confess he had said it,
although he really had not. He was told by their graces that he should
hold to the truth, and that if he had said what he was accused of, to
confess and clear his conscience by telling the truth. However, if he was
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sure he had not made such statements, he was not to testify falsely by
.
saying that he had. The accused replied that if they were going to tor-
ture him, he would now state that he had said it, and that he had told
the truth on oath before the Inquisitors of C6rdoba. The InquisitorS
then pronounced sentence of torture....
The accused was taken down to the torture chamber. Their graces
admonished him to tell the truth, declaring that if, under torture, he
should die or be wounded, or shed blood, or be mutilated, it would be
his own fault and responsibility: Diego de Uceda replied that he had
never been in error, that if he had said it, he had done so inadvertently
and through ignorance, as the witnesses had accused him, and that he
could say no more.
Asked where he had said it, h~ replied that he had said it when talk-
ing with the archpriest of Arjona, and also in Madrid, in a conversation
with the cleric who was in the service of the maestrescuela of Toledo,
and that he might have said it ,in other places; if the witnesses had said ,
that such was the case, then it was true that he had and he could do no
more; and if the witnesses were Christians they were telling the truth,
and he admitted that he had said it.
He was asked with what intent he had spoken about confession,
what words he had used, and in what way he had used them. He re-
plied that since the witnesses had said so, and if they were Christians,
then he admitted that he had said it in many places, and that he had ;
said it is not necessary to confess to the priest. He said this sighing and
moving his arm as if his words were forced out of him.
Being admonished to tell the truth, he replied that he had said it. He
wa's then stripped down to his undershirt. He said it was true that he
had said it; then he asked how he could confess to saying something he
did not recall. His arms were then tied with a hemp cord and he was
stretched out on a wooden trestle. While his arms were being tied, he
was admonished to tell the truth. He replied that he had said what the
witnesses had claimed. He was told to state in what way he had said it.
He replied that as God was his witness he could not recall, but he con-
fessed to having said it, and that he had erred in having said it; he had
thought at the time that he was speaking well, but he had spoken
wrongly, and his bad speech now weighed more with their graces than
his good thought, and he asked that they have pity on him.
His thighs and arms were then tied and the cords being twisted, he
was admonished to tell the truth. He cried: 'Stop It, I'll tell; I'm dying;
stop it, I'll tell.' And then he said that he had said it fifteen hundred
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times, and that Martin Luther had said that it was not necessary to
confess, and that there was no need for images, and that contrition was
sufficient; he had said this to the archpriest of Arjona, and in Madrid to
the cleric in the service of the maestrescue1a [of Toledo]. Also, on the
road from Burgos, he had said these things to some people and par-
ticularly to two people whose names he did not know. Also, in Cerezo
he ha~ spoken with a one-eyed man who had said he was on his way to
the Indies. He had told this man that Our Lady the Virgin Mary, after
She had go~e to Heaven, had not come back-down to ~rth. This man
said that Our Lady had brought a chasuble to Saint Ildefonso and that
an archbishop who had insisted on wearing it had blown up. The ac-
cused had replied that this was a joke and that he did not believe a
word of it.
He was asked how this discussion had started. He said that in the
name of God he could not remember, and that it was true that he had·
said it and that he had believed oral confession was unnecessary and
that it was necessary only to feel contrition in the soul. . . .
He was asked how long he had held this error. He replied that he
had held this error until he had been seized and admonished in this
Holy Office, and that now he believed oral confession to the priest is
necessary....
He was asked if he knew of any person who had held the same error.
He said he knew of none. He was asked for what reason he had not
confessed to this error when questioned under oath by the Inquisitors,
or during the time of his imprisonment. He said he had not been able
to remember what to say and he had been afraid. Asked what he had
been afraid of, he said that he had feared penance, punishment, and
torture. They asked him if he was saying what he now said and con-
fessed through fear of torture or because it was the truth. He replied
that he was saying it because it was the truth. He was admonished to
hold to the truth and not to give false testimony through fear, but to
tell only the truth and to hold to it. He said that it was all true.
He was asked if during the time he had held the belief that one could
be saved merely by repenting his sins without confessing them to his
confessor, he had known and believed that the Church held the con-
trary. The accused failing to reply, his bonds were loosened. He then
said that he had known it. He was asked if he had decided to hold to
his belief even though the Church taught the contrary. He replied that
he had not, and that he had known that the Church taught the
contrary.
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It was ordered that the torture be ended.
Two days after his confession under torture, Diego de Uceda
requested an audience:
He said that everything he had admitted concerning oral confession
he had said because of fear of torture. . . . He had never denied ~e
sacrament of penance~ He never had spoken of nor praised the teach-
ings of Martin Liither.... Whatever he had said, he had said nothing
against our Holy Catholic Faith.
Their graces ordered that his confession under torture be read to
him.... He was asked if what was read and what he had confessed
and stated under torture were true. He said he swore to God and His
Blessed Mother that it was not true, and that it had all been said
through fear of torture. He never had denied oral confession; rather he
had praised it. Everything he had said under torture was said to give the
expected answers to the questions which were asked him so often by
Inquisitor Juan Yanes, and he now renounced his confession under
torture. If necessary, he was prepared to die for the truth, and he never
had denied the said sacrament of penance.
Diego was returned to his cell. For the next three months his case
rested.
ON FEBRUARY 12, 1529; THE INQUISITORS UNANIMOUSLY VOTED mAT
Diego de Uceda should appear on the scaffold as a penitent on the day
of the auto de fe, where his sentence would be publicly read, and Diego
would publicly abjure his heresy.
On<the morning of July 22, se~enteen.monthsafter he had been de-
nounced by Rodrigo Duran, Diego de Uceda, barefooted. and bare-
headed, with a wax candle in his hand, appeared at the auto de fe in
the public square of Toledo. Here the charges against him were read
and punishment was pronounced. Diego was directed to abjure all
crime of heresy. He was further required to make ~en Saturday pil-
grimages to a shrine of his choice, there to recite the Pater Noster and
<the Ave Maria fifteen times each. On any three Fridays he was to fast'
on a Lenten diet. He was to confess and take Communion on the next
three major Church festivals of Whitsuntide, Christmas, and Easter,
and was required to submit evidence of having done so. He was also
fined sixty ducats.
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EIGHTEEN MONTHS LATER, ON JANUARY 16, 1531, THE INQUISITORS OF
the Holy Office of Toledo received a letter from C6rdoba:
Most reverend sirs: I was ordered by your Holy Office to confess and
take communion on the next three major Church festivals, and to send
you evidence to this effect. I am sending this evidence by way of the
Holy Office of this city. The pressure of work has delayed its arrival
until now.
May your graces make up for our defects, and may Our Lord keep
and favor your most reverent persons with the prosperity you desire.
C6rdoba, December 2.~ 1530.
I kiss the hands of your graces,
DIEGO DE UCEDA
Three years after being denounced, Diego de Uceda had been
purged of his heresy.
..
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America's
changin~ face
HANs Ono STORM
A First Trip East, 1928
THE RAn.. CLICKS BEGAN TO SOUND MORE RAPIDLY AS THE TRAIN RAN
downward through the dusk into a level country of occasional wind-
mills, and with the descent there came over him a feeling of helpless
uncertainty, like the more physical misgiving that comes to the air
traveler in an unexpected dive. Here on the ground the train had
labored for two long days up the colossal western slope of the cordillera,
and somehow that had been to him more understandable. Desert, dry
pines, blockllke mountains, rivers consisting of thin trickles in a waste
of sand, alluvial effects placed in the middle distance with theatrical
effect, railways cut into canyon walls - to the perspective of these
things he was adjusted, as to sunshine that beat straight and hard upon
one's back, alternating with a night that chilled. Here ahead, in a
twilight that was of the sight only, while the heat of the day still hung
around one unremitting, there unrolled endless miles of a country that
was flat - or rather, not mountainous or hilly but simply uneventful-
differing decidedly' from the spectacular flatness sometimes encoun-
tered to the west where ancient deposits of alluvium, suddenly laid
down, have been left dessicated as museum specimens for future ages.
This present uneventful largeness was oppressing, not because it
,
Hans Otto Storm, anelectronics engineer, met death while working on
a giant transmitter in San Francisco, two days after the Pearl Harbor
attack. Also a novelist, his best known work is Pity the Tyrant.
According to his good friend and literary executor, David Greenhood,
to whom we are indebted for this piece, it is a passage from the first
draft of a short biographical novel Storm wrote in the same year
that he went East to take a job on an important engineering project
on Long Island.
/
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was largeness but because it appeared in some way muddied by domes-
ticity that had no point to it - although the land did not seem used in
any realistic sense7yet it was tamed. Occasional fences and occasional
abandoned7rusted implements gave to the empty acres a stamp that
indicated they never would be new again. Stations appeared7 station
buildings quite unrelated to a town or crossroad; they clipped past and
disappeared as if there were no thought that anything should ever stop
there.
"Where do you think we are?" asked Hermione.
"In Colorad07still.7'
He looked into a timetable in which he had marked their train by a
line raggedly drawn with a fountain pen. "It seems to be another hour
until we eat."
"To think of paying twenty cents apiece for oranges," said Hermione.
It darkened. This was totally new country to them both. The sky
was overcast; when daylight went out7 there were no lights to punc-
tuate the countryside. On curves, one could look forward past the
headlight of the engine7to where the telegraph poles swept by as sharp,
bright lines. But there was little use for curves; mostly the track rolled
straight ahead. Lights were turned on in the rather comfortable train.
One could not see anymore past the windows; one trusted mechanically
and was blind. .
Strange7and strange even fdr its being strange7this well-tamed sec-
tion of the earth they called his country7 chunky and square and rational
on the map and well filled out7he had been accustomed to consider as
a unit social and geographical and picturesque. Yet it was big enough
to seem possible for one to grow up to a sort of maturity in one small
comer. The center that was assumed the whole was copied from with
uniformity he had lived half a life without approaching. He was not
localized; he had been into Mexico and spent one summer in Alaska7
but until this journey he had not been East. He felt quite suddenly
that here ahead in a rolling repetitive monotonous land which might
be still quite alien to him had been made the history7 the literature, the
inventions of a culture that after all he had known only at its outposts.
Hereafter7he had been told by competent historians7there would be
no more outposts. The knowledge did not add to his enthusiasm for
the journey.
He was going East; he was7in the last analysis7releasing the pressure
on his life by going East7and this itself seemed an admission of defeat.
Remotely English, still more remotely Scandinavian, Polish, possiblyr
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a trace of Tartar, he had been born into the grand tradition of the
\ westward march. In particular, his father had carried it along from
. Pennsylvania, somewhat behind the pioneers in time but-making in
one jump the last such move that ever could be made. He himself had
taken it as a tactic that when wide experience should call him forth he
would be going to China, or the Pacific islands. Instead of them the
East. The wave of pioneers had broken and was definitely washing
backward. He, after four thousand years of westward wanderings, was
being washed backward with them into the unutterably tamed.
At the last of the brick station restaurants they went to dinner. Sud-
denly and for no noticeable reason there appeared a town - coal chute,
water tank and sidings, railway station and a restaurant - one of those
agglutinations of the transportation system that is called a town be-
tween the looth and the l1Sth meridians. Hungry, they followed the.
quickly stepping line of people along the brick-edged platform to where
one of the magnificently timbered gongs announced refreshment. The
night was hot, promising to tum sultry. At the door h~ was told he
would have to wear his coat. He did not actively resent the insult, but
the train was long and to go back and forth would have been incon-
venient. Hermione motioned him to come away. Beyond the railroad
property, as closely as the law allowed, a man was beating a gong
slightly smaller and less resonant, and offering dinner at a slightly
lower price. They went. The food was execrable and the coffee worse.
"Wish we'd gone back," he said to Hermione.
"You didn't want to."
Laughing slightly he said, "Looks as if the country's getting us."
They went back into their train, where the berths were already being
folded down. As the new engine settled to its pull they folded them-
selves in behind the curtains and retired. He lay awake some time after
Hermione had gone to sleep. It was the first time on a fast train he had
not been gathered in immediately by the delightful relaxation of·swift
fOrward movement. He was easily affected by such trifling incidents as
had happened at the restaurant. He 'was too easily affected by the
moods of places. He had scientific training; so he could not give way
to superstition except by downright dishonesty, but he had a tendency
to see things as symbolical, as with this thing of turning Eastward to
. try out his skill.
HERMIONE WOKE HIM SOON AFTER THE FIRST LIGHT. HIS MIND SWUNG
like a compass-needle abruptly released from clamping; with successive
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and sudden oscillations he remembered where he was, what direction
he was going; finally also where and why, and then he was entirely
awake. All these instants, while deduced reminders, were making him
again a rational creature; he knew with a heavy solidity of feeling which
permeated sleep and waking that he was rolling downward into strange-
ness, that his heels had been two days up out from under him on throb-
bing cushions, and that the slow west wind which drifted after them
in their haste had been so many times polluted and refreshed that it
had quite forgotten the valiant sea in which it had its origin.
"It must have rained," he said, looking at the saturated earth. "I
didn't know it could rain like this in summer."
"Of course it rains, sillyl Or where would you think all those rivers
come from?"
He enjoyed having her chide him for being ignorant. "I don't knqw,"
he said. "I just thought maybe they had pumping pla~ts . . ." .
Kansas appeared deliquescent. Plowed fields in which the clods had
melted into muddy lumps sagged down to streams in which the willows
stood double from recent floods, brown twigs and flotsam still clinging
to their leaves where higher flood had placed them. Desultorily the land
seemed cultivated. Knee-high com rose with a sorry effort from the
mud, and drooped to leeward, tapering down to nothing in less favored
spots - it was as if someone far off, living in a city, had put down those
seeds, hoping perhaps sometime to produce a cropI' who knows? At
intervals they saw a bam, at more rare intervals a farmhouse. Both the
barns and houses seemed to have stood long, and to have stood long
since anyone had been able to afford to paint. The houses were weather-
beaten to the color of the earth; into the earth they appeared to be
sagging at the comers of the porches, and no one sufficiently interested
to prevent. It seemed incredible that this land had been cultivated less
than a hundred years, and in those hundred years had been twice fought
for.... They passed a town, wooden stores with false fronts not quite
straight; a blacksmith shop, closed, abandoned, its own peculiar char-
acteristic griminess of craft weathering slowly into the uncompli-
menting immortality the temperate zones allow the works of man.
TOWARD MIDAFTERNOON THEY APPROACHED THE FATHER OF WATERS.
Still, gray, flat; it lay under a dull, flat sleep, enclosed, yet part of the
great world, one surface stretching without break to the Gulf, to
Europe, to the Argentine.
The train rumbled over the high bridge, and for those minutes the
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spell of the com country yrclS broken. They became immersed in it
again until evening; then factories, canals, smells, lurid flares, a maze
of steel tracks. Chicago. .
Even into Pennsylvania, from which his father forty years had emi-
grated. He was surprised at the apparent emptiness. Space was used up,
and yet it did not seem to be at this time used. Between the agglutina-
tions of the towns, there seemed a hopeless vacantness; slack tillage,
waste land, high and forbidding fences that shut in nothing more tan-
gible than the forbidding ghost of Property.
And those townsl They had been told the West was crass - yes, it.
was crass, but one could weep for its crassness as for that of a young
child who at last whoops loudly, unaware of life's impending frightful-
ness . . . The towns were black. Coal chutes and coal cars and coal
elevators. He and Hermione had never seen the like - people did not
use coal in the West.
In crowded cars, the Pennsylvania·Railroad separated them for the
night. He climbed into an upper berth. Under a steel canopy that re-
sounded now and then to the clattering raindrops, he tried to sleep.
Snores, rumbles of different pitches. Trestles, tunnels; creak of curves:"'t
He resented that there was no window to see out of. He got down and
went into the smoking room. No one was in there. He could press his
face against the window unobserved. These stolid people with their
hearts full of coal dust would think it queer that a man should want
to see where he was going.
Pressing his face against the black window he saw his first Bessemer
converter - a shower of white and yellow light, fresh and unsulliable. '
He would have liked Hermione to see this. The thing lived.- In it war
no defeat, no hopelessness, no age.
Their schedule so arranged itself that they passed under the metrop-
olis without once coming above ground. The Red Line, that sign of
ultimate abdication of autonomy,' guided them from .West to East.
~bove them the great personality he knew from hearsay
must exist, was dimly rumbling. "It becomes of less and less impor-
tance" - so ~id Spengler - "what one thinks away from these large
population centers."· Well, enough. The Red Line, then, was the
megalopolis. Mile upon mile of vaulted, knobby concrete, mumbling
megalopolis.
A train of coaches glided out of the station, and he knew by the pain
in his ears that they were again descending to pass underneath a river.
They were East. .
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GEMMA D'AURIA is a playwright,
poetess and sculptress. A fascinating
fact: her grandfather was Henry M.
Robert, author of Robert's Rules of
Order. KEN EISLER, who has contrib-
uted poetry to the Beloit Poetry
Journal and NMQ, works as reporter-
photographer for a weekly news-
paper in Encinitas, California. JOE
M. FERGUSON, JR. is serving a stint in
the army, following his June gradua-
tion from UNM. During his four
undergraduate years, Mr. Ferguson
won seven awards in the annual Uni-
versity contests in creative writing.
HORACE HAMn.TON was reared by
medical missionary parents in the in-
terior of Hopei Province, China,
scene of his latest work-in-progress, a
novel. Last year he was Carnegie Vis-
iting Professor at Columbia Univer-
sity. His poetry has appeared in the
"little" and "big" magazines, includ-
ing The New Yorker, Antioch Re-
view, Virginia Quarterly, New World
Writing, and Saturday Review.
EDWIN HONIG, well-known Amer-
ican poet and scholar, is the author
of a definitive study, Garda Lorca,
published by New Directions. He
was for several years Poetry Editor
of NMQ, and at present is the head
of Brown University's Creative Writ-
ing Program. FREDERIC WILL has
recently returned from Germany,
where he studied under a Research
Fulbright, to t~ch at Penn State.
Author of several published poems
and articles, he plans two books on
the history of aesthetics and a
volume of poetry.
CLIFFORD WOOD, who assumes the
post of Poetry Editor of NMQ with
our next issue, teaches English at
UNM. He has worked as a reader
for Accent and has done technical
writing and editing. Various "little"
magazines have printed his verse and
articles, and he is currently working
toward a first volume of poems, for
which "Valentine for a Wife" will
be the title poem.
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LOS ESTADOS UNIDOS EN ESCORZO, by Julian Manas.
Buenos Aires: Emece Editores, 1956.
This is a book of engagements, a book proper to an engaged (if not engage)
thinker. Like Ortega, Manas believes in an approach t~ life, a style of life,
which considJ}fS, as completely as possible, man in all his circumstances, and
which looks upon the world - in the present case, the "world" of the United
States - as a set of circumstances which must be established, a world which
must be made. No man can afford to be a mere tourist, a "tripper" in the
violent and dynamic reality which is the United States, and in several places
Manas speaks out against those hasty works written on the opposite side of
the Atlantic by people who squint and tum up their eyes at New York and
Boston, the back door of Western t;ivilization, and will use only the front
door, at London and Paris.
Never ceasing to be a man whose accumulated circumstance is in go~d
part Madrid and Soria, Manas nevertheless determined to "live" the Amer-
ican experience, to live those United States, in short, whose very name
escapes immediate understanding. To live the country completely, in daily
struggle, was the only possible way to know it, Manas decided at once, for
there was very little to see in any sense that would satisfy a "tripper": there
are no monuments to compare to Europe, no ruins but industrial ones, and
the very streets do not have the rich and important function they have in
Europe - they are not even suitable for a paseo. Thus, the United States
is no place for the tourist to judge, for even if he looks about him well, he is
most likely to misunderstand: there simply is not much to see. If the tourist
comes from Europe, he will expect that Buffalo should yield as much to the
casual eye as Bruges; but the genius of this new country can not be fairly
measured by this criterion. Because of a false standard of judgment, most
writers of books on the United States find the country without interest, and,
since their books must speak of the United States, the books themselves are
without interest. (Alexis de Toqueville, alone, is wisely exempted from all
these charges~)
'Manas was guided by the thought that not only were the United States
well worth the bother of investigation, but that without a knowledge of the
country any profound view of the modem world was impossible. All objects,
all phenomena vary as they are made use of, and only by daily living is it
possible to determine what the things of the United States are. He plunged
with curiosity and interest ipto the business of everyday living (and for-
tunately Marias is equipped with the joyous relish, the zestful appreciation
of a Quattrocento Florentine); as a result, he has squeezed the orange dry,
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and made the most of his (scant) couple of years in the country. He concerns
himself in his book with every type of phenomena, and broaches every kind
of question, from the possible "sexual promiscuity of adolescents in families
without domestic help," to the number of Americans who. believe in the
Trinity. (Marias settles on the term americanos to designate the inhabitants
of the United States; there is no help for the confusion at this late date, he
suggests.) From the vision of Unamuno at Forest Lawn (cemetery), and the
poetic image of Negroes in the snow, from a walk along Wilshire'Boulevard,
where for miles no other pedestrian strolls, to a wind-swept "walk" along
the Chicago lakefront, where it is necessary to hang on to a rope stretched
the length of the icy building-fronts, the author makes his way with great
good will and curiosity.
The United States known to Faulkner, to Sinclair Lewis, to Dreiser,
O'Neill, or Caldwell was not met with by Marias. And Marias finds that in
this American literature "se trata de buscar 10 'excepcionar" (still, is Lewis
anymore .exaggerated th~n Dickens, or Dreiser than Leopoldo Alas, o~
Caldwell than Cela, however else dissimilar are all these American and
non-American authors from each other?). The voices of women overheard
were refreshing and sweet and concealed' no nuance of dangerous rumors,
the people in the public places were new and sCarcely worn by the prejudices
sensed by the ear and eye of the American novelist.
And it was very natura~ that the visitor should not be suspicious. The
New York Times reporter asked after his children on the first interview, and
Marias was not only won over by the gesture, but eventually he received an
insight into the American concern with "the private" as a matter of public
concern. More, he saw what an American commentator would scarcely see:
the need felt by the frontiersman l,!rking in every American to possess this
information, the need to share his neighbor's life with his own in a world
that is both wide and lonely. The Spanish author's insight into the nature
of American solitude is positively novelistic in its psychological incisiveness.
For instance, in his final chapter, Marias makes a masterful comparison of
the conquistadores in America, who remained Spaniards (Unosotros los
espaiioles"), and the pilgrims, who were alone, radically alone ("nosotros
solos, nunca 'nosotros los ingleses' "), without intercourse with the Indians,
even, in the Spanish fashion. And, in another incisive chapter, under the
heading "Lo consabido," Marias does the inverse: he makes what is novel-
istic in American life assume m~ning from a reasoned explanation. For
example, we might, from his reasoning, better be able to understand the
famous incident at Bastogne, Belgium, during the last German offensive in
Northwest Europe in 19% where the test used to distinguish Germans from
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Americans among those wearing U. S. Army uniforms was a series of ques-
tions on comic 'strips and the latest Big League baseball standings. The
Marias chapter contains a succinct thesis: Americans have a need for a
common fund of knowledge to stand them in the stead of Europe's cen-
turies of common history - they need something to unite them, even if it
is only superficial, acr~ss the immensity of the country and the total diversity
of their immigrant past, and, because only that which is the most widely
diffused (the filmland names, the comics, the antics of the radio and TV,
Kodak, Shell, Gillette) is available to all, this lowest common denominator
serves the purpose; from breakfast fpods ("a regular clean-cut American who
eats Wheaties for breakfast;" states an article by art-critic A. Saarinen on my .
desk at the moment) to a test on the Brooklyn Dodgers (at Bastogne). Thus,
we see a kind of "effective" democracy explained.
The book is filled with delightful asides. As, the analogy of American
women and rivers with their European counterparts. The difference between
the Hudson and the Rhine, the Mississippi and the Danube, is analogous to
the difference between European women and American: "a las mujeres
americanas, como a sus rios, como a su paisaje, les han dicho menos cosas."
American rivers have not had enough poems written to them, and American
women have not yet had sufficient words of love addressed them by their
men. When they do, their sleeping centers wIll wake.
The American advertising slogan, "The Ideal Gift for the Man Who Has
Everything," suggested to Marias that the words concealed the real Amer-
ican mendicant. In a land where everyone had enough, the man who "had
everything" was the equivalent of the cl~ssic unfortunate who had nothing.
The man who had reached the limitI The man who has everything . . .
except possibilitiesI
Marias submits the world of the United States to an Orteguian analysis
and in a country where "to do," to make one's own world, is an ideal~ nothing
seems more natural by way of approach. Beginning with a penetrating essay
on the death of a naval officer in Boston harbor (the dying officer's words
represented, for Marias, the American synthesis of spirit and worldly will,
for the casualty announced that he was a Catholic and that his blood was
type A, "Quiere confesi6n y transfusi6n"; he is the man of action as
Orteguian hero), and going on to a consideration of California as paradise
("las exce1encias paiadislacas son, ala larga, deficiencias como 'mundo' ...
Vivir en el mundo es estar entre la espada y la pared"), the perspective is
Orteguian; or, rather, it is Mariasian, which is as different as Marias is from
Ortega. For Marias 'is not simply an Orteguian. If Ortega had written on
the United States, his writing would, most probably, have been done from
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a more "distant" point of view. Not· only would Ortega's well-known
"aristocratic" point of departure indicate this, but -he pointedly made ob-
servations such as: "America tiene menos afios que Rusia. Yo siempre, con
miedo do exagerar, he sostenido que era un pueblo primitivo camuflado por
los ultimos inventos" (a position Ortega took over, directly, from Hegel, as
Ortega himself points out); this was in 1930, in La Rebeli6n de las Masas, and
now, 25 years later, Marias takes another look at America, but his contribu-
tion, his quasi-orteguian contribution, was to live his experience, precisely
so that he would not have to avail himself of Ortega's qualification: "Yo
siempre, con miedo de exagear . . ."
Without irony, without hierarchial or envidious comparisons, Marias
defines the United States "from within," its feel to a European, its sights,
sounds, and the smiles of its inhabitants for any man. Among cities, he
characterizes the two which serve as either end of the American parenthesis:
New York, ,which has a profile, and is not a New World city at all, but a
cousin to the walled city of Avila, or the Gothic-towered Heidelberg, and
which is possessed of large foreign colonies that are like "los'est6magos de un
ruminante," organs of digestion of immigrants; and, at the other extreme,
Los Angeles (Nuestra Senora de), which he defines as a city "que parece
fundada por Leibniz:' and which is also "el mas colosal oasis de la tierra."
The country's umlaut at Chicago is an "atrocious" city, possessed of "hard
and violent poetry." Still, being in Chicago, he observes, is like opening a
watch case and looking inside: what one sees is the mechanism that makes
the American industrial giant "tick." At Wellesley, in Massachusetts, we
see Marias carrying his wash to a "laundromat," and we find him fascinated
by the variety of things in a chain drug store, and delightedly turning up
new gadgets in hardware shops. For, plainly, he could find no fault (as he
himself ~ays) with the mechanical marvels of America.
Ortega thought that "the scientific man is the prototype of the mass-man,"
but Marias feels that Ame-:ican science justifies itself in that it provides a
daily life as comfortable and secure as a cradle: 44Una vida limitada, una vida
absorta en sl misma, impregnada de las sustancia de 10 cotidiano. Esta es la
delicia de la vida americana . . . EI americano . ... va en ella como en
unacuna."
And, while Ortega thought that '4Ja seguridad que parecia ofrecer el pro-
greso (= aumento siempre creciente de ventajas vitales) desmoraJiz6 al
hombt;e medio, inspiclndole una confianza que es ya falsa, atr6fica, viciosa";
Marias on the same subject believes that the American effort ·has IIiadeit
possible for 150 million men to live 4~umanamente". ~ if to allay an
Orteguian objection, Marias adds that as far as superior men are concerned:
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"los hombres superiores 10 son y ejercen su funci6n rectora sin necesitar que
los demas se fatiguen en mimarlos."
In short, Marias looks at the United States independently of the classical
conclusions of European observers, whether they be Tocqueville or Ortega.
He approached his experience with a talent which is part literary and part
philosophic, or what is better, a unique combination of the two. And he
approached it "sin querer ni pader dejar de ser espanol y europeo." If Marias
is often "looking for a bluebird" (in Maeterlinck's symbolic sense), - for
instance, the plague of jazz is nowhere noticed - the spirit of the study is
for that very reason all the less crabbed. He had his own enthusiastic curiosity
to satisfy, and his quest to do so has resulted in this record of senses well-
used. In the end, he could truthfully say that the United States was
something that "had happened" to him.
-ANTHONY KmuuCAN
Anthony Kerrigan, Spanish editor of Henry Regnery Company, is the Eng-
lish translator of many of the works of Cela and Unamuno.
JOYCE: THE MAN, THE
WORK, THE REPUTATION, by
Marvin Magalaner and Richard M.
Kain. New York: New York Univer-
sity Press, 1956. 377 pp. $5.00•
PUBLIN'S JOYCE, by Hugh Ken-
ner. Bloomington: Indiana Univer-
sity Press, 1956. 372 pp. $5-75'
Even before Valery Larbaud, on 7
December 1921, discussed some of
the "meanings" of the soon-to-be
published "mysses," James Joyce
and his works have provided the
serious critic, the crackpot, as well as
the "publish-or-perish" academician
with an apparently inexhaustible
goldmine; a blizzard of controversy,
exegesis, reminiscence, explication,
analysis, and argument has threat-
enecl t~ overwhelm lay and special-
ized reader alike. In recent years,
some Joyceans virtually ceased writ-
ing about the master, and de'(oted
their not inconsiderable energies to
cavilling over criticisms of criticisms
of criticisms. To the reader/student
marooned in the drifts of this great
storm, Joyce: The Man, the Work,
the Reputation comes as a well-
disciplined St. Bernard, complete
with brandy keg.
Marvin Magalaner, who is assist-
ant professor of English at New York
University, and Richard M. Kain,
professor of English at the University
of Louisville, have produced a bifur-
cated book which is in effect a com-
pilation of material about Joyce, and
a series of critical and interpretive
essays, four by Mr. Magalaner and
six by Mr. Kain. P/erhaps their most
valuable chapters are the first two
and the last: "The Joyce Enigma,"
"The Problem of Biography," and
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"The Position of Joyce," with its
helpful bibliography
It can be said of Joyce that he has
meant all things to all kinds of read-
ers and critics; hailed as saviour, he
has been equally damned as anti-
Christ. The Joyce saga suggests most
of the important problems of the
artist-in-society; as Mr. Kain aptly
comments, his life "provided an
archetype of the modem artist's iso-
lation and dedication, his works gave
a series of portraits of the artist, and
his career developed into a paradigm
of the problem of expression." This
story and its problems are effectively
presented in these chapters which
are based upon careful and intelli-
gent research among a variety .of
source materials, including contem-
porary newspapers, journals, letters,
and the like. The result is an engros-
sing, frequently disturbing, and occa-
sionally comic bird's-eye view of the
impact of James Joyce and his writ-
ings upon the Twentieth Century.
Among the essays of Joyce's writ-
ings, I found that of "Dubliners"
particularly interesting. Mr. Maga-
laner is at times over-aggressive, and
one or two of his speculations im-
pressed me as being slightly silly. ,But
he is an alert and intelligent critic
whose commentaries add to one's
unders~nding and enjoyment of
what still appears to be the most im':
pressive collection of short stories
produced in this century. Mr. Kain's
two chapters on "Ulysses," as' would
be expected, are well worth reading.
Apart from his almost compulsive
tendency to refer to himself or to his
previous writings on the subject, I
have a good deal of respect for Mr.
Kain and for his "Fabulous Voyager;
James Joyce's 'Ulysses.''' His ap-
proach to Joyce is both sane and vig-
orous, and his frequent reminder
that "Ulysses'" is "fun" to read
should be shouted from the rooftops.
As a specialized and erudite series
of critical, aesthetic, and philosoph-
lcal commentaries, Hugh Kenner's
Dublin's Joyce will, sui generis, ap-
peal to a more limited audience than
the -Magalaner-Kain volume. Mr.
Kenner, who teaches at Santa Bar-
bara College, has a complex, subtle,
and perceptive mind, and he has pro-
duced a complex, subtle, and percep-
tive book. At their best, his inquiries
into the nature of Joyce's mind,
world, and books are brilliant; no in-
formed reader of Joyce can study Mr.
Kenner without feeling that he is
opening windows and allowing new, ._
fresh light to stream into what had
become a rather stuffy room. He is at
his best when he focuses his, very
palpable talents on a big subject, as
he does in his sequences on "Ulysses"
or in what is certainly. the best and
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most comprehensive examination of
Joyce and St. Thomas Aquinas which
has thus far appeared in print.
Dublin's Joyce, however, is fre-
quently written in a prose which left
me a bit winded; I felt somewhat like
a runner, shod with rubber boots in-
stead of spikes, who is forced to run
an important race on a track com-
posed of wet cement. Too, I am
either confused or irritated by the
number of Mr. Kenner's pontifical
utterances such as: "all his Uoyce's]
characters are walking cliches, be-
cause the Dubliners were [,] ... yet
Bloom, the bag of cliches, is not a
cliche;" "any two Dubliners are Bou-
vard and Pecouchet;" "the problems
Joyce faced were philosophic before
they were personal;" "controlled
rhythms afford a. continuous matrix
to contain what drops through the
sieve of discursive denotations."
Too, it seems to me that Mr. Ken-
ner tends to overstate or overplay cer-
tain aspects of his theses; for ex-
ample, his commentaries on Joyce's
"double-talk" which in effect become
in themselves double-talk, or his spec-
ulations involving Sherlock Holmes
and Dr. Watson. At other times, his
leaping mind toys with an idea and
dismisses it before the reader can be
sure where either he or Mr. Kenner
stands.
But these are relatively minor ob-
jections; Mr. Kenner has produced
a significant and valuable book. Pad-
raic Colum has been quoted as hav-
ing said that to know Joyce one must
know Dublin. In spite of its idiosyn-
crasies, one might add that it would
also be a good idea to know "Dub-'
lin's Joyce."
WILLIAM PEDEN
William Peden is professor of Eng-
lish at the University of Missouri.
THE ORGANIZATION MAN, by
William H. Whyte, Jr., New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1956. 429 pp.
$5.00•
Recently Colin Wilson, a young.
Briton, gained fame by describing
an important personality type espe-
cially familiar to Europeans, the
existentialist Outsider. This malad-
justed person is a kind of modem
Hamlet, lost in a world with values
different from his. Although the
Outsider is no stranger to the
United States - Wilson cites the
early stories of Hemingway, for ex-
ample - the cultural climate of this
country at the present time favors
the growth of a quite different type
of figure. The Organization Man is
his name, and William Whyte of
Fortune magazine is his biographer.
Who is this modem American
culture hero of average, rather than
heroic, proportions? The Organiza-
tion Men, says Whyte, not only .
work for the Organization, as do
laborers and white collar clerks, they
also belong to it. "They are the ones
of our middle class who have left·
home, spiritually as well l!S physi-
cally, to take the vows of organiza-
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tion life, and it is they who are the
mind and soul of our great self-per-
petuating institutions. Only a few
are top managers or ever will be. . . .
it is from their ranks that are coming
most of the first and second echelons
of our leadership, and it is their
values which will set the American
temper. The corporation man is the
most conspicuous example, but he is
only one, for the collectivization so
visible in the corporation has affected
almost every field of work:'
Whyte's bobk traces the Organi-
zation Man's ideology, training, neu-
roses, diagnostic tests; "and suburban
life, as well as the nature of the
Organization Scientist and the Or-
ganization Man in fiction. There is
a comic atmosphere about the life of
the feverishly conforming Organiza-
tion Man who has, if we read be-
tween Whyte's lines, sold his soul
to the omnivorous Organization,
thinking to' gain security thereby.
The more he practices his ritual
posturings and social-amenity incan-
tations, the more effective is the
tribal magic, but not in the way he
intended.
If this is tragic comedy, it is at
least more pleasant than the non-
comic tragedy of Wilson's Outsiders,
who can't conform, can't stand pa~
can't even jump in a suitable direc-
tion. Better to be a genuflecting Or-
ganization Man, the American prag-
matic conscience slyly whispers, than
to be a confused, jumping-box-rat
Outsider who (to quote a poem by
Auden) must leap before he looks,
because "our .,dream of safety has to
disappear."
Despite the highly stimulating na-
ture of this well-written book, some
of the most important concepts are
not developed adequately. One ex-
ample is Whyte's sketchy description
of the shift from the "Protestant
ethic" of some decades ago - inde-
pendence, hard work, thrift - to the
contemporary social ethic: the, group
as the source of creativity, "belong-
ingness" as the individual's ultimate
need, the application of science to
achieve the "belongmgness." An-
other example is Whyte's admo-
nition to fight the Organization.
Beyond a' few hints, including a
doctored personality test, we do not
have much to go on from Whyte in
preventing ourselves from gratifying,
the Organization's appetite. But,
thanks to Whyte, we at least know
the problems involved, and we have
a fascinating picture of the Ameri- .
can Crowd, which, thank heavens, is
not so lonely after all.
-SAMUEL, I. BELLMAN
WILLIAM FAULKNER: AN IN-
TERPRETATION, by Irving Ma-
lin. Stanford: Stanford University
Press, 1957. $3.00.
The fledgling critic of Faulkner does
not have an \easy row to hoe. So
much has alr~dy been written on
our Southern Titan that one is al-
most estopped from venturing any
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new analyses for fear of repeating
someone else's repetition. Then, too,
such outstanding Faulkner critics as
Malcolm Cowley, Robert Cantwell,
and Robert Coughlan have surveyed
the ground so well that a new land-
surveyor finds himself in almost as
awkward a position as that of his
counterpart in Kafka's The Castle.
At this stage of the game, however, a
young writer at Stanford, Irving Ma-
lin, has attempted a new interpreta-
tion of Faulkner's work.
There are siX chapters in this book
of about 100 pages: "The Theme of
Rigidity," "The Father-Son'Myth,"
"The Women," "Light in August:
The Technique of Oppositions,"
"Faulkner and the Bible," and
"Faulkner and Two Psychoanalysts."
Throughout, Malin reveals his enor-
mous debt to modem psychologists
and mythographers who see defense-
mechanisms, father-fixations, and
fertility symbols in every literary
work. A number of errors of fact or
interpretation have crept into the
book (see pp. 65, 68, 70, 75, 79), but
Malin appears to have done a con-
siderable amount of work to prepare
himself for the task at hand.
Malin is most challenging when
he points up the significance of the
father-son relationship in Faulkner's
writing. He considers Faulkner's son-
figure (an out-of-step prodigal) "the
symbol of contemporary America."
This figure, according to Malin, re-
belling against the past's and the
present's "authoritarian pattern," is
doomed unless he gains his neigh-
bors' respect. Now it ·is true that
Faulkner does follow one American
tradition - as Malin makes clear by
examples from' other writers - in
presenting the soul-journey of the
outsider-son toward J:he Organiza-
tion, which may be r~presented by a
father-figure. Yet Malin fails to make
clear the fact that American litera-
ture (and particularly Faulkner's
writing) holds no patent on this lit-
erary theme. Great English novels
such as Tom Jones, Great Expecta-
tions, The Way of All Flesh, and
Kim have dealt with this subject.
And what of Candide, Jean-Chris-
tophe, and the writings of Goethe,
Mann, and the great Russian mas-
ters? Indeed, the Russian "super-
fluous man" of nineteenth-eentury
literature covered so many important
aspects of the sadly-returning-prodi-
gal theme (with its variations and
ramifications) that Faulkner's work
is really a sort of postscript. This is
not to sell Faulkner short. It is sim-
ply necessary to see him in pr~per
perspective. If contemporary Amer-
ica can be described in Malin's terms,
so can the West since at lea~t the
time of the Refonnation. From
Hamlet to Camus' The Stranger, we
see a long line of displaced, confused
sons looking for their elusive fathers.
And then, too, contemporary
America is half-female. While Faulk-
ner does (as Malin suggests) seem to
know men better than women, he
has given us amazing female por-
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traits (Temple Drake, Dilsey, Ad-
die). His women, like his men, also
endure, if they have what it takes, -
this has been pointed out before-
and in Faulkner (if not. in Malin's
reading of Faulkner) what really
matters is the act, or process, of en-
during. But, Malin has made us re-
think Faulkner's story: the results
are quite commendable.
-SAMUEL I. BELLMAN
Mr. Bellman is on the English fac-
ulty of California State College in
San Luis Obispo.
EVERGREEN REVIEW, Nos. 1
and 2, edited by Barney Rosset and
Donald Allen. New York: Grove
Press, 1957. $1.00 each.
"-
The use of the "little magazine" for-
mat in contemporary publishing is a
result of the wide increase in paper-
back publications generally; and
must, I think, be first recognized as
a commercial device rather than a
use relating directly to conteIJlporary
writing. In fact, the little magazine
per se finds itself in difficult straits
these days. Increased publishing
costs, more highly developed means
of distribution, lack of independent
subsidies, and like factors have all
tended to push out any actual paral-
lels to the old Dial, Transition, or
The Little Review, which might
otherwise have appeared. The in-
.creased use of little magazines by
universities has also resulted in a
generally academic tone which
reaches over into reviews without
such connection, e.g. The Hudson
Review. Writers for these periodicals
have usually a well determined axe
to grind - not certainly their fault,
but again the result of anterior pre-
occupations: in this case, that uni-
versities have come to expect their
employees to be active in such pub-
lication, particularly the members of
. their English depamnents. The sub-
sequent search for occasions has led
,to any number of specious revivals,
and the independently creative
writer - to use a well worn phrase -
finds himself more beside the point
than ever.
What is a little magazine? It used
to be, most usually, the publication
of a group of writers, however re-
strictive that might seem. It was ,not,
in any case, the publication of a
group of publishers or teachers. At
times a-sympathetic editor, such as
Ford Madox Ford, could, with an
English Review, publish both law-
rence and Pound, no matter what
each th~ught of the other. Transi-
tion practiced an almost voracious
! eclecticism, but one clearly com-
: mitted to writers, not pocketbooks.
And there were as well magazines
such as Broom with a more narrowly
cohesive editorial commitment. The
later View, for example, was dedi-
cated to American surrealism, with
Charles Henri Ford and Parker Tyler
as mainstays. In contemporary writ-
ing only Origin (which has now
stopped publication) .seems to have
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been committed to a group - its
nemesis perhaps, but also its use. The
writers it published were given
means to develop their own idiom,
with the very significant security of
knowing there was a place where they
might appear free of obligating
"limits" - which is a very imPortant
security indeed.
The Evergreen Review has, as yet,
no "group" and it is perhaps not
to ; be expected of an essentially
commercial publication. Publishers,
reasonably, use such magazines as
this as a form of advance publicity;
Gall\,mard in Paris has maintained a
review of this kind for Some years.
But this use will explain in part the .
hodge-podge character of Evergreen
Review No.1, despite single excel-
lences such as James Purdy's Cutting
Edge. The contents include Sartre,
Michaux, Baby Dodds, and Samuel
Beckett-and these do not relate, nor
is the eclecticism of such inclusion
very interesting. Sartre's essay, After
Budapest, is not demonstrably an at-
titude with which the editors "agree"
- or on which they stake their own
political commitment-or by which
they define a position they intend to
maintain. It is, rather, an "example"
- useful, but limiting, because it is
an example of Sartre, not of an edi-
o ,
torial program or policy.
This randomness 'is in some sense
corrected in Evergreen Review NO.2.
Here a cohesiveness is obtained by
giving over the issue to San Fran-
cisco writers; and Kenneth Rexroth
leads off with a confused, but cer-
tainly explicit, "letter," maintaining
the importance of disaffiliation to the
writers involved. This of course im-
plies liveliness and the like, but it
also involves some error of general-
ization as does, equally, calling Jack
Kerouac and Allen Ginsberg writers
of this geographical "school," despite
the impact they have had there.
Michael Rumaker seems to me
equally detachable. The more true
members are,' perhap~, Rexroth,
Brother Antonius, Duncan, Spicer,
Broughton, and Josephine Miles-
though these as well.share many dif-
ferences. There is, in any case, some
danger in promoting geographical
relationships; they are rarely signifi-
cant, and add somewhat specious
labels to writers who have troubles
enough.
In both issues the problem seems
coherence. The first relies primarily
on an unabashed eclecticism, with
the use of "names" to provide in-
terest. This is a familiar practice. The
second in tum makes use of a geo-
graphical "scene" (the publisher has
printed on the cover SAN FRANCISCO
SCENE in fact), and again the co-
herence is tentative, although some-
what more clear than in NO.1. But
neither seems to me a very able sub-
stitute for a literal editorial policy or
program, no matter the apparent
limits of that commitment. It means
orcourse that someone will be left
out. It means, too, that several writ-
ers, or, in short, a group of writers
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will have precedence. But' it means
equally that something will be aimed
at, and the editors will have arrived
at the liberty of inviting writers to
contribute to something more than
a miscellany. There exist very clear
"sides" in writing today, and they
are not described by calling some-
thing "good writing." I should
myself hate to see the Evergreen Re-:
view become, simply, another New
W orld Writing - which can boast it
prints writers of completely diver-
gent opinion only because it has
none itself.
I make use, however, of a writer's
attitude in this review; and forget
that it is not here the point. Readers
will find much of interest in both
issues despite my qualifications. Baby
Dodds' Story in NO.1, for example,
is a fine exhibition of a very free-
wheeling prose; Michaux's tour
"through the hallucinated heIl of
Mescalin" in the same issue is also
.a timely subject. And Evergreen
Review No. 2 is I think the most
interestingly diverse and generally
excellent instance of the "little mag-
azine" in big publishing yet to be
done. So, if I hope, it is mainly that
it wiII become the occasion for
writers it can now be claimed to be
for readers. That will be the day.
- ROBERT CREEu:y
HERE AND NOW, by Denise Lev-
ertov. San Francisco: The Pocket
Poets Series, Number 6, The City
Lights Pocket Bookshop, 1957· $·75.
THE DUTIFUL SON, by Joel Op-
penheimer. Highlands, N. C.: Jona-
than Williams, 1956. $2.25.
SOME TIME, by Louis Zukofsky.
Highlands, N. C.: Jonathan Wil-
liams, Publisher, 1957. $3.00•
Poetry for the American has been
an intensely singular art. Poe fights
early for a separation from European
attachments; and Whitman provides
the example, basing himself on an
•
ultimate personalism. We have,
equaIly, Emily Dickenson, whose
minutiae of personality and percep-
tion in effect pick out a world from
the four waIls of one smaIl room. It
is the me and you which have con-
cerned us - the interstices of human
relationships brought home, so to
speak. It is there that we have most
constantly begun..
This character of placement con-
tinues in contemporary verse. Some-
.times the sound is belligerently
self-assertive, revelatory and painful.
The I is worn as a merit in itself; all
forms br~ to it, and what hope of
relationship to others there may once
have been, is lost. This is, of course,
the isolation which the "American so
often carries like a sore, marking him
as lonely, lost, and a little pathetic.
The counter to this is the attempt
to move into form, again, with
others, with one's wife, husband,
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.. children - the sudden instances of
relationship, the worn ones, all of it.
How hard that seems. We cannot
speak, now, of any very large aggre-
gate of things to hold us together;
and our sociality has become a busi-
ness maneuver, or else (most hope-
fully) that the garageman does
remember us, the postman smiles!
We want so much to be liked.
All three of these books relate to
this one center: how to live. It is not,
how to stay alive, because that is
something else again, almost now be-
yond our determination. But - in
the time we have, what shall we do?
Do you love me? Where are we?
These are interesting questions.
The youngest of these poets, Joel
Oppenheimer, came of age at the end
of the second World War: a shocked
time, with "love" a kind of down-
payment, it seemed, on a house, or
perhaps a refrigerator. One didn't
know. One tries, however:
THE COUPLE
if i dont bring you
Bowers. if i dont have any
Bowers. delicate grubby violets.
cIuysanthemums for your coat.
only children. what has that got
to do with it.
any child is isaac.
brushwood and sticks.
the burning bush in the hill's side.
;esus strung from a dogwood.
if it is not fair
where is fairness. if she is not
fair where is fairness. if flowers.
apples. peaches and pears
for the summer. an edible potato.
the stain of the dogwood
is in you. what now.
mushrooms. or underground
trulBes. a pig with a ring
in his snout. he is hungry.
the stain of the dogwood.
who cries for another's
pain hasnt enough of his own.
where are my children they
leave me here knocking wood.
what is there i havent invented
contrived cut out of the
whole cloth:some day to
make it easier, with more
pleasure. that is a pleaSll!e.
how else to be fecund if not
to put up with a man.
It is a sturdy defense, I think, writ-
ten in like manner. But the women
know too, what there is to know.
God knows they feel it - no kind-
nesses, or expectancies, or money. It
is different. Denise Levertov is Eng-
lish, but that doesn't matter. One
says (grandly!) she knows:
THE BIRD
That crazy bird
always laughing -
he sits on the wa1I they are building,
the waIl
which will hide the horizon,
and laughs like mad evexy time
we open our mouths to say
1love you 1hate you etc.
He came only since
the green rain came and
softened evexything, making
mud of the cracked
seIirespecting earth and rotting
the red flowers hom their stems. Yes,
the rain, the trucks foIl
of pink brieles, that crazy
eavesefropping bird, came
together and finished
the days of burning,
and silence, and distance.
i
I
I
I
!
\
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Thank God for the relief of it all.
Personalism is of course only inter-
esting insofar as it does contain
"That crazy bird . . ." One begins
with oneself perhaps, and to that
entity one joins one other; and from
that it may well be that a third is
conceived. And so on - because this
is what the world is all about. And
the birds laugh. It is a good thing.
Men and women grow whole in this
Image.
There is also wear, certainly, and
the time that passes. But the deter-
mination, to live with others, holds
true, once chosen. And a poet, like
any man, thoughtfully enough ar-
rives at the choice common to all.
Louis Zukofsky is older than either
Denise Levertov· or Joel Oppen-
heimer, and has been alive consist-
ently. He has a family much in
evidence in his poems, a wife and
son. His book is, in fact, a complexly
woven evidence of this basic relation-
ship, so that I cannot; by quoting,
make it all clear. But the substance
of it can be made so, and the crafts-
. manship whereby it is given form, -
and, .again, the world in which it
obtains.
SEQVENCE 1944-6 (4)
Having outlived se1f-ofIense
And that of my friends
I become brother to loneliness
And love the fact more than the word.
All that is human is
Alien and not alien.
All c:uefully chosen words
Are here - fairly shadows.
You have music to accord.
A child
At a remove from love
Holds leaves in my hand.
Where the world is headCfj
We do not say
As stars
Sun anel surf
Flash in the sky. Were it said
Among twigs
"And then the world went
And then - ",
Only our thoughts
Might seek it
In further woods.
It was never easy - but there was
what there was to do. It may well be
a simplification to posit ways at all,
this or that. I don't know. Who is
to say who is known? Each of these
three poets knows the isolation of
being alive, and of that counter will,
to move to someone, to move with
someone. They celebrate family-
America's archaic institution, but
America will not decide it this time.
.Let it be simple as Zukofsky:
LIGHT (8)
See:
My nose feels better in the air.
-ROBERT CREELEy
Robert Creeley lives and teaches in
Albuquerque. Mr. Greeley is not
ex-editor of the Black Mountain Re-
view,.3.$ stated in the Winter Quar-
terly, but is very much the current
editor. He has published several
books of poetry and is a frequent
contributor to the little magazines.
,
l
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MY LIFE AS AMATADOR; THE
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF 'CAR-
LOS ARRUZA WITH BARNABY
CONRAD. Boston: Houghton Mif-
flin, 1956. 246 pp. $4.50'
Barnaby Conrad, former diplomat,
portrait painter, owner of a bistro in
'San Francisco, El Matador, is also
a practicing fan, a torero. After
studying bull-fighting with Bel-
monte in Spain, Conrad fought in
Mexico and Peru; and he has per-
formed in exhibitions with his close
friend, Carlos Arruza. To the read-
ing public, Barnaby Conrad is better
known as the author of the best-
selling novel, Matador, and that out-
standing guide to the bullring, La
Fiesta Brava. One is not surprised to
find Mr. Conrad's introduction to
Carlos Arruza both inviting and
intimate.
But it is surprising that Arruza's
"... inside story of the color, and
the glory, and the hell, that neces-
sarily are a part of the making of a
matador . . ." is not only instruc-
tive but well written. There is a
sincerity, and at times an ingenuous-
ness in Arruza's taut narrative, that
makes the man as engaging as is the
story of his sensational rise from a
professional torero at fourteen, to
one of the great matadors of all time.
He even amazes himself; ". . . in re-
viewing my life, the most remarkable
fact about the story is that it reveals
how a fierce, blind drive can pick
a man up, carry him toward a
single goal, and govern his entire
existence."
As one reads on, Arruza seems an
increasingly likeable man. His rela-
tionship with the great Cordoban
matador, Manolete, which began in
rivalry, and, on the part of Arruza in
imitation, did not stop there. The
younger man's admiration for "The
Knight of the Sorrowful Counte-
nance," and his ambition drove him
to invent a new style of his own, so
swift, so daring, that Arruza became
known throughout the Iberian Pen-
insula as "The Cyclone from Mex-
ico," and, to the dismay of their
se~te fan-groups, as the friend of
"Manolo."
Arruza's successes - his trium-
phant seasons sometimes were fol-
lowed by humiliating slumps and
spells of dissipation - did not make
him vain. He frankly owns up to
occasional failures. At one corrida he
was "terrible with the cloak"; at Cor-
doba - "1 was so very bad that they
put me in jaill" Nor does he gloss
I i
j
I
!
I
I~
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over the "hellish" side of his profes-
sion - "the battle of nerves" before
the fight; the wear and tear of a
crowded schedule. "There's very lit-
tle time for much profound 'think-
ing," he told one reporter in reply to
a foolish question, "when you're up
in the air on a bull's horn."
But it is in describing the encoun-
ter with a b,ull ,that Arruza excels-
even Hemingway. Arruza makes
the reader understand that each bull
is different; and that each, on enter-
ing the ring must first be studied, to
be dominated. To command the bull
to the point of making the proud
creature look foolish is the game of
the matador. Some bulls became so
bedazzled by Arruza's passes that the
matador casually rested an elbow be-
tween the horns, as if telephoning.
But he played no such tricks on In-
spector, the bravest bull of them all.
Despite the fact that Inspector more
or less took over the corrida until it
.was a matter of which, man or beast,
would tire first, Arruza delayed kill-
ing, hoping El Presidente might
grant the animal a reprieve. Such
illlppenings are vividly illustrated
with photographs of matadors and
bulls; and there are diagrams explain-
ing the intricacies of dangerous
passes such as Arruza invented in his
"Lisbon Style."
The famous matador preserves the
same undertones of candor and hon-
esty right through to his retirement.
For this reason, and because of
Arruza's clarity in presenting his
technique, the book stands out as
one to remember. In fact, Arruza is
so modest about the great corrida he
fought in Malaga, on August twenty-
seventh, 1945, that Barnaby Conrad
has inserted a "Translator's Note,"
describing that historic bull-fight in
detail. Indeed Conrad, comparing
Arruza's performance that day to
others he had seen by Procina, Cani..
tas, Ma~olete, and the great Bel-
monte at fifty-six years of age, salutes
the Mexican's performance at Ma-
laga as "the best of all."
-E. ROELKER CURTIS
Mrs. Curtis is the author of Anne
Hutchinson and Lady Sarah Lennox,
An Irrepressible Stuart.
THE FALL, by Albert Camus. New
York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1957. 147 pp.
$3.00•
It would not be difficult to maintain
that the most distinguished French
trio of writers published here this
decade includes Jean-Paul Sartre,
. last heard of two years ago, Simone
de Beauvoir, on the best seller list
last year, and Albert Camus whose
latest book The Fall is .before us
now.
Current appearance, of course, is
no guarantee of superiority. But un-
like Sartre giving himself to faction
. and Beauvoir dilating fiction beyond
proportion, Camus has not only kept
to his creative last but has continued
concisely to develop his contribu-
tion. The result is that in The Fall
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he has achieved a recit as significant
in its way as Constant's Adolphe
and, to take a recent work, Heming-
way's The Old Man and the Sea are
in theirs.
In an epigraph drawn from Ler-
montov's preface to A Hero of Our
Time Camus indirectly but iron-
ically tells us what to expect in his
own book. For one thing it holds up
as model a most immoral character.
Lest this be not enough, it manages
also to portray the author and his
acquaintances. Then, as if the dis-
closure must not lead to misappre-
hension, we are told that in an
over-all sense the resulting portrait
is not of an individual but of an
"aggregate of the vices ,of our whole
generation."
A reading of The Fall bears out
the preciseness of Camus' notation.
The immoral character is the pro-
tagonist Jean-Baptiste Clamence. In
a monologue which runs the length
of the work he reveals himself thor-
oughly. As a lawyer in the Paris
courts his interest in noble cases
(those dealing with widows and or-
phans) was due more to sentimental
posing than to -justice. As a lover he
was. no less a trickster. His Don
Juanism was an indulgence in nar-
cism. But it was as individual that he
was most fraudulent.
This he learns unequivocally one
night as he is returning home. A
female who has leaped into the Seine
near him cries out for help. He can
save her at some danger to himself or
)
consider his safety and let her go
down. Cowardice wins; he lets her
drown.
The rest of the story is expiation.
Banishing himself to a sailor's quar-
ter in Amsterdam, he spends his
time making those about him aware
of any culpability that is theirs. His
procedure - a reversal of that in the
confessional - is to confess himself
and so doing induce confessions
from others. His aim, regardless of
whether he can realize it or not, is to
inaugurate a kinship in guilt, as if
only in this manner can 'a desired
commonalty of men be formed.
"\,-'hen we are all guilty," he holds,
"that will be democracy."
Mea culpa and mist as part of this
may be, it is on the whole a resume
of thought which former works of
Camus' have taught us to associate
with him. Readers will have no dif-
ficulty in .recognizing the absurdity
of existence which he stressed in
The Stranger, or the inescapability
of choice which he illustrated in The
Plague, or the futility of human ef-
fort which gave poignancy to The
Myth of Sisyphus, or, timely indeed
in this era, the advance beyond
nihilism which informed The Rebel.
The Fall, however, is more than
Camus writ large. Though it incor-
porates his ideas, privacies even like
that glanced at in his reference to
tubercular lungs, it constructs a por-
trait that cannot be ascribed to him
or to all¥0ne else in particular. But
if ascribed, it must be to a sort of
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composite, or, as he has put it, to
"the man of the hour as he is rife in
me and others."
And what a man this contempo-
rary man is! A posturer, a dastard, a
holder of stolen goods, a lyrist of the
prison cell, a denier of God desperate
because of his denial, an extoller of
humanity who fears nothing more
than the judgment of men!
Condemnable as Clamence is, he
is not contemptible in the end. The
reason derives from the very heart of
Camus' matter. Clamence, it is indi-
cated, has come to, the only grace
possible to fallible man -lucidity.
He knows, and it- is the ultimate
knowledge, "the fundamental du-
plicity of the human being."
If such enlightenment seems self-
negating, hardly worth the getting,
it is not so to Camus. Like Hardy he
too believes that the way to the Best
exacts a full look at the Worst.
Where he differs is in the realization
that the Best when achieved is
doomed itself to become a Worst.
For the prime mover to Camus is
ambivalence and his conclusions pat-
tern themselves bipolarly.
Thus a copy of a masterpiece, in-
. distinguishable from the original, is
from his point of view just as mov-
ing to beholders. As for a criminal,
it is not unlikely that he may be an
instrument of unknown justice. Or
going farther afield, may not the
Crucified One have sought the cross
because he no longer could bear the
burden of crime committed, inno-
cently enough perhaps, by the very
fact of-having lived in this murder-
ous world?
The use of Christ as existentialist
symbol points to a new phase in
in Camus' development. He has
evidently' passed from a Hellenic
dispensation to that of the Hebraic
and/or Christian. This represents no
change, to be sure, in his basic na- .
ture. Still rationalistic, it reveals it-
self in bits of psychiatry which jostle
Biblical references no end, and in·
modem doubts which practically
dissolve crystallizations many hold
most venerable.
In this, as in other respects, then,
The Fall affords us thoughts of dar-
ing which, to recall Thoreau's bon
mot on good books, an idle man can-
not read and a timid one will not be
entertained by. To men other than ,
_these it is· not inappropriate to add
that such matters as an exposition of
the Absurd Hero and a moralistic in-
quiry into guilt and judgment do not
.cover all that is in the pook. There
is also something in it very pertinent
on this score: the attempt of a man
of good will to dignify ~n under
the sentence of death.
-MAx COSMAN
ANGLO-SAXON ATTITUDES,
by Angus Wilson. New York: Vi-
king, 1956. 410 pp. $4.50'
England has a tradition of self-eriti-
cism. Swift comes to mind both as
initiator and exemplar. How he rails
.. I
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at his countrymen for possessing the
foibles of mankind. Astringent in an-
other field is Edmund Burke. When
he finishes with Warren Hastings,
not only is an administrator of em-
pire on the spot but the conscience
of a nation as well. Art too has its
Lucian. Surely Hogarth moralizing
on harlot and rake and marriage a la
mode need take a back seat to no
one in denunciation. What with Gil-
bert and Sullivan in musical pastures
pruning away at rankness in institu-
tions, and what with a certain math-
ematician ribbing fellow citizens
every which way in his classic about
an Alice, one must concede that
self-judgment has an unpreemptible
place in English affairs.
The tradition is in no danger of
languishing today. Evelyn Waugh,
whatever his intent, keeps uncover-
ingthe frailties of his country's up-
per class. Less frothily C. P. Snow
exhibits the manoeuvering for power
indulged in by those in the middle.
More"hopeless than Waugh or Snow,
Graham Greene reveals the seedi-
ness of England's lower groups. Now
comes Angus Wilson with Anglo-
Saxon Attitudes skinning a parcel of
representatives from every class.
Though he shares the spirit of the
times with his contemporaries, is as
ironic as the first, as solid as the
second, and as intense as the third,
Mr. Wilson echoes none of them.
'His voice is his own and its unique-
ness lies in his faith in abstract jus-
tice. For Mr. Wilson is nothing if
not a measurer against justice of mo-
tive and act. Admirable as is his
loyalty to such pursuit, it sometimes
gives the effect of being a conveni-
ence: it seems to absolve him of
loving his fellowmen. He must en-
joy a good deal of absolution. In a
book of forty-odd characters there
is neither man nor woman wholly
approved of. To give him his due, he
does have provocation. Pretense, self-
delusion, vice flourish everywhere
and he is too honest to hide his
loathing. But there is a difference
betwee* antipathy for th~ sake of
people and antipathy for the sake of
principle. The one is benevolent; it
seeks justice. The other is imper-
sonal; it metes out justice.
Mr. Wilson's penchant for pass-
ing judgment is not adventitious. It
derives from something thought-out
and strongly held - the coneept that
the i~dividual is less important than
the truth. As a result, despite much
documentation in personality, the
dramatis personae of Anglo-Saxon
Attifudes resolve themselves into
types, and sooner or later each one is
made to stand up in court and re-
ceive sentence according to trans-
gression. Clarissa Crane gets hers as
pretentious time-waster, Dolly Stoke-
say as love-failure, Elvira as a pseudo-
intellectual, Ingeborg Middleton as·
maternal anaconda.
Females are not alone in this trial
by sarcasm. Mr. Wilson's males get
a flaying every whit as merciless.
Only in the case of Gerald Middle-
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ton, who eventually redeems profes-
sional honor by bringing fraud to the
light, is there a softeninp "Rut such
remission of punishment ~s is im-
plied in the few years of worthy
activity allotted him hardly relieves
the pathos of his hitherto wasted life.
Little as is this relief, it is extended
to no one else in the book. Robin
Middleton, the magnate, stays a
muddler. John Middleton, the lib-
eral, remains a pervert. Ramage,
Rourke, Salad, Houdet, hangers-on
in society, continue their varieties of
VICIousness.
With so much that is wrong about
them, Mr. Wilson's creatures still
interest us. Perhaps ijIat is so for
very human reasons. For one, they
are recognizable. Their like appears
everywhere. They also afford us a
neurotic pleasure - yes, the pleasure
of seeing others ridiculed. But per-
haps the most inclusive cause of in-
terest is in the way they are projected.
Satirical nuances titillate us con-
stantly. There are unexpected juxta-
positions - a drawing room is "a
centrally heated mausoleum," and
malicious pricks like that about a
man giving himself to a task with
"full careful and spinsterish consid-
eration," or shrewd appraisals like
Gerald's of Clarissa - "his profes-~
sional eye had already detected a
shop-soiledc frigidity beneath her
chic," or long passages like those
purportedly . by Professor Stoke-
say and Professor Lorimer which
are elaborate take-offs on historical
communications.
A mediate pleasure in Anglo-
Saxon Attitudes comes from its
archetectonic structure, for Mr. Wil-
son does not hold with the meander-
ing accretions of recent writirig. For
his part he works in the spirit of the
great nineteenth century novelists.
His characters independent of pale
sensibility have prepared-for en-
trances and exits. His incidents re-
lating men to their environment
move along a charted course. In
general, in his stress on an over-all
approach to "a wide~ social canvas"
on which satire, realism, farce, melo-
drama, and tragedy may appear - in
other words, in his desire to combine
the philosophic and the comic, he
patterns himself, as he on~ pointed
out Oscar Wilde did, on something
older than the nineteenth century
design, and that is the 9assical
Dialogue.
In this ancient form in which
nothing that is human is alien, and
in which nothing ultimately is so im-
portant as integrity, Mr. Wilson has
wrought well.
-MAx COSMAN
Max Cosman has written articles and
revi~ws for The Colorado Quarterly,
The Personalist, Theater Arts, Com-
monweal, and The Nation.
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MASSACRE, THE TRAGEDY
AT WHITE RIVER, by MarshaIl
Sprague. Boston: Little, Brown &
Company, 1957. 364 pp. $5.00.
In the classic pattern of American
Destiny, nothing was quite as effec-
tive as a massacre, real or imaginary,
to serve as excuse for seizing more
millions of acres of Indian land. The
massacre of Nathan Cook Meeker
and seven of his people at the White
River Ute Agency, Colorado, on the
afternoon of September 29, 1879,
was cut to pattern.
It was an authentic massacre. And
to the minds of some, it had the
great, unexpected advantage of In-
dian outrage upon the persons of
three white women: Meeker's wife,
Arvilla; his daughter, Josie; and a
buxom young matron named Flora
Ellen Price. The curious fact that
only one of the women truly felt
that she had been outraged was not
generally appreciated at the time.
The story is told in, all of its de-
taIl for the first time by Marshall
Sprague, and in terms of a nearly
full-length biography of Nathan
Meeker. In his search for materials
the author covered most of the
ground, by car and on foot, where
the Western scenes are laid; he
mined the National Archives for
original sources and, perhaps best of
all, was first to obtain access to
a collection of Meeker's letters,
diaries, unpublished novels and
other writings.
The result is an honest, thoroughly
documented narrative that some-
times is burdened by an overly facile
style - as though the author had
feared his weight of documentation
might otherwise bore the reader. On
the contrary, some wiIl find the
book's greatest value and interest
lies in Sprague's obviously careful
research.
A precocious child born to not
uncommon parents who had settled
in the Western Reserve, Meeker be-
came a mildly fanatical, firmly dedi-
cated man. As one chosen for a small
role in America's Destiny, he appro-
priately was a man with a message.
Sprague indicates that he was trou-
bled by few self-doubts. First an
atheist, he soon embraced God and
the Utopian social ideas of the·
Frenchman, Charles Fourier, in a
cooperative group "Phalanx" in
Ohio. The Phalanx failed but·
Meeker's faith did not.
The two greatest forces shaping
his life appear to have been his be-
lief that, through Fourierism, or at
least a Meeker version of it, he could
father a near-perfect community;
and the influence and support of his
onetime employer, publisher Horace
Greeley of The New York Tribune.
Both forces landed Meeker and a
flock of hopeful followers in the
"Union Colony of Colorado" where
he named the townsite Greeley and
in the same spirit started a news-
paper and called it The Greeley
Tribune. But again, Meeker's dream
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faded, and to make a living he se-
cured appointment from Carl Schurz
as Agent to the Utes. This was in
1878. He was, at the age of sixty,
still vigorous and. he jubilantly en-
visioned "his Utes" awaiting his ar-
rival at White River Agency with
JOY·,
Sprague gives a warmly sympa-
thetic portrait of this man, making
him the more human and likable by
not softening his failings, or by trim-
ming Nathan Meeker's quixotic
tendencies to be a bit of a character.
Meeker was determined, the author
says, to lead the savages "out of bar-
....
barism and sin and into a new life of
spiritual purity and physical com-
fort." The Utes were wandering
horse Indians? Well, Meeker would
make them happy and' prosperous by
turning them into farmers, lumber-
jacks, miners, and humble lords of
vast herds of sheep. Their ponies, of
course, must go.
This, Meeker's ignorance of In-
dians, and growing pressures in Colo-
rado political circles to acquire part
if not all of the Utes' vast mountain-
land holdings, were ill omens. An-
other, which Sprague mentions but
neglects to bring into full focus, was
the undermining, in the year of
Meeker's appointment, of the Bro-
not Treaty of 1873. The treaty,
compared with others, had been rea-
sonably favorable to the Utes:
amending an 1868 agreement, it
gave to the United States four mil-
lion mineral acres of the Utes' six-
teen million-acre reservation; in
return, the Utes were allowed hunt-
ing privileges on the ceded land and _
promised annual grants of $25,000.
In 1878, through political chican-
ery and bribery, the Brunot Treaty
was wiped out. For seventeen silver
dollars to each southern Ute who
agreed (the majority did), the three
southern Ute bands were split off.
from Chief Ouray's Uncompahgres
and Chief Jack's White River Utes.
Thus, for $15,33~ the three bands
gave up their haH interest in the
twelve million-acre reservation and
in its place were allotted 1,166,000
acres of land below Pagosa Springs.
These matters, which unquestion-
ably had important bearing on the
Meeker massacre, the author men-
tions but he allows them to be ob-
scured by the colorful and less
significant details of the Meekers
and what was being said and done by
the land-hungry in Denver - all
painstakingly docume~ted. If there
is an imbalance in the book, it is in
this contrast of choice of emphasis
and original' research. The' Meekers
and all of the whites who surrounded
them, come alive magnificently. The
Utes are, with a few exceptions,
faceless figures taken - accurately,
perhaps, if not adequately to an
otherwise sound book"":' from the
writings of others.
The point would not be raised if
Sprague had not so clearly intended
to show that the Utes, less dramat-
ically but far more importantly in
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the end, were the principal victims
of their own desperate actions at
White River Agency.
Sprague's treatment of the massa-
cre and its aftermath is objectively
and simply told. It is satisfying
enough in the information it gives of
what happened at White River and
1)f the several troop movements or-
dered from Washington. It could
easily have been handled in a sensa-
tional manner, but most carefully ·is
not.
Quite beyond the author's control,
the book shows evidence of slipshod
editing, and except for its splendid
endpaper map, is designed in a man-
ner not warranted to attract readers
who would appreciate this seriously
conceived work the most.
-FRANK McNrrr
Frank McNitt is on the staB of the
University of New Mexico Press. He
is author of the recently published
book, Richard Wetherill: Anasazi.
.STILL REBELS, STILL YAN-
KEES, AND OTHER ESSAYS, by
Donald Davidson. Baton Rouge:
Louisiana State' University Press,
1957· 2.84 pp. $4·50'
Despite his association with the
other Southern poet-eritics, Donald
Davidson stands alone today in his
approach to literature. Whereas
John Crowe Ransom, Allen Tate,
Robert Penn Warren, and Cleanth
Brooks, like the other notable New
Critics in England and America,
have been united in ascribing to the
principles that form is meaning, that
literature is basically symbolical, that
irony and ambiguity are necessary
devices of poetry, Mr. Davidson
works with quite different assump-
tions. His new volume Still Rebels,
Still Yankees, bringing together sev-
enteen essays written during the
last twenty years, demonstrates .the
uniqueness as well as the force and
consistency of his criticism.
Mr. Davidson's most apparent
point of distinction lies in the abju-
ration of what he calls "the guarded
style" in modem poetry, that style
which in attempting to avoid the
scorn of minds corrupted by scien-
tism has become so obscure and
difficult as to require a special sacer-
dotal intermediary between poem
and reader. As well as performing
this task, criticism today has made a
brilliant apologia for poetry, Mr.
Davidson admits; but it has defended
too narrow an aspect of the art. "The
modem defense of poetry i.s a de-
fense in its literary character only,"
he writes in the essay "Poetry As
Tradition." "It refers to the poetry
. of the printed page, the poetry re-
ceived by the solitary, silent reader
who ponders it in voiceless seclusion.
It is a defense of poetry as a literary
tradition, not of poetry thatincludes,
with much else, a literary ~dition."
The losses attendant upon this nar-
rowing of concept are enormous,
Mr. Davidson maintains, the great
forms - epic, drama, and lyric - all
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being in essence pre-literary; that is,
conceived for the human ear and not
the eye.
Thus the primary New Critical
technique, the close pxplication of
text, being a way of examining the
printed poem, is irrelevant to Mr.
Davidson's critical purposes, which
are to restore and continue the tra-
dition'of poetry in its larger sense. In
this volume his method is most
aptly displayed in explicatory essays
on Hardy's Mayor of Casterbridge
and Stark Young's So Red the Rose.
That these works are embodimentS
of values lying at the core of the so-
cieties with which they deal Mr.
Davidson. demonstrates' most con-
vincingly and thereby illuminates
the art form from within, making
apparent the intrinsic coherence of
what, on the surface, are disparate
parts. In his essay "Why the Modem
South Has a Great Literature," Mr.
Davidson develops the thesis that it
is in possessing traditional knowl-
edge that the Southern.writers excel
today, just as, in another essay, he
shows Yeats· to fall short on this
count. Other pieces in the volume
are concerned frankly with the state
of affairs in society rather than with
the condition of literature itself, a
strong indication that Mr. Davidson
does not differentiate the art form
from the general culture.
Another distinctive mark of the
New Critics is their concern with
one central theme: theloss of tradi-
tion. Mr. Davidson has occupied
himself rather with its presence.-The
total effect of·this important volume
is to deepen and clarify the reader's
understanding of that much over-
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used word. Whatever it may mean
to others, to Donald Davidson tradi-
tion consists of those values which
are imperishable, which are in es-
sence human and not mechanical,
the gifts of a "just and merciful
God" who, ,as Mr. Davidson has
written in his fine poem Lee in
the Mountains; "measures out all
days,/ And measures out the grace/
Whereby alone we live"; conse-
quently these values are still alive
and available to "all generations of
the faithful heart."
-LOUISE COWAN
Associate professor of English at
Texas Christian University, Mrs.
Cowan is the author of The Fugi-
tive: A Critical History, soon to be
released by the LSU Press.
BIG SUR AND THE ORANGES
OF HIERONYMUS BOSCH, by
Henry Miller. New York: New Di-
rections, 1957.404 pp. $6.50.
The enfant terrible (J\American let-
ters ever since Tropic of Cancer
came out in 1934 (though he was
even then a middle-aged enfant) has
presented the world with a perhaps
less intimate but certainly more mel-
low account of his past eleven years
spent in a Bohemia mainly of his
'own making in possibly the most
breathtakingly awesome part of the
Pacific coast of this country. This is
indeed a veridical account of ghosts
alive and Beshed who have haunted
or still haunt Big Sur, a forty-six-odd
mile area (on the highway only, from
there it goes inland interminably)
below Carmel and Monterey in
California. It is perhaps a more vera-
cious account of the life-and-death
struggle that goes on between an
artist and his environment, when the
environment cannot be re-chosen.
. As ~..ionel Trilling recently pointed
out, it is a fad of our times to think
that the mind that makes the work
of art should be defined only by the
work of art itself. Henry Miller is a
vast opus disproving this. The bridge
between the so-called impersonal
artist and the so-called human being
has been tom down by him, and he
stands like an aging Atlas between
the Golden Gates. There is fiction in
his essays and there are essays in his
fiction. He blasted Edmund Wilson
for writing that the cCl" of Tropic of
Cancer was a fictional character.
That "I" is me, Miller memorably,
the chemicals Baring up in his arcane
laboratory, retorted.
In this book one gets as intimate a
glimpse of a person's private life
(which is necessarily public in Big
Sur) as one could wish for from
Henry Miller, which is quite a bit.
There are almanacs of practical
advice interspersed amongst the mis-
firings of practice. Talk about pro-
gressive education, Miller is more so.
Tht: conversations between him and
his children will go down in history
until they end up in textbooks of
education for elementary, or at least
secondary schools, I might predict.
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They are not only hilarious but pain-
fully ed~cative, for those who have
children. His advice to the painters
would liberate many a stalled artist,
as Miller did before when he pub-
·Iished a large, hard-to-get book
named The Angel Is My Water-
mark. But when it comes to advice
for the writer, beware, because Miller
is a skilled writer (Mencken said:
uHis is one of the most beautiful
styles today.."); and his advice to
writers is therefore often fatal. He
lists a few mortalities. On the other
hand 1think there are very few books
about writing written by great au-
thors who have deigned to tip their
hand more than Miller <;loes in this
one. (A hjnt to writers, read it.)
The last part pfthe book, Paradise
Lost, is an account of a great writer
idolizing a phony astrologer. The
great writer is Henry Miller: his idol
is, well- a phony astrologer. Here
we have something that would seem
to be a definitive proof that artists
are untrustworthy when they per-
ceive human beings and are much
better when they put the human
beings (or the unperceived-ones)
down on the page. This' monster
Moricand and this murderer Miller
- it is a drama of not mystery-story
but . truer-than-life fiction which
makes one ask, ''Who's better-
Miller or Simenon?" (I. recommend'
this to detective story readers.)
But what is most important,
though 1 must state it briefly, is that
it should be mentioned that this
book is one of the most fascinating
ways of learning about the Oriental
frame of mind (although the mind is
in "a Brooklyn boy") that is available
.to the Western world.
-GILBERT NEIMAN
Gilbert Neiman' is completing his
doctoral dissertation on Henry
Miller.
A HISTORY OF THE ANCIENT
SOUTHWEST, by Harold Sterling
Gladwin. Freeport, Maine: Bond
Wheelwright Company, 1957. 361
pages, 21 maps, 197 illustrations, in-
dex. $8.50. .
All who have read Men Out of Asia
(1948), undoubtedly will note with
live interest the release of this new
volume by the same author. Gladwin
delights in throwing out questions or
taking a position on some argu-
mentative subject which will make
conversationalists or readers stop and
think . . . and, perhaps, seek new
approaches to unsolved problems. If
. his current book were not to evoke
critical responses, Gladwin would be
sorely disappointed.
This is a book which all archaeolo-
gists working in the Southwest will
have to give some consideration
... inasmuch as Gladwin includes
southwestern Colorado, southern'
Utah, Arizona, New Mexico, north-
western Chihuahua, northeastern
Sonora, and western Texas in his dis-
cussions, this will mean a sizable
body of individuals. It is fortunate,
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therefore, that the presentation is in
the entertaining Gladwinian style.
Tucked in among the less amusing
pages are many lines which bring
forth the reader's chuckles. Many
others than archaeologists will find
pleasure in reading this work.
factors, lively depictio~s of the for-
mer dwellers, suggestions regarding
their modem survivors, linguistic af-
filiations, classificatory systems, and
so on. He achieves neat introduction
to certain techniques, such as the
production of stone implements by
pressure flaking, and gives a graphic
presentation of stratigraphy.
A caution which Gladwin issues in
his introduction merits due consider-
ation, especially from neo-archaeolo-
gists. He says, "many of the things
which have been regarded as estab-
lished facts are actually nothing
more than plausible theories which
have gained their authority from fre-
quent repetition, and . . . many of
the old familiar beliefs and classifica-
Gladwin is at his best when giving tions have been based on evidence
his vivid, dynamic descriptions of which often was either negative or
the Southwest, placing the people in ' selective" (xix). The scientist should
their various habitats, and portraying question and re-question every as-
their cultural attainments. His re- pect pertaining to his studies; and
view of the eXperiences of Mrs.'Glad- the findings of many an investigation
win and himself and their associates, would prove more scientific if this
primarily during the decade follow- procedure were followed in even an
ing 192'" provides a personalized unexact science such as archaeology.
opening for this book. They had fun In the present work, Gladwin under-
learning, and share their merry en- takes to bring Southwestern archaeo-
thusiasm with the readers. It is such logical information together and to
narratives which give much of the see what it looks like "when removed
color, appeal, and romance to ar- from the classroom and, the work-
chaeology. shop." J
The author sets forth his history Perhaps thes~ last few words, in a
of the ancient Southwest with con- measure, are responsible for one of
siderable variety: fact, picturesque the shortcomings of Gladwin's book.
accounts, natural settings, envis- From the beginning, one may read
aged possibilities and speculations, along enthusiastically and untrou-
sources of available materials, time bled for many pages. Then one
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begins to wonder why particular
statements or deductions were made,
inasmuch as archaeological reports
which precede Gladwin's publica-
tion date indicate contrary facts or
more detailed findings, answer cer-
tain questions or raise still others.
Turning to the bibliography, .. one
finds, surprisingly, but a single refer-
ence to works later than 1949.
Admittedly, one of the most dis-
couraging features of writing a book
which includes summary and conclu-
sions of any phase or area of Ameri-
can archaeology is that between the
time of jotting down the final word
and the appearance of the publica-
tion, such new discoveries have been
made as to render important aspects
of the work out-of-date. It would
seem that upon leaving· Arizona,
Gladwin packed up his notes and
knowledge and moved them with his
personal belongings to California.1
There is no doubt but what he had
sufficient material for the writing of
several books. One has to stop some-
1. In 1950, Gila Pue1;llo was offered by
it Board of Trustees to the University of
Arizona, which accepted the gift, while ex-
pressing a note of sadness at the passing of
this research institution. The Gladwins had
moved to Santa Barbara some years earlier.
The extensive and valuable archaeological
collections which had been housed at Gila
Pueblo were transferred to Tucson. Later,
the Globe property was purchased by the
National Park Service, and the physical
plant has been utilized, since the fall of
1952., as the headquarters of the South·
western Monuments; the large galleries, of·
fices, residences, and other buildings lend
themselves admirably to activities of the
federal agency.
where, of course. But it appears that
"removed from the classroom and
workshop," Gladwin henceforth
largely disregarded what was tran-
spiring tbere. It is unfortunate that
the presently offered History of the
Ancient Southwest could not have
appeared, say, in 1950. It would have
had more value then.
Following the introduction, Glad-
win starts this book, -like his own
entry into Southwestern archaeol-
ogy, with basic surveys. After four -
years of collecting potsherds, lithic
materials, and information, so much
was accumulated that something
had to be done about it, and a min .
site in Six Shooter Canyon, near
Globe, Arizona, became an out-
standing research center known as
Gila Pueblo. In this reconstructed
pueblo setting, laboratory proce-
dures were initiated, mapping sys-
tems and site sheets developed,
cataloging and filing of records car-
ried on, sherd boards mounted, and
the processing and rebuilding of
specimens went forward apace. The
surveys were followed by field work
and excavations. As data were com-
piled from regions not previously
studied or understood by archaeolo-
gists, new theories were advanced
and new concepts were derived. The
Gila system of pottery classification
was devised, as being more useful to
the southern areas, in contrast to the
Pecos classification used generally in
the northern sites. Pottery was dealt
with thoroughly. Petrographic stud-
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ies were made and designs analyzed the Southwestern peoples in century
-design elements were found to be or two-century periods, and consid- .
helpful in tracing the movements of ers first one group and then another.
prehistoric peoples. This provides good comparative in-
Noting the location of present day formation, but it also tends to reduce
Indian dwellers in the Southwest, the continuity of specific groups
Gladwin briefly sketches their his- or the development in particular
tory into the past, giving a short regions. Without a three-dimen-
• chapter on the physical types of sional map, this treatment is some-
those Stone Age migrants who pre- what confusing. However, Gladwin's
sumably entered the American conti- maps, summaries, and many iIIustra-
nents from Asia. Taking up the trail tions help to keep one straight.
about the time of Christ, he pictures ' About A.D. 200, Gladwin perceives
the Southwest as it was then occu- differences between his Basket Mak-
pied and describes the cultures of the ers and the people further to the
various "tribes." Inasmuch as "tribe" east. Using the Falls Creek site,
denotes a group of people united by north of Durango, Colorado, which
race and customs under the same he sets forth as "the earliest dated
leaders, this seems an unfortunate ruin in the Southwest," where circu-
choice of words. No such recognized lar houses with cribbed roofs, four
leaders functioned in the prehistoric types of storage pits, true-fired grey
cultures of the Southwest, insofar as pottery, 10-18 row com, and me-
is evident. dium-broad, deformed skulls appear
Gladwin identifies the earliest in- among the culture traits, Gladwin
habitants as the Hunters and For- introduces the Farmers from the
agers. Their successors, he separates western plains. He contrasts these
into two groups, using the com- people with the Basket Makers of
monly employed designation Basket Du Pont Cave in southeastern Utah
Makers (whom he brings in from the (A.D. 217), longheaded individuals
west as ancient Yumans) for the pea- with undeformed skulls, who did not
pIe of the Four Comers area, and have houses, had only slab lined pits,
Cave DweIIers for those of the more unfired mud vessels, etc. He sees the
southerly caverns of the Upper Gila, Four Comers region as having been
southeastern New Mexico, western "a meeting ground and a melting pot
Texas, and northeast Coahuila in from the earliest ~ys of Basket Mak-
Mexico. Trait lists are given in sup- er II up to about A.D. 700" (43).
port of this division. Gladwin has new traits from east-
Rather than following either the em Mexico reaching the people be-
Pecos or Gila systems too closely, low the Mogollon Rim, about A.D.
Gladwin takes up the mo{ements of 500: the 8 row com and kidney beans
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(though beans were cultivated as
early as 300 B.C. by the dwellers of
Tularosa Cave, according to Kaplan,
1956), undercut storage pits, tipi-
type houses, skull deformation, and
well-fired pottery-plain brown and
polished red. The bearers of these
traits, Gladwin calls "the Reds."
With their influence on the Forag-
ers, the Mogollon culture is intro-
duced. In the seventh century, he
finds that beans and red pottery have
reached the Basket Makers. In-
creased population in the north,
after A.D. 700, points to southward
and western movements of the
Farmers, which pushed the Basket
Makers to the south, into, the Little
..
Colorado, Puerco, and Chaco river
valleys. -
The continued movements and
developments of these groups are
carried forward. Then, about A.D.
1000, "the shadow of coming trou-
ble" was cast upon the people. "The
enemy at the gates" are seen as Atha-
bascan bands who "came down
along the eastern side of the Rockies
. . . where they picked up knowl-
edge of pottery-making" (216). En-
tering the Southwest, "the migration
appears to have split into two divi-
sions," the one of concern here
"turned to the west around the
southern end of the Manzanos,
crossed the Rio Grande, followed
the Rio Puerco . . . to the San
Jose, past Mount Taylor...." Di-
viding again, we have those who
came to be known as the Apaches
and Navaho. Gladwin presents an at-
tractive case for these trouble mak-
ers, but the fact that -the oldest tree-
ring dates are now showing up in the
western part of the Navaho range, in-
stead of the east, may well prove his
thesis incorrect.
Gladwin carries his southwestern-
ers up to modem times. Through-
out, the book is provocative and
stimulating. It is deeply regrettable
that it does not, as its publication
date might lead one to expect, in-
clude more of the up-to-date archae-
ological information available for the
Southwest. Had he considered the
reports of Watson Smith, Wendorf,
Euler, and others for the Museum
of Northern Arizona; the later Point
of Pines findings; Martin, Rinaldo,
and their associates' more recent'in-
vestigations in the Reserve area;
Schroeder's views on the Salado; the
revelations of salvage archaeology
conducted by Museum of New Mex-
ico archaeologists and collaborators
for sites in New Mexico and north-
eastern Arizona; the Midland, Texas
studies (which yield human remains
dating to 20,000 years ago); the eth-
nobotanical information of Kaplan,
Nickerson, et al.; and Hugo Rodeck's
analys~ of Mimbres pottery designs
. . . then, I am sure, Gladwin would
have provided us with a whole har-
vest of food for thought.
-BERTHA P. DUTrON
Bertha P. Dutton is Curator of
Ethnology at the Museum of New
Mexico in Santa Fe.
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